
Responses: Tell us about your experiences, concerns, and expectations about selling your home, downsizing, and moving.  Copyright Topretirements 2013
My husband and I have moved around a lot due to both careers. We have rented and owned several homes.  We currently own a home in Houston which is smaller than our last home, but more expensive.  Both of us cannot wait to get into a larger home so that we are not running into each other coming and going. We would also like a bit of breathing space between neighbors as we value our privacy. Would love to have some "green space" in the back as we now have a small patio.  We will stay in the larger home until we cannot maintain it any longer, then will think about downsizing.  Many folks want a smaller place but then they may have lived in one home for thirty or more years and have forgotten what it's like to live on top of neighbors!
If you live in a populated area ... Craig's List is a great way to get rid of unwanted items ... it is free ... they come pick it up and pay you money ... and it is GONE ... forever ... LOVE it!!
Gave a lot to Goodwill. Gave the rest away to friends. It's not worth the time to try to sell things you don't want to take with you and it feels good to give it to someone who can make use of it.
As for downsizing- where to start?? 
We are concerned about obtaining a mortgage if we are both retired. So I will continue working until we sell our home (1yr?) & relocate to NC (?).Looking at the Wilmington/Leland area.
I've begun the process by moving some furniture to my son in his new house. Hired smaller mover (found on internet) who does do cross-country moves. It was a major headache. Chaos even though I'd moved cross-country many times in past. The company flat-out lied numerous times. 
Not looking forward to the next move. Any item I don't LOVE will not be coming to new location in warmer climate, closer to the kids.
At first we attempted to sell off some of our furniture that we knew wouldn't fit in our new home after we downsized, of course we offered everything to family first before we donated the furniture, clothing, and miscellaneous household items to various charities.  
The actual move was the most difficult part of the entire experience and we're glad that we used a well know national mover who provided us with great service.  Even with a five day delay in delivery at a very busy time of the year we were still happy with their service.

Setting up new services and obtaining new drivers lic and transferring vehicle titles, etc., does create some issues but since everyday is a Saturday and time isn't an issue when your retired all these issues can be handled without much stress.
Stuff donated to Goodwill and other nonprofits, neighbors.
The biggest concern is if we'll like the area.  Our home has been on the market for most of the last year without any luck of selling.  We are putting it back on the market to see if now is a better time to sell.
Gave all stuff to a mission, had a garage sale.
I will sell, give away, or scrap most of my belongings
My wife and I owned two houses when we married 2 years ago. We sold her house and disposed of a lot of furniture and stuff through Goodwill and had a professional auctioneer come in. They will get rid of almost everything, but don't look at the prices things go for. You have to look at it as someone paying you to get rid of your stuff. After expenses, we cleared about #3,000 for everything. 
Her house sold after being on the market for over a year, with a lot of work. 
We are waiting for our daughter and grandchildren to leave the area before moving out of the area to a more temperate climate. Still downsizing stuff from the second house.
I already live in a small (1000 sq. ft)ranch home so I would like to move to downsize my outdoor space and eliminate doing yard work and snow removal. I am also interested in buying newer construction since building codes became more stringent after 1985. At this point I can't decide if I want a single family or townhome or a condo. And if I get a condo do I want a first floor (overhead noise?) or a second floor with stairs. I am 58 years old so hopefully climbing stairs will not pose a problem for awhile. Of course money is also a consideration and if I want to have a little chunk of  money left over after I move I think a condo is in the cards for me.
will rent before buying.  will sell current home "by owner".  next home will be smaller, cheaper, less maintenance. kids will get their stuff back, all else will go to charity.
Much of what we've parted with thus far has been donated, and adult children have taken some items. Some of the final decisions will be pushed to the end, when we are finally able to make a sale, and we can then pull the trigger on two other homes-may even have to rent awhile if nothing suits us on the market at that time. Can't commit to either future home unless we sell (a large high end luxury home). Want a smaller home in our northern location, and a smaller one south (have decided on that area thankfully). We are leaning toward the southerly location as being the larger of the two. This has definitely been a road bump in the first couple years of retirement.
Since I own a business with a large inventory of books, I plan to contact a local auction house which specializes in books to take most of those. 
My husband and I both have large book collections of our own, and we may have to winnow these. 
We'll keep family heirlooms and furniture, and triage the stuff we don't want to keep: 1) for eBay; 2) for yard sale; 3) for donation.
My top concern is that the place we're in now (which houses both the book business, my husband's own business, and an apartment), a 150-year-old church building, may be quite difficult to sell. It's structurally sound, we've made improvements, but unfortunately there's still quite a bit of unsightly cracked plaster that will undoubtedly turn potential buyers off.
We live in a bedroom community of New York City and are near public transportation (train, bus and subway)for a quick ride into the city for work and entertainment.  Now would probably be a good time to have our current home on the market with interest rates being so low but we have decided to spruce up the house before calling in the real estate agents. A second reason for waiting is the abundance of homes on the market after Sandy that are selling way below market.

Presently we are also trying to buy a home in Virginia to be used as our retirement home.  I have seen an uptick in their home prices over the last 6 months but the same can be said for our present home.  I estimate that we should be able to find more square feet, lower taxes and at least a 20% reduction in our cost of living by moving.  Property taxes alone should net us an $8000 reduction every year.

As far as downsizing that will be determined when we purchase our new home.  We have a lsit of "must haves", like to have, not import to both or one of us and really don't care.  The more "must haves" the better.  With about a year before my wife retires we are looking with a purpose and not taking the first home that comes along.  Once we know the home and what it offers then the downsizing starts in earnest!
Downsizing is an iterative process. For example, you think you're done sorting pictures and realize you still have too many after your first sort then you come up with more criteria for disposing of them. 

We sold some items on Craig's List, gave other items away to family/friends, and gave items to local charity.
Selling on ebay and craigslist, donating, and filling the garbage bin twice a week.
We will for the most part be moved into our retirement home when we place our current residence on the market.  Some of the furniture will remain behind to stage the house for sale, and we will probably either donate it to goodwill, give it to the kids if they have an apartment by then, or have it auctioned off.
We are overwhelmed with where to start and need to come up with an organized plan.
Expect that will sell current home at small profit and will reinvest the entire proceeds, no more and no less, in home in different location.  Home will be small in sq footage but have nicer amenities.  Will purchase furniture to fit the new home.  Plan to bring minimal personal effects.  Home will have Universal Access attributes to allow me to remain there as long as possible.  Will be second to last move... last will be to senior living/condo/apartment when no longer able to keep up the house.  Most concerned about transportation when no longer able to drive.  Hoping the Google 'self driving' car becomes a reality in the next 10 - 15 years... transportation problem solved!
Need to be ruthless in giving away and throwing away furniture and accumulated belongings
We have a basement full of furniture and knick knacks and will, hopefully, give most of it to charity.
Sold home for 20% less than purchased 18 months ago, but made up for loss at new home buy. Had estate sale for 30% of furniture, and rented for 1 year to get good deal on new home in Del Webb community.
Our daughter developed serious health issue, and we were forced to move to provide necessary aid to her and her family.  Since we had owned our house for 30 years, we were still able to make a small profit despite a depressed housing market., and since we moved to a less-expensive area, we were able to buy a nice condo.  I was able to toss out non-essentials with abandon, fueled by my need to quickly get to her and my sudden realization that my "stuff" wasn't important.  I still own a 90 year old vacation house that needs structural repairs as well as down-sizing, but I've been making major progress there as well.  Haven't yet decided its ultimate fate.
Difficult to know what to get rid of until one finds a new place.  Easier to buy a new place that fits your needs and then select the household furnishings that work well in the new residence and donate whatever doesn't.  Can't be done until a new residence is found so logistics of downsizing is difficult.
Background: From NY to MD - going south, moving from my 2-story home to single floor living in the home of my significant other. We've been together four years and we think and act like a couple married long term. 

All my furniture was distributed to kids, neighbors, charities; some sold on Craig's List. What was kept: clothing (wardrobe edited, discarded clothes sent to charities), personal effects (medications! lol ), tax files, office supplies, photos, very little art (new home has outstanding art collection). Biggest project was fitting my extensive cookware and cooking tools (I'm an amateur chef) into an already well-equipped kitchen.
Because I purchased my home at such a good price and will not be able to make much of a profit, it will be necessary to spend more on any future home. Currently renting in a new location (state) in a warmer climate trying to decide whether to purchase or keep renting.  Still using my past home as rental income which seems to be working out well.
It took us about two years after we retired to get our old home ready for sale and for us to be psychologically ready to move. This included making repairs, painting, downsizing, and decluttering the home.  Getting rid of stuff was draining and emotional for me so I took my time and had to take several breaks to destress from my emotions.  We sold some of our stuff in garage sales, threw broken items in the trash, and donated a lot of items to local charities.  We were amazed at the amount of stuff we had accumulated when we lived in the old home.  We also took trips to our new retirement location to look at housing.  After we sold our home, we put our household goods in storage, moved with everything we needed in our van across country, rented an apartment and rented some furniture until our new home was built.
Start downsizing and organizing at least 2 years ahead of when you plan to put your home on the market.  You will be less stressed if you can do it slowly,  you be better prepared for a quick sell (just under 2 weeks for us!) and  your home will show better.
Downsized items were given to our children, charity or thrown away.  No yard sales for us!  Haggling with strangers over a few bucks all weekend is not worth it.
Did not downsize enough, we moved from two homes (winter & summer) to one year round.
We sold some stuff (mostly furniture) and gave away a lot of personal stuff, but still need to give away more as both homes we sold were fully furnished for and lived in for may years.
We purchased a house in Northern Nevada but still live in our house in Los Angeles area.  The houses are about the same size but the one in Nevada is 1/3 the cost of the house in Los Angeles.  We have our LA home on the market now and plan to use the proceeds to pay off the house in Nevada and invest the rest.  We will retire in the next 6 months to 1 year, all depending on what happens with the ACA and health insurance rates as only one of us will be 65.  We have sold a lot of things in garage sales and donated a lot to charity.  We will have one more garage sale right before we move and the rest we will put into storage or donate while we travel in our RV for a year.
Most of our unwanted household items were donated, a few were sold, and many things were dumped. Timing was nearly perfect. We had a new home in mind in a development in Las Vegas, but needed to sell our home in Virginia Beach first. Accepting a good offer in May allowed us to make a contingent offer in early June. We will live with family and in hotels for nearly three months, but are looking forward to a single story home that is new and half the size.
I'm not looking forward to sorting through the things we have accumulated over 24 years. 
What things should we keep and what should we sell or give away?
Will the next house have enough storage space?
Downsizing is the most difficult to do.  And making sure you have help with the heavier items especially appliances.  Scheduling the furniture from one house to the other is a major endeavor.  Make sure you have help at both ends if moving from one area to the other.
Biggest concern: being able to make smart decisions about what to downsize.

I plan to purchase my retirement home before I list my current home for sale.  That way, I can more easily decide what to keep/take and I can declutter my current house by moving "stuff" to the new house, probably renting a truck to do so.  This way, my current house can be staged for maximun buyer appeal.

I will probably donate most of the excess, although I hope my son will want some of it.
Did not anticipate home would sell quickly, so ended up moving more stuff than we wanted to. Also, had planned on renting for awhile, but having a large dog made it much more difficult to find a suitable rental. We sold some furniture through on-line ads and a consignment store, gave away some items to friends/family and donated the rest. A lot of the furniture we ended up moving got damaged, so we will probably try to replace it eventually.
Have not downsized appreciably, we have enjoyed having a 3 or 4 bedroom house for visitors.  One child is now a homeowner so maybe some slight progress on furniture.  Intend to move into a similar size house.
My top concern is that the current low interest rates on mortgages will no longer be available when I retire and move in approximately 4-5 years. So I know that building a new house on property we already own should be done sooner rather than later. Balancing that, however, is the fact that housing prices where I currently live are still depressed and homes sit on the market for extended periods.  So although mortgaged rates may be higher later I might be able to take a smaller mortgage because of higher equity.
Our top concern was the months it takes to get a VA mortgage. My husband is a veteran of Vietnam, Desert Storm and Iraq, so we thought it would be easy to get a VA loan.  It is not.  USAA has taken 3 months with paperwork and we still have no mortgage.
Our downsizing went to trash collection, Goodwill and family. The process takes 2x as long as you think it will.  We raised 6 kids in the house, lived there for 35 years. I boxed and distributed their belongings to them.  
My most useful tip:  if you can't decide to keep or toss something, take a photo!  You will have the digitized memory, but won't have to find a place to store the item.
Sold some smaller items at yard sales, sold some of the furniture through on-line ad in the local paper or through word of mouth.  What was left was donated to a local church and non-profit.
Our excess possessions are being given to family, friends, Goodwill, and selling in a Yard sale.
Gave our stuff to our kids, had a moving sale and donated to
charities
downsized items were given away to family and friends
Getting my husband on the same page with what he really needs to take with him to new location.  Actively working on the downsize.
We fully anticipate losing some money on our home which we purchased new in 2002 and did many improvements to.  We have been looking at active adult living which is truly expensive - but the low maintenance and one floor living are very appealing.
Gave most of our furniture to other family members.
Sold a lot, and gave the clothes to GoodWill
I have sent out emails to the kids asking about one or two items that they may want/need.  One son is taking camping gear another daughter is getting the china closet and china.  If no one responses to the items up for grabs in a week we cart them off to Goodwill or Savers.  I am leery of putting items on freecycle or craigslist with the house for sale.
Was frustrating trying to sell our home. Very competitive market and we couldn't afford to sell too low. Took 2 1/2 years to sell. Downsizing was easy. Love not having so much stuff.
We were very concerned about selling our house because it is in the high market end but were very lucky to have sold it in a week for almost full price. We bought a smaller home in an over 55 community . It has a lot of like mined people plus it is close to a big airport hub thus making it much easier to get flights to the East and West .
will be able to clean out unwanted unused stuff and donate it or give to children for their use
I plan to leave most of the furniture in the house and include it in the sale. The rest will be given to family, sold or donated. The few items remaining will go with us---like our bed and a few tables. We want to buy newer, more lightweight furniture for our next home. And we'd like to go from 4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath, lots of yard to 2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 or 2 baths and no maintenance.
timing was key to selling our LARGE home - kids are gone - my wife and I made the move to sell the 'McMansion - big home' and buy our last home - in a 55+ age location - connected to a golf course.   Last home in Ohio ............

We sold a few rooms of furniture to friends, gave a few items to our daughter, and made numerous Goodwill trips.   Our driving goals - reduce and simplify.  

Large home sold in 3 days - we downsized from 4600 sq feet to 1950 sq feet - no maintenance, no steps, all brick.

BTW - I am 53, my wife is 51.
It is very hard to sell "stuff" these days..much will be offered to charity or thrown away, unfortunately.  I had expected to be able to sell not only my big home at a good profit which remains underwater, and sell much of the nice furniture and antiques as well.  Today, things just do not have the value that they used to. And the younger folks either do not have any money or they want "new" stuff!
Selling old home: an excellent realtor told us what had to be done to sell the house, provided tradesmen references to do the necessary upgrading and managed the workers since we'd already left the state. Result? An asking price offer and sale within 8 hours of listing.
Downsized stuff: Donated some, most went into rented dumpster. We requested a 20-yard dumpster, but they delivered a 30-yard due to availability. Result? We almost fill the 30-yarder.
National mover: Gave us estimates for full move and self-pack. We ended up using a hybrid, where we packed most of the stuff, and their crew packed what was left on moving day. Mover also was to include one of our cars in the van to go with the household goods. On moving day, they said they couldn't load the car at our house, so I had to drive the car (about 15 miles) to their warehouse for later loading. When the van arrived at the new house, the car wasn't in it. They gave me different excuses as to why it wasn't there, but I believe it was because they used the rest of the van for another client's goods and there was no room for the car. Result? They delivered the car a week later and gave me a credit for the late delivery.
Buying new home: Our move was from Connecticut to Tennessee. We did a scouting trip to Tennessee, visited with friends who lived there, and picked an area to "house hunt". The hunting was done via internet, with friends in Tennessee visiting likely houses and sending us photos and videos. After the virtual hunt, it was time for an in-person trip. A realtor lined up 11 houses for a one-day viewing. While going from one of these to another, we spotted a For Sale By Owner house. The realtor contacted the owner (who lives in Florida) to handle the paperwork legalities and we visited the house the next day. Result? Within 10 minutes it was judged the winner. We closed on the house a month later and moved in a month after that.
We are about 18 months away from making the big move. Of course we would like to sell our place amd pay for our new home with the proceeds. If not that then we will sell our place and rent an apartment near our new home while it is being built. We are coming from a Long Island cooperative of 850 sq ft moving in to our first house of 1400 sq ft; so we are probably in the minority of relocators that are upsizing.
eBay, garage sales, Craig's list, sold to family and friends via email
We haven't sold our house yet or listed it, but talking with a realtor, we know that we will get less than we paid for it, which is sad.  We choose to look at it with the concept of subtract what we would have paid for rent and add in the taxes and then compare the bottom line.  Hopefully that approach will make not seem as bad.  We are blessed in that we have no debt, the current house and the new house are paid for which makes this easier for us.

We have been downsizing.  We have sold off some furniture and have more to sell.  We have donated items including furniture.  We are going from 3300 + a full basement (5000+ sq ft) to 2800 sq ft.  The goal is to be able to park in the garage at the next house in the retirement community.
Having downsized once already, found that I moved too much and either didn't have space for it or really didn't need it in the first place.  Once my spouse retires, we plan to move out of state and will probably get rid of a lot more furniture and other household items we don't need.  It costs too much to move unnecessary things.
Will donate or sell most most of excess furniture. Will send furnititure ahead of our departure to visit Utah, Montana, South Dakotavetc. Before we get to Indiania to purchase a new home. Hillary Radovich
Sold some and gave some away.
A lot of things given to children and sold. Went through clothes and everything. Paired down in every aspect.
Everything is still in the thinking stages because we love where we are but realize it doesn't lend itself to getting older.
KEEPING NEWEST LARGE SCALE FURNITURE DUE TO INVESTMENT.  ELIMINATING SOME ITEMS BY DONATIONS TO SALVATION ARMY AND GOODWILL.  WE ARE CONCERNED THAT OUR BEST FURNITURE (CAN'T AFFORD TO PART WITH) MAY NOT FIT INTO A SMALLER HOME.  WE ALSO HAVE A GRAND PIANO.  HOMES GO AT HIGHER PRICES IN STATE WE PLAN TO RELOCATE TO.  THIS MAY BE A MAJOR CHALLENGE.
Our hope for retirement is to move from New England to either Vegas or Arizona into a 55+ retirement community (Del Webb is our preference).  The top concern about that isn't a housing issue as much as a climate issue.  We might NOT move if excessive droughts become the norm for those areas.  Another reason NOT to move is that we like living in Massachusetts for the cultural aspects and our interest in history.  We don't expect to do much downsizing because we like our stuff!  We've spent a lifetime collecting it so why would we want to get rid of it when we retire?  That's when we get to REALLY enjoy our stuff!  We'd be more likely to move to a one story house (as opposed to our three stories we currently have) due to a fear of falls when we're older.
Since I have no children, I donate most items to charity.  I've had garage sales in the past, but the little reward is not worth the work--or the insult.  Everyone seems to want even nice or brand new things for nothing, so I would rather give them away to a deserving charity.  Much more rewarding.

The moving & downsizing after being widowed (at the age of 47) had to do mostly with our motorhome & 2nd vehicle, my husband's tools and hobby equipment, and equipment for yard work & gardening, when I moved from our home on 2 1/2 acres (built for our future retirement) to a townhome with no room for a garden, etc.

I moved over 4 yrs ago to live near cousins, aunts & uncles (after being over 500 mi away since age 11), and I'm getting flack from them now about my plans to move away again, before I have to start taking RMD's from my IRA.  I don't want to lose those to the high taxes here.  My plan is to move to a place which is far more affordable to live, where I feel better physically (low humidity, milder winters) and emotionally, and also a place which calls to my soul.  None of them "get" that, and it now seems that I was raised on a different planet!  I've learned that I prefer being around those who feed my spirit, more than those who are simply related by blood or who have a family history with me.  Obviously we've "grown" in entirely different directions.

Of course deciding where to live may be easier for me, being widowed and childless, therefore grandchildren-less, than for others who have children.
I am about 9 years from retirement. We are all ready trying to downsize and make desicions on what will go and what we can get rid of now. Plan to find a home in Florida. I intend to purchase a home in advance if possible and use it as either a vacation home or rental until I move. The home will probably be smaller and less expensive than the one I currently own. I would be interested in hearing if anyone else has done this themselves. We are just a middle class couple with limited funds trying to make a plan to live as cheaply as possible in retirement on limited funds. Also, We live over a thousand miles from Florida so finding a home has been quite trying.
We got lucky in selecting this house 14 yrs ago. We sold it in less than 5 weeks after it was put on the market.
One concern is the vagueness of moving costs (long distance) most movers give a "guesstimate" but actually weigh the contents to determine the final costs. I think if you have tools, etc (heavy items) you could be in for a big shock.We are downsizing by selling our stuff at yard sales, Craig's List, E-Bay and simply discarding items with no value.
We started early sorting what to sell, donate or keep. We sold most of our stuff on Craigslist and then had one garage sale with stuff that didn't sell. We donated everything left from garage sale.

We moved into to one of our rentals and did a major remodel before we moved in. Downsized from 3200 sf to 1200 sf. We added lots of storage in garage and purged lots of stuff we didn't need.
We have so much stuff.  It is overwhelming.
My first concern is finding a home my wife and I like in the price range that fits the retirement budget.  We downsized five years ago, but with retirement savings suffering in the recession, we might not be able to afford the smaller home we have now. Forced early retirement is imminent, so we are making plans as best we can.  When we first downsized, we donated a lot of furniture and "stuff" to local charities and will probably do so again.
Planning for the sale of our home was an arduous process that took five intensive months. Fortunately, I had prior experience cleaning out and selling my parents' home. After finding that a house/estate sale for my parents was expensive and very time-consuming, we chose to donate and give away most of the items we did not move. You just need to be very hard noised about clearing out your house for sale and move.  There were so many things that we should have disgarded long ago. Now the key will be to not collect too much in our new house!
We have already downsized from the last move. Since then, we continue to shrink our belongings. In the future move, we will down size more. My major concern is the home market in the current city and destination city. I intend to move to a city with higher home values. My biggest concern is whether I can get good equity from selling the existing home and buy a suitable home in the new city without carrying the mortgage.
We donated 1/2 of our furniture to charity, many charities will pick up decent quality, undamaged furniture and household goods.Gave some household goods to our children. Unless you try to sell furniture way ahead of moving, it's easiest to donate and take a tax deduction. Make an itemized list of your donations and get a receipt. We dumped a lot of unwanted stuff at the town dump for free. Used a $200.00 dumpster at our home to get rid of the rest. Threw a lot our in the garbage can for 6 months prior. Takes planning. Have to review all your paperwork and records, a lot can be dumped.
     Had our furniture in storage for 1 year while we built a new home, 260 square foot smaller than the last. The moving company did a good job, but some our furniture was badly damaged and even lost in storage. Try not to put good furniture in storage, ours was really trashed. Transport your artwork, mirrors, important pictures, records yourself. If your furniture is not worth much, it is easier to sell or donate than pay for storage or moving. Our new house has one living room, instead of a living room and a family room like the last.Without children in our house, we do not need two rooms like this. We kept our formal living room chairs, which was almost like new but 21 years old because they were not used much. We will buy a new traditional, comfortable, leather couch and loveseat to coordinate. Gave the 21 year old but like new ivory brocade formal couch,loveseat, and formal coffee 
table to a child/spouse in another state for their formal living room. They are thrilled because now they only have to buy 1-2 chairs for their living room. 
     We moved because my upper level engineer husband was laid off at age 55 from a major corporation, found a great new job after one year of looking, we downsized only 260 square feet(our three children and families can fit in this new house with kids in sleeping bags or portacribs.)We will move again, hopefully for the last time, in 10 years when he retires and move closer to one of our children in another state. We will search for a 3 bedroom house, hopefully in an active adult community, no maintenance, probably around 2400 square feet. The first thing I noticed about people who downsized when they retired in my current neighborhood was that they all built additions shortly after they moved in.The homes they moved into were about 1800, 2000,2200 square feet, not enough closet space, kitchen cab space, not enough storage space in general. Their garages are so loaded the 
cars cannot fit in.They had no place to put stuff they wanted and needed. We will plan, plan, and plan and not make these mistakes.
Right now the biggest concern is finding the right spot to spend the retirement years. But we still have 3-5 years to go.
Sold my condo in just 5 weeks. Bought a 2012 Tiffin Allegro 34TGA. Plan to spend quality time with family and friends across the US. Also plan to make progress on my bucket list!  In a few months, I plan to look for a telecommuter job in order to stay busy. I can't imagine not working in some capacity.  Living the dream!!
Top concern: Getting current residence in suitable, salable condition and the cost to do so.
Our top concern was selling our home and making enough on it to buy or build without having a mortgage.  That worked out well but  we are building a house in Florida of lesser value due to not having a basement or second floor. We are definitely OK with that outcome.

Stuff is always an issue when you have been married for forty plus years and move out of state. We did a combination of things to eliminate as much as possible.  We gave away to the Salvation Army (they make pick ups at your house),Goodwill, sold furniture to some college students that were furnishing an apartment, Craigslist, churches need things for the needy, garage sale, and of course the giant dumpster in our neighborhood. Some of the stuff held sentimental value but when you get in the swing of dumping, it becomes easier to purge your belongings you never looked at for so many years.

One more point,don't leave your junk for the siblings to dispose.  My wife and I did that for our parents and it was a huge problem. So get rid of it now.  Tell the kids they have a certain amount of time to get it and then it is all gone.  Got to play hardball at times!
We sold our home to save money on house payments, moved into a less expensive rental until we retire.  We sold some furniture already on Craigslist and will give some things to our grown children.  We want to downsize much more but will do it closer to retirement in 4 years.  We will move our own household goods to a much smaller home in Oregon.  I am concerned that the interest rates are going up and by the time we want to buy a home again it will hurt us.  We made no money on selling our home but did get rid of expensive house payments.
I am thinking of putting some stuff in storage, but that would add to my already limited expense budget, since I have no room for storing packed items WITHIN the house. I would have to sort out what I want to keep and what I want to donate, then clean up the house and try to sell it. I would be lucky to break even. since I am not yet 65, I do not qualify for health insurance, and the prices quoted me so far are almost as high as my entire SS projected income.  I will NOT be able to buy a new home in any place (included the so called "cheaper" ones), so I will have to rent. The retirement communities I checked out (on line) are very pricey, so that is not an option. My pension will amount to no more than 900 dollars a month, and I could probably get a similar amount from SS; however, I would be taxed even on that if I stay here (kansas City) since I have been paying 3-way taxes (MO, KS and FED, I still owe on my car, so I probably should start looking for another job, which at 63+ my prospects are rather dim....
No concerns at this time, in fact I haven't a clue as what to expect...
Selling off used furniture is very difficult, especially if it is valuable, high quality non-antique pieces.
Never sold a home before... Realtors are the single most unethical group of unprofessionals, I will never EVER use a realtor again. In reality the "seller" gets the priveledge of paying 6-7% for being beaten up or financially screwed. Its like having 2 prosecuting atty...and NO DEFENSE. Downsizing was easy pitch & clean, donate, sell....the rest pack. The actual move will be cross USA country by PODS...we will see how that goes.
I would like to buy a newer home to have very little repairs to do in the future. I would like to buy a home of same value or a little less in a warmer state such as the Carolinas. Just a few favorite furniture pieces will move with me. I am thinking about moving but is not sure yet. Looking at the different options.
We want to move to Florida, but prices there are going up and prices in our area are not. We might not be able to realize our dream of moving to the Sunshine State!
I gave as much as I could to non-profit organizations and took a charitable gifts tax deduction.  Left a few things in the storage area like shelving that buyer wanted. Gave some personal effects to friends or family.
Donated lots of stuff to Goodwill.
W ill leave stuff with the house.
I have had my house listed for 5 months and have had only one
offer which was a low ball offer.
   Some areas of the country have experienced a rising real estate
market but not where we live.
I have little confidence in selling my house over the next 6 months
will be downsizing from a townhouse to an apartment.  will probably donate some of the furniture,clothes, books etc. rest will probably give away or throw away.
Anxiety remains high as the sale of our existing home includes the sale of our business and hence final contract not signed until very near closing date. 

Downsized furniture and miscellaneous donated to Habitat for Humanity. 

Will live in short-term furnished rental, with our "stuff" in storage while we locate our retirement house. 

Moving with pets complicates travel and temporary housing arrangements.
Could not get a place as satisfying to live in -- period.  Makes it difficult to actually considering moving.  

This survey was not well planned.  It assumes we are or will plan to move.  The options were not appropriate.
Just purchased fully furnished home in another state. 
Will yard sale/donate\/give away current home contents.
Will sell current home and rent apartment/condo for 2-3 years before retiring and moving to 2nd home in other state.
going to keep present home and RENT home in Fl for 3 to 4 months in the winter
Garage sale on small items. Sold big items via adds in the  paper. Personal and family things given to kids. Any thing left was given to charity.
I made three piles, literally piles. 

One to donate. Some went to nieces and nephews, most went to charities.
One to take to the landfill.
One I plan to move with me.

With this downsized, now clutter free, move only the necessities, my house can now go on the market....
Stuff we donated to Goodwill, local library, ABC second hand store, gave kids their stuff back, temporarily stored stuff at parents home
Major concern: convincing spouse to get rid of the "stuff" we have accumulated in this house.
Sold some furniture through consignment shop, some to children, some to Goodwill
Downsizing is really hard for me.  I admit I am a pack-rat.  Not as far as a hoarder though.  Personal pictures that we have framed are hard to downsize. Some of the things I no linger want go to younger family members, church and local schools.  The rest I will donate to Salvation Army.  Not Goodwill,  I am not happy with their policies.
I must sell my current expensive house before retiring.
My husband has a limited amount of time left.  He has pancreatic cancer.  Depending on what other treatments are available and whether he will take them will determine when we will move.  Although we plan to move together, if his prognosis is dim, we will stay put and I will move alone.  We do plan to buy our retirement home this fall and rent it out until we (or I) move.
Housing market was just starting back up at the beginning of the year so the final sale price we received for the house was at the low end of our range.  On the positive side, we received a discount and positive terms on the new condo that is being built.  Still have more "stuff" to purge but have a full basement in the new condo that can hold everything until the job is done.
We have no savings to cover buying another smaller home while waiting to sell.  Also would need the proceeds from selling to pay for the move.  This all means that we will most likely have to rent.
Used packing pod. Two week gap between move out and move in so storage aspect of pod worked well.  My son, his friends,  my brother and nephews helped load/unload.  I hired two movers for two hours to pack and load the heavy furniture. Donated many items to church rummage sale, to Salvation Army and to a battered women's shelter that sets up apartments for its clients.  Made hard decisions regarding items that had been stored for years but never used or examined.  Set aside 3 banker boxes for my son and told him he could put anything he wanted me to keep for him in them.  Everything else had to go with him or be trashed.  He had just moved to his first apartment so he took his bedroom furniture and some of the family room seating. I gave him some linens and towels and kitchenware.  The rest was donated.
We found it difficult to get rid of excess belongings.  Once we decided to get rid of certain things, we couldn't find people/anyone/companies that wanted it, would take it, or that we could give it to.  Not wanting to do garage sales, we ended up with a mixture of giving away, selling to liquidation companies, and giving to charity.  Still had lots of stuff left.  Hardest things to get rid of, or at least decide what to do with, was garden and garage items.  We ended up leaving some of this stuff in our house for the new owners, even though we were pretty sure they already had these outdoor items.

Another difficult part of downsizing was the amount of time it took to accomplish.  We thought we had started early enough by cleaning out closets, spare rooms, basement, etc. because we started a year in advance.  However, it was not enough time.  The only way we really got serious about it all was when we bought a condo and KNEW EXACTLY what we would have room for.

Another major adjustment was going from a 2-1/2 car garage to a one-car garage.  Two vehicles, truck and motorcycle stuff all doesn't fit; we ended up having to pay storage for truck and some other items.
We live in western NY, in an attractive house/yard/gardens that we like a lot, in a naturally beautiful area -- except we hate the high taxes and corrupt state government. Real estate costs here are fairly modest. In areas we're considering moving to, out-of-state, to get the equivalent of what we have now, even in a smaller house, we will almost certainly have to pay more (plus the cost of moving). That MAY be enough to make us stay where we are.
Well aware of what is involved in downsizing--as I did it for my mother.  Not sure what/where new home will be (single family, condo, CCRC).  Good medical care is #1 priority--can't consider any "charming one horse towns." Everything else comes after that (location, weather.
I live in a 3800' sf-5 bedroom house.  Although my husband and I loved it, was custom, and layout, etc. very good  as we aged, the taxes are very high (75% goes to education ) and not many services.  Illinois is not a good place to retire.  Worth high cost if living when kids were at home, but very difficult now.  My husband passed away three years ago, and have no family nearby.  No one to help me take care of even small things, so lifestyle has become more expensive.  No one except spouse can or wants to help me decide what to do next or where to go- my husband and I were struggling faith this when he suddenly and unexpectedly died from cancer.  It seems that all close friends and relatives are still married and working- very isolating.  Most of your articles deal with couples .  Help
Owning a home has got to be one of the worst experiences in my life.  I have owned 4 homes in my life and only once did I make any money upon selling one.  I do not see an upside in this day and age to owning a home.
Spent approximately 10-12K on updating our home getting it staged for sale. Received 3 offers from the first open house 4 days after listing and sold for 15K over asking. Moved a lot of stuff to storage units until we get time to have a yard sale. We moved from a 2000+ square foot house to our 750 square foot summer house.
try to sell everything and buy new when we move
Downsized via garage/household sales and donating to local organizations for those in need.
Gave a lot away, sold some , wanted a house with no stairs and not too much upkeep in yard etc  but wanted guest rooms and office. We downsized from3500 sq ft log home we built in utah  to retire. We hated utah as they built  oilwells near our house and ruined our quiet, so we  sold and moved to florence oregon! Love it, very senior friendly.. Bought 2700 sqft hone on an acre of trees low maintenance one story home .  No stairs and easy  to clean and naintain  home
may not get as much for it as we took out loan for though it wasn't terribly high. Wouldn't mind a smaller lot less yard work. Slowly getting rid of bits and pieces of stuff.
WE have not yet made a final decision on whether to go from our 3/1 home to (a) faith-based assisted living quarters or (b) a mfg home before going to (a) and whether we will stay here in Florida or move to Tennessee.
We sold our home furnished and we are moving to a 55 and over rental community on the Gulf of Mexico.
Downsizing meant selling, giving away, and donating our STUFF to achieve a more streamlined move to our next house.
Sold quickly, but took months to find another home due to low inventory of homes for sale.  Had to rent  for several months.  Donated excess stuff to a non-profit.
I am  divorced. I also like to plan for major life changes. I learned an important lesson after I had to remove the contents of two large homes, my parents' and my widowed aunt's, after they died. Dealing with other people's stuff was horrible, especially since there was very little of value. I did not want to saddle my sons with this job.

I looked at many different housing options in the years after my divorce, not intending to move so much as to see what was available at different prices. It was important for me to imagine myself living in different settings: bungalow, town house or apartment; rent or own; city or country. I learned what I did and did not like, but this image changed over time. The year I turned 58 I realized I was not enjoying gardening and household work, and I wanted to spend my money on travel, not on paying for others to do the work for me.

A condo in a 20-year-old building I had visited years earlier became available. When I walked in, I was shocked. I had an overwhelming feeling that it was exactly what I wanted! It was even on the third floor, so I could easily use the stairs now, and if there was an emergency in the future, I could more easily get out if elevators were not working. My sons supported my decision, I made an offer the next day, and later put my house up for sale. 

I had the kitchen and bathrooms renovated, replaced carpet with laminate, and generally made the place my own. Thinking down the road, I also had a seat installed in the ensuite shower and replaced the doorknobs with handles.  The reno cost was more than I intended, but my place reflects me and my needs, both now and in the future.  Financially, the value of my house paid for the condo and reno. When I die, my estate will basically be worth the same it would have been had I kept the house, and my sons will not have to empty as much. I am fortunate that I will not need the proceeds of the house sale to fund my retirement.

My attitude was that my home had served its purpose and now I was done with it. I felt very liberated! Once I started sorting all my stuff, I realized how it was weighing me down. I threw out a lot of broken or otherwise unusable items I had been holding onto. I got rid of many of the gifts people had given me; it is the people I love and want to remember, not stuff. I sold some items online, and took some things to consignment stores. I had a garage sale, and I had an auction house take the larger items. I donated part of the proceeds to my favorite charity. I did not make a lot of money, but I had learned from downsizing other homes that used stuff is not worth much money. If I had lost it all in a fire, I suppose I would have upset, but it is ONLY STUFF, and I was the one deciding where it was going. I was pleased thinking that someone might find and love something I'd gotten rid of. My 
purging could be making someone's day!!

Now I have much less space and stuff and I love it. I bought new furniture to fit the smaller space and everything here is carefully chosen. If I don't absolutely love something, it does not come through the door. 

Some of my friends were threatened by what they saw as a radical change, but it was a change that I was ready for. I learned that some people have difficulty accepting the fact that throughout our lives, whether we are 8, 28, or 80, our needs do change and should change. Choosing to move was the best thing I ever did, and it was a decision I could make and deal with while I was young and healthy enough to do so.Have had our home on the market over a year-we are in a tough price-580s
300s are selling in our area as are homes in the 800-900,000 -WE JUST HAVE TO BE PATIENT FOR THAT RIGHT BUYER--HARDER TO SELL THAN I THOUGHT.

We are so ready to move on--we have done our homework and will relocate to the Chapel Hill area of North Carolina and cut our costs almost in half.
Have had our home on the market over a year-we are in a tough price-580s
300s are selling in our area as are homes in the 800-900,000 -WE JUST HAVE TO BE PATIENT FOR THAT RIGHT BUYER--HARDER TO SELL THAN I THOUGHT.

We are so ready to move on--we have done our homework and will relocate to the Chapel Hill area of North Carolina and cut our costs almost in half.
Don't have any concerns. I'm confident that our home will sell in a timely manner. If it doesn't, this still won't be a concern.
Sold in resale shops and donated to charity. Used Craigslist also to sell some items
Sold our daughters bedroom sets and all large furniture(formal dining room set and hutch,entertainment center,refrigerator,etc.) Will purchase furniture more suitable for new home.
Having problem sorting/deciding what items are ABSOLUTELY essential to keep for posterity, use, etc.
Getting a storage unit was helpful in downsizing while we sorted and decided what we could part with, but we kept it for three years which was not part of the plan. It just allowed us put off getting rid of "stuff". Once we did, it felt good but shouldn't have waited so long. However, A short-term storage unit is a good idea while decisions are made.
Biggest concern is finding a suitable downsized home to move to--so far we haven't found anything that meets our needs in our desired area. If we want less maintenance, we'll probably have to give up the detached single-family lifestyle that affords maximum privacy. The thought of moving to a planned "senior" community is somewhat depressing because in our minds it represents the beginning of the end.
Important items go to the kids.  goodwill gets lots of duplicates and clothing.  some furniture was given to actual movers from the company as it didn't fit in our new 55 plus townhome in Naperville, IL Carillon Club retirement facility.  We love it here after 4 months as all of our neighbors are in the same mode to meet and greet new folks.  the old neighborhood of 25 years was getting stale in Pennsylvania
Gave away to family,friends,goodwill ect.
We placed "stuff" in several areas:
1.  That going to the new house.
2.  That to be consigned.
3.  That to be given away to friends/family.
4.  That to be given to Goodwill/Salvation Army.
5.  That to be picked up on trash day.
Once we got started, we found it amazingly liberating to be rid of so much stuff (and wondered why we kept it for so long)!
Downsizing wasn't easy, it's tough to get rid of personal effects. But it was worth it, we gave a lot of furniture to family and off to the trash with the rest.
Downsized by using an auction company.  It was a good feeling to part with things I no longer wanted or needed.
When I do downsize I will give things to my kids and then sell things I don't want and give the rest to charity. As far as selling my house, I will probably wait at least a year and do my research and decide what to do and when to do it.
Moved from a 3/1 home to a 3/2 mobile home in San Jose.  My house was on a 1/4 acre lot which being by myself became a real chore. I love my mobile home but am still considering moving once again because Silicon Valley is way too expensive.  I plan to move out of the Valley but will probably stay in California in a less expensive location.  I was very diligent in organizing my move.  First, I cleaned out the garage and then moved to the kitchen.  Once those two places were taken care of the rest just fell into place.  There are good websites that give great organizing tips when moving. I was too lazy too do a garage sale, so I donated to my neighbors and to the Goodwill Stores.  My suggestion is organize, organize, organize and the move will go with ease.  Do not wait until the "last cat is hung"!  Best to all.
our house is underwater so we will have no choice but to rent.  Intend to rent a smaller house and sell items that we cannot use.
Thinking of reverse mortgage, staying in present home and spending winters in different places renting.
garage sales.....
We are hoping to find a less expensive home in a different location in the same state.  We are not quite ready to retire but realize that if one of the military bases in our area closes our home will be very hard to sell.  But renting is very expensive so we are just hoping for the best.
Good questions! Hoping to sell my present furniture- most of it as my tastes have changed and we want to move to a smaller home or condo. 
We live in a high demand area in Massachusetts with excellent schools so hope to sell to a young family. We love our home but it is too big for us now that we are empty nesters. 
Still undecided as to where we retire. Love reading your email posts.
Downsizing is one of those necessary evils in Life! It is time-consuming, difficult but the "stuff" we have accumulated is totally unnecessary. 
Disposing of it is a major issue in our household. My husband is in favor of "throwing it all away." But he's unaware of the cost of replacing furniture so I have tried Craig's List, eBay, auction companies and soon, yard sale. I can't stand the idea of just adding to a landfill. What I cannot sell in any other way, I will donate to the local Red Cross or Salvation Army although the latter is very selective about the quality and timing of donations & I'm unsure our retirement income will support itemization. The market, interestingly, is not good for used items. I would have thought the reverse in the current economic conditions.
Top concerns 
     - Can we sell our current home for a fair/reasonable price?
     - Can we find a suitable home for a fair price?
     - We suspect that recent economic policies in the US will hurt our financial posture.
We sold some things, gave some things away to friends/family & put lots of stuff by the road side where it quickly disappeared.
If you know your going to move, start 2 years before retirement.  Don't expect to get alot of money for your things if you are downsizing. The younger generations don't want things that we collected or used this was told to be by antique dealers. Gave most of my furniture and things to Salvation Army.  Move to a smaller home not larger or same size.  Make sure if you're building to have everything on one floor. Easy to reach.
not sure
For a couple of years I've been researching online places to retire to further north(we've lived n FL 30 years and I've always wanted to retire further north). I hoped to check out some areas including over 55 communities this summer but was not able to visit the places I had in mind. My husband surprised me by asking to stop at Sun City Hilton Head on our way home from a family trip. He was impressed enough that we stayed two days and talked about making the move. We both see it as a compromise. Not as far north as I would have liked, nor close to mountains and lakes but it is an area we are familiar with, having vacationed nearby for over 20 years. He won't be uncomfortably cold but I still get a colder growing season for plants I've missed. 

When we got home signed a listing contract on our current house and put a deposit on the new home. I pushed the agent to list our house $10K over what she thought comps suggested our house be listed at. She was concerned about the appraisal because there are some foreclosures and derelict houses as you approach mine and around the corner a house, a little smaller, smaller pool, porch, and not as well kept or up to date as ours,  which had been on the market over 310 days at $20K more than she thought we should list at. Before our house ever made it to the MLS someone at my husband's work asked if her daughter could see it. She came over that day and put in a full price offer, at the $10K more I had asked for. Conveniently that is what it appraised at. Around the same time the house around the corner sold for $3K under our asking price. When you figure in $3K we give to 
seller at closing we got the same price. So I'm thinking we should have waited a little longer for the  market to improve. I keep telling myself we were lucky it sold quickly and I didn't have to deal with multiple showings. 

Over the past three years I've been giving my children books and furniture from their childhood so my attic is in pretty good shape. I need to toss a lot in the garage and back porch closet. I've been shredding old documents this past week and have made little progress in my junk closet. I have until the end of November before we move. I hate yard sales so a lot will be donated to Good Will. Downsizing 29 years of accumulated "stuff" is daunting. 

I'm concerned about the quality of the new construction. I had read some negative reviews but not until after we signed a contract did I find even more serious issues with the houses not meeting code. I'll have to address that with the builder at our meeting next week before breaking ground. I will check with the local code enforcement about their diligence. All difficult to keep tabs on when I'm 5 hours away. 

I will miss all the personal design and decor additions I've made the past 29 years. I love sitting on my porch with slate tiles added just a few years ago, looking at my large pool and beautiful crepe myrtles. I won't miss my too small kitchen or changing personality of my town. We are purchasing a new house but our design choices were somewhat limited and already I'm thinking of changes. Maybe even adding a pool. I'm looking forward to the activities which will be so convenient. Having most of our living space on one level will help us as we age. I've already had two knee surgeries and my husband broke a leg a few years ago. I'm also wondering if I made the right decision to buy further south than I had been looking.  

It might be easier if my husband was ready to retire and make this a full time move. But he will continue to work and commute from our new home, 5 hours away, and our beach condo which is 55 minutes away from his work. Then there is the job of finding new doctors.My top concern is selling our existing home because of the economy.  Our dilema: do we rent or purchase another home when/after selling the existing home?  Of course, the home or rental would be smaller in size.  In purchsing a home, do we move to a location with a "HOA" or not.  There seems to be more horror stories than not with "HOA's".  In regard to downsizing, we expect to give the children some of the household items, furniture etc with the expectation (hope) they are not coming back. (boomerangs.  We want to visit them and vice versa. We will also donate some items to charity organizations.
Whatever we are not keeping, goes to Disabled Vet for their shop. Being a prior military family, we don't really collect stuff, "If you haven't used it in the last 2 years, you don't need it, so give it up!".
Craigslist and friends will get the big furniture we are planning on downsizing (bedroom set, couch, extra queen bed, desk, hutches and some decor). Lots of 'extra' things in the garage will be donated or sold, the new house is much newer, and from now on I will buy the home improvement/repair supplies as I need them - they take up less space that way. Downsize, downsize more, and even more!

It is so costly to remain living in the cities, especially in the Minnesota winters. Immediate family has moved to Phoenix, we will join them next year and come back to a MN cabin for the summers for a number of years, we look forward to the two road trips each year across the western U.S. 

Expectations? I expect that with such a quantity of retirees coming up, the moves to the sunbelt will increase in numbers we can't yet forecast. Should prove interesting when it happens, I am guessing about 3 years from now (2016) and later.
Thinking about retiring to a newer home with a first floor bedroom closer to Boston.  It will likely be more expensive as suburban homes closer to the city in nice communities are priced higher than in my current community 30 miles from Boston.
Our biggest concern was selling our home in Alaska soon enough to take advantage of the buyers market in Arkansas. We are currently looking for our new home and are just squeaking in on the tail end if the buyers market. 
We held a huge garage sell for all the stuff we did not want to take with us, we made a great profit! The key is to price with the goal of getting rid of what you don't want and don't worry so much about what you want to make off the stuff. We made more money off the sale by pricing fairly and being negotiable.
We are downsizing with giving things to family, garage sales, ebay, and Craigslist.
Yard/garage sales are a lot of work, yielding low monetary gains.   Donations can be tax deductible, so that helps.  We are wondering if an auction is the way to go?  We are concerned about all the cleaning and lifting at our ages, when we experiencing more health issues.  (7,000 sq. ft. of space).  Does anyone know whom to call for help with loading/unloading heavy items?
Location of Family and Friends.
What to do with the excess items.
Where to move.
we are donating items, selling some items and hope to get more serious about selling some of the more valuable items.
Top concern is housing market and availability of nice homes
Have not moved or dowsized yet.
As we plan to move out of state, I would like to get rid of as much stuff as possible and start fresh with some new things when we move.  I will sell what I can, or donate it to a place like Goodwill.  I want to move as little furniture as possible (to make the move easier and less costly) and mostly just move smaller and personal items.
1) choosing the right location
2) thinking about the type home and ease of maintenance
3) when is the right time to sell
4) we both have part time jobs we like, so not sure when we will make these decisions....we have talked about it.
5) proximity to grand kids
6)  Obamacare will be difficult enough with medical folks we know, but what would it be in a totally new location
Biggest concern is waiting for the local real estate market to reco ver.  Property values are still down 30 - 40% compared to 2007 levels.
We want to move to the water and enjoy the calmness of looking over the water from our home.  Also want to pick up boating and have a swimming pool in our yard for exercise to increase our fitness and hopefully live longer with the calmness and exercise.
Downsizing stuff: give some to daughter, sell some, donate some, throw out some.
Took more time and effort that I thought to sort through then pitch, sell, donate or give away the things we needed to divest.  Moving sale was a pain, but did get rid of a lot of stuff.  Sold some furnature, but donated and gave more to family and friends.
Planning to downsize by 300sqft. not moving older furniture, plan to purchase new, based on new house, same with appliances. heirlooms will be used and handmade furniture will travel as well. 
will keep all yard tools until new house is secure, will get rid of the ones that don't fit landscape.
sold, donated or trashed surplus stuff.  Should have downsized more than I did.  Am in second process of deciding what to  be rid of.
We need to move because the property taxes are too high in Nj but are concerned because we still have 3 (total) parents living here.
We sold some things on Craig's List and donated a lot of things to the Habitat ReStore and the Salvation Army.
I intend to have a couple of yard sales this year. What does not sell, I will donate. I would like to then do some minor work on my house and then put it up for sale by Spring 2014 if not sooner. My concern at the moment is losing my job. Reorganizing is going on. At this point in my life, I don't feel I am as employable as I used to be because of my age and because of my salary. So I need to start downsizing now so I can move into retirement without becoming homeless. I know that's drastic. I had always planned to retire at 70, but now its questionable. I'm 58 and truly fearing that if I lose my job now, I will need to take a job a half the salary I am making. Downsizing the house and belongings is something I need to do now.
Just getting started on the process
I found great freedom in donating lots of "stuff" to church mission projects and to Goodwill Industries. I have considerable "stuff" to be sold but don't want to advertise a sale at my address. When I started downsizing after my husband's death, many people basically came out of the woodwork, some of whom took advantage of me. I trusted them to deal honorably with me. Some did, some didn't.
We currently live on a small lake in upstate NY, but also own a remote cottage in the Adirondacks of NY. Our rural community here may not be the most appropriate to 'age in place' and so we are considering perhaps moving to another state and closer to various amenities - perhaps a college town.
Moved to a planned community in NC from NJ.....no age restrictions!
we are afraid of not getting enough out of our home that we will need to downsize. The prices in our area have not rebounded like we have heard about in other areas. Taxes are another major concern.
Am in the process of fixing up my home and downsizing.  Frustrating to sell now - wish I'd done it prior to 2006!  Need to put a lot of money into refreshing home and most likely won't see any return on investment. 

With regard to downsizing, am giving a most of it away to family friends, may sell some of it. 

I am single and, although I've been working for years a divorce and the market have made it difficult to achieve the amount of money "they" say is necessary to retire (which keeps increasing year-over-year).  I don't think I'll be any better off than my parents were in retirement - they needed a lot of help from us kids.  Unfortunately for me, no kids. In fact, given that the government is getting more and more corrupt and that inflation has been climbing inexorably upwards, I don't forsee that ANY "generation" will be able to save enough for their reitirement.  Alhthough I like "Top Retirements" sometimes I wonder how many people are really able to afford the "communities" they propose.  I certainly won't - and I do have a good amount socked away, but I think rising healthcare costs (which we will have to bear 100% of) will erode my ability to live anything but a simple lifestyle.
We're not sure how we will downsize things like furniture, tools, and other things we don't plan on moving. Hopefully we will come up with a plan in the next year.
I moved to a townhouse community a few years ago after my husband passed away. Although I planned to downsize belongings, etc. the community would not allow any sales in the area, therefore, I still have tons of boxes, etc. Currently, I am getting ready for another move in a couple of weeks and plan on definitely having a large estate sale as soon as I can and really downsize belongings, etc.  

Not sure if I will stay in this property I am moving to or not. I may move one more time before retirement or just rent a condo in a few years.
I personally think that retirees don't want to downsize too much as you are going to be 'in' that house most of the time with your partner and you'll need space ....I also see adequate (2250 to 3000sq ft) home sizes as a plus in retirement so that friends and family can come and stay with you when traveling. 
One thing I've never liked about Retirement communities is the size of their homes.....1800 sq ft is too small.....our current home is 2250 and if we ever did decide to move I'd want at least 2500 sq ft.  I have out of state family and grandchildren whom I want to be comfortable staying with us.
The only downsizing that should be emphasized in retirement is folks who have 2-story houses that are over 3,000sq ft...notice I said 'over'.
We are very pleased to be in Fairfield Glade, TN.  Except for losing all of our equity due to the short sale of our house in IL we are very happy.
Gave to kids, sold some better things, rest to Goodwill.   HArd to know what to keep until you have new home but can't get new home until sell old one.  Catch 22.
Our top concern is the insane taxes we are paying here in the state of NJ. We are both musicians so we have no real retirement plans - artists never retire. It will be difficult to build up our business again in our 50s in another state.

We will have to downsize, even though we're in a very small house now - 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath and our taxes are over $11,000.00 per year!!! That's crazy!! Add that to the health insurance we're paying because we're self employed (another $12,000.00 per year).

Thanks for your site and your work...it helps us in our thinking and planning.
Most items regarding downsizing have been given to a charity.
Hi John Brady, Fellow T-Bird 1974:

From my experience as an Arizona real estate agent in senior communities, I see many selling their homes with most furnishings remaining, to be sold or donated. Some leave the country, while others go back East with family. Most homes here are 2nd homes where investment interest comes from Canada and California, and back East.
Top concern is adjustment period if we move into a rental with little outside space or little storage space.  Other than that no concerns as we plan to travel so the objective to move into a low maintenance rental where we can lock and go is okay.
aging in place. Cary. NC great location. Major health care. Major. Higher education. Great trailways  sidewalks. Low crime. I might put in a  floor master suite
I would like to sell the main house in MA - however, I do not have an equal vote with my wife (gee, I wonder if anyone else has this problem??).  So, I do not think we will be downsizing any time soon.  If you like your family home and like it for most of the year - find some place, you can afford, in a place that can satisfy the few (or more) months that your main home is not "perfect".  that is what we did - summers are great in Plymouth, MA - winters are not.  Winters are great in Ormond Beach, FL --- summers are not.  easy decision.
Will donate excess stuff to The Salvation Army.  Will try to sell excess furniture on Craigslist. 

The hardest part is finding a buyer for our beautiful NY log home - the taxes in this area are killing. We may wind up owning 2 houses, our old one in NY and our new one in TN.  I am studying up on becoming a landlord which is not something I would ever have wanted.
I live in the NorthEast so high cost of living.  Planning on working for a few years to help defray some retirment cost and will forego SS till 70.  Nevertheless, I am purchasing a home in Florida this coming week and will the pending sale of my home the new home in Florida and Coop in suburban NY will still be lower than the cost of home ownership in my community.
Although I'm retired, my wife won't retire for 4 to 5 years. With that said, we won't start to down size in home furnishing until she's within one and a half to two years of retirement. That's about the same time we'll consider putting the house on the market. If the house sells before she retires, we'll put what's left of furnishings in storage and rent a furnished place until she actually retires. We'll already know where we'll move to so all we'll need is to move.
We have been looking into moving out of Florida for 2 years as the cost of living and other elements are not attractive for retires for those who still have a mortgage and are   on very limited fixed income. We understand we  have to get out but there is always something lacking in other areas which are affordable, very limited in choice of medical care, transportation not easily accessible, lack of choice for shopping under 20-30 miles, high home owners association fees and limited exposure to different ages. Is it better to stay put until we no longer can upkeep our home or one is an invalid or do we move now and begin anew for a time span of maybe 15 years of having an active life? Would it really cost more to re locate and begin again?  Is this what we really want?
Lost 6K selling my home; cannot afford to continue in this economy; if not for my fiance, i could not retire.  we are going to retire together in another country. gave all my furniture and stuff away and sold some, but sales were sketchy.  cannot take my things with me, so gave them to the church for their rummage sale; fiance doing the same thing; we have both taken losses on everything, but definitely want out of the work force.
Getting a mortgage is a nightmare at this time.  From hearing about no doc to what we are experiencing is ridiculous.  Credit score over 800, sizable assets, netting a fair amount of money from current home and we even had to show where all of our bank deposits came from for a period of time.  Very costly for closing expenses of various type on both buying and selling
Looking for a place that is a good investment, near kids.  Will give most of out downsizing furniture to kids.
We are not sure if we are ready to sell and move away from family and friend.  We have begun to downsize so that when and if we do sell, the process will go smoothly. Have given alot of items to charity organizations.  Unbelievable the amount of stuff you accumulate over the years.
Selling the house has been a huge pain.  14 months on the market and we're on our third realtor.  We feel trapped.

downsizing was a snap.  we just gave stuff away a little at a time.  If we haven't used it in three years, it's gone.  Do one room a month.  There are plenty of worthy charities out there.
We downsized from a 4 bedroom single family home to a 3 bedroom condo six years ago once all the kids left home.  We'll stay with that same footprint when relocating to Florida for retirement.  

We gave away many things to our kids, sold more and then threw away a lot of junk!
Biggest concern is selling our home at an even price point with purchase of a new home. Have held off buying new furniture for years in anticipation of buying new furniture once in the new home that will "fit" with new lifestyle as well as smaller home. Goodwill will get a lot of our old stuff. Second biggest concern is aging parent does not want to relocate out-of-state, so our move may be delayed longer than we had hoped as we want to be around to continue to care for parent or our move may just be to smaller home but in the same vicinity as current location and not out-of-state. We had thought parent would move with us, but that changed.
If we build a new home out of state as we would like, then it will be just about impossible to time the selling of our existing home and closing on the completion of the new one. 

This will mean a double move (and double expense) to move into a temporary rental.  This is one of the most troubling and daunting aspects of our possible relocation.

The other big problem is what to do with all the stuff we have accumulated over 21 years in our current home.  In particular I have a 9 x 5 regulation pool table that I love but do I really want the hassle of moving it?  Do I get another one instead?  Or give up playing pool?
Had done some down sizing with each of my precious moves. Buyers of my preretirement home also bought some of my furniture, so a couple of new pieces needed to be purchased. I have only what will fit and is needed in my two-bedroom, single level town home with no garage or additional storage unit.
We have our home on the market and expect to make enough for an investment in a new home as well as have some put aside for other expenses.  We will be downsizing but want an open floor plan in an active adult community.  Our new locations of interest lie in the west: north AZ, Utah, Co. and Idaho.  We are debating the pros and cons of each area.  The main problem will be making a finial decision as we like all of the areas.  Deciding factors will be taxes, health care, weather and access to city services (no well or septic).  We want to share like activities with other folk in our age group.
Hate moving, but am looking forward to after the move, if I even do. Will have an estate sale, get rid of most stuff I don't use. but cooking stuff will go where I go.
We thought we were moving to a cheaper state from CA, then found out my paid for health insurance we must live in CA. So we downsized to a smaller,cheaper one story home. It is all working out but all our best laid plans were turned upside down.
I'm either tossing stuff or giving it away.
The really good things I gave away,  the rest I donated.
Also discarded lots and I am still doing so in the new home.
Plan on a great shopping spree in the near future so I have new things for my old, old age.
Had an estate sale and gave away a bunch.
I will sell what I don't want or want to replace.
We sold our home in anticipation of retirement which allowed us the freedom to capitalize on the sluggish economy in our new retirement state. We moved to a larger home, but with fewer actual rooms -no formal living/dining rooms, just larger square footage overall- so we gave our formal furnishing away to relatives who could use them. Our retirement lifestyle is much more relaxed so we had no need of formal furnishings. 
Actual moving from state-to-state was done through a pod system. Would do this type of moving again in a heartbeat. Very simplified and lower stress than driving a moving truck and no broken furniture from careless movers.
Current home has had some remodeling done in preparation for sale within the next year or two. Have barely started downsizing but don't plan to take much with me to a smaller home.  Looking for places to sell collectible art and a collection of early 20th century movie memorabilia.  Everything else can be in a garage sale.

Also haven't yet decided whether to stay in this area or move out of state.  That may depend on what happens to my pension which is now under assault by our state lawmakers.

The other option is stay here and find 1 or 2 others who could share the house and expenses.
sold to family and friends all un necessary furniture.
We thought this would be a difficult time to sell, but our home sold in two months at the price we asked.  The location we are moving to is a hot market, so we found it difficult to find the exact house we wanted.  We will buy now and if we find we don't care for the home or neighborhood later, we will build and downsize some at that time.
Hope to get enough to find home that doesn't need a lot of updates out of state.   Hope to recover enough out of home from the great recession. Hope economy remains stable to rely on potential retirement income from   ss and investments.
Gave stuff to family and to Habitat for Humanity
I have been planning my retirement for the past 5 years and think i have a good handle on it.  The new home will need to be furnished with proper furniture and accessories. I plan to sell my current home but will not take a bath just to sell it. I will give it to my children.i currently dont forsee any financial issues yet, but am concerned that politicians will screw that up if given a chance. US politicians are the worst in the world.  They have screwed up the whole world with their aberrant ideology and practices. Since Americans hsve little influence over politicians all we csn do is hope and plan for things to get worse and worse.
Timing  aspects-  moving cats and wine collection and how long it will take to fix up/sell current home.
Even though we moved to a smaller home the number of rooms was the same so it accommodated all of our furniture. We even added some beds for grandkids.
Having been underwater was more difficult in view of the down-payment requirement on the new home.  Goodwill/Salvation Army received many items that we were not going to move because of size change (3300SF to 1800SF). We did buy some new furniture to accommodate the size of the home better.
reducing belongings with garage sale, craig's list, donations to kids and trash.  concerned with updating house vs selling as is; which is best from a financial standpoint.
That we won't get our investment money out of our home when we sell it.  That we're not strong enough to pack up and move without help and the cost of moving will be higher than we'd like.  That the state we wish to move to will be run by Republicans who don't seem to protect the lives or limited incomes of seniors.
We donated almost half of our furniture.
gave a lot of stuff away - too much time to sell when working full time (especially when single)
am glad I will transfer to a job in the retirement city(well at least close) so that hopefully will meet new people
will still be working because I'm building a home on lake which is costing more than I wanted but I will get the location I want this way (i.e. sunset!)
have not sold
The hardest part is emotional, leaving our home of 31 years.
Regardless of whether I move or stay in retirement, I'm in the process of downsizing and organizing my stuff. This excess stuff will be going to local organizations such as Sparrow's Nest and Salvation Army and the local library book sale.
TBD
Our current home is in an economically depressed area where property values are not changing and there is very little real estate activity.  I am concerned that we may have a hard time selling this house.  Our other home is in a slightly better location, but we have renters living there until our return.  We don't know what we might have to do to the home when we go back.  When we moved to our current location, we had to put a lot of things in storage and we are facing a downsizing activity when we return and empty the storage unit.  With retirement 3 years away, we are hoping that the housing market in both of our locations will improve so that we might have better options at that time.
Top concern: finding just the right place to spend the rest of life and being able to afford it and being happy with the move!
Downsizing: ship the really special stuff to the kids if they want it, use ebay and craigs list (a retiree's best friends!), whatever's left that's useful goes to charity
Hope to find a home smaller but with similar amenities that I currently have. Don't move too far away from my son. Give away or throw out things that I don't need. Buy some new furniture. Hope to get a descent price for my current home.
obtain reasonable price for existing home, will do estate sale or tag sale as auctions and outside help have gotten too expensive.
N/A
finding quality, inexpensive health care
Main concern is selling price of our current house. Right now we would probably get 20% less than we expect.  This will impact the quality of the house we can build.  Regarding downsizing,  we plan on marketing the house for sale with many of the larger, unwanted items included in the asking price (things like pool table, exercise equipment, all appliances). We will offer the purchaser options to buy any of the furniture and electronics. We will most likely hold a moving sale for any remaining unwanted items. Anything that doesn't sell will be donated or discarded.
Sold some of it.
We sold through an auction company and then later, before moving, a garage sale.
Some of our belongings have been given to our children and some sold.  We have some art and antiques that we will decide about based on the size and wall space of our next home.
I don't plan on retiring for the next 5-7 years, so I have just thought about what I would like to do. I have read and researched online about potential areas, but haven't come to any conclusions or decisions yet.
We plan to have two homes or keep the one we have and rent in differant areas until we find what we want.
We will most likely pass down those items to our children, that is assuming they have space. If not, we may try to sell or donate to charity.
We have two homes. We intend to stay in our main home in MA; however, last year we sold our FL condo and bought a house there.  We had to fully furnish it -- from scratch.
Gave most everything to charity. Sold my condo to a friend and am thinking about moving back to the Midwest near relatives and costs less to live than Washington state.
We are selling a lot our furniture on Craig's list
The question of whether we sell our home and move into another one depends primarily on health.  We have lived in a two-story house with a master bedroom on the second floor for the past 13 years, but we are not sure that will continue to be feasable in retirement.  One of us is already having some problems which could require us to move into a one-story home at some point in the future.
Give to children or sell or donate to charity
Our greatest challenge in moving from our home in Baltimore, MD to our retirement community of Santa Fe, NM was finding the right time to sell our home in MD.  Since we bought it at the top of the housing bubble, it lost significant value during the six years we owned it.  But we sold it for 97% of our asking price in only three weeks. We're investing all of the proceeds from our MD house in our new, lower cost home, in Santa Fe. By moving into our new home within the next two weeks, we will have completed our transition to retirement in a beautiful, arts-rich community within a year.
Still in process of cleaning out closets, etc from two adult married children. Some things donated to charity, some thrown away.  If I didn't think I would most likely be moving out of state to be closer to adult children (and grandchildren), I would probably downsize in my current area, but I do not want to move twice.  I am fortunate to live in an area that was not significantly impacted by the real estate crash...my home has more than maintained its value....it is worth much more than what I paid for it.   So I hope to reinvest my equity in another state where real estate costs less, and have some retirement savings left over.  I also tried to plan ahead years ago by purchasing long term care insurance, as I do not want to  be a financial burden to my children.
DIfficult moving, especially from family home in Hawaii to mainland. Hope to have enough from sale of house to relocate in a continuing care facility.
Hoping to move back to hometown. Have many friends and family there. Will not buy smaller home. Will be more discerning about sizes of rooms, ie-kitchen, bedroom.
We are selling and giving away possessions that we do not need. We are moving to cut our living expenses. Our biggest concern is getting the decluttering done. We are building a new home in Florida. Our other big concern is selling our home.
Gave a lot of the furniture to a niece who was just starting out.
Moving to a state more retirement friendly than NJ
The home I current live in is already a smaller place and I do not need to downsize. 

Selling my home will be dependent on what it sells for. I owe very little on the house so I stand to make a sizeable profit. In addition, I have the G.I. bill and will use that avenue in my next purchase, therefore, not requiring a down payment.

Since I am not "on the clock" for selling my home, I can wait out any downturn or if interested buyers are not willing to pay reasonable fair market value.
We moved to Asheville 14 years before retirement and feel we could not have ended up in a better place to retire.  Our children and grandchildren live in the area and we feel that it is very important to be near family as we age.  We learned that lesson from living so far from our parents who are now deceased.  We bought a one story home with a basement that we don't HAVE to use, although it is a finished basement.  All in all, we are very happy right where we are and having moved a lot early in our marriage when our children were young we are very happy to stay put in lovely Asheville!
Family first, then friends with needs and then donate.
We have been in our current home for over 35 years so we have a monumental task ahead of us, to unload "stuff." We will likely do a combination of the following: take some of it with us, give or donate some of it, then put the rest on the curb or in the trash. 50%, 25%, 25% approximately and respectively. We've invested a lot in our home over the years so parting with it will be a challenge and we won't easily make any consessions. I look forward to a simpler and less consuming home, though. My wife has more invested, emotionally, than I do.
Try sell Craigslist , eBay ,give relatives .rent house out first before selling .have a place to stay  when visiting your relatives friends &rented house
The cost of moving is our to concern in moving. Next would be obtaining an adequet home for our remaining years (room to move around in and enough room for the family to visit).
Sold stuff at a furniture consignment company and it all went. For accessories and small items we used Craigslist OR sold stuff at a few flea markets. Last anything that did not sell we donated to Goodwill or Salvation Army.
Expect to give some items away to family and friends, some to charitable organizations.  Will sell a few things, discard the rest.
Just about gave everything away.  Got nothing for it.
Downsizing is difficult and no man will like it but is sure makes your life easier. I sold my home, downsized, and now live in a fifth wheel camper in central N.Y. for the summer and own a park model in Zephyrhills Florida as my winter home. Retired and loving it.
Moving is an ordeal regardless of how many times you've done it.
You must think ahead to critical things such as arranging utilities, phone, internet and TV services, locating suitable doctors and medical facilities, re-registering a vehicle(s), familiarizing yourself with essential shopping/dining venues in the area (i.e., grocery, pharmacy, restaurants). 
Of course, the neighborhood is a critical part of the equation, so checking it out before signing on the bottom line for the home can be somewhat challenging, but well worth the effort. Once you're there, that's it for a while.
I suggest making a detailed list of items that are most important to you, and then match that to the offerings where you think you want to move. In this instance it definitely pays to be safe rather than sorry.
I will public auction home and house items.  When we moved off of a farm we did this same.  Goodwill items that will not sale.
Bought a retirement home in AZ 2 years ago to take advantage of low prices. Bought our dream home, more than we could have afforded in NJ. While my husband is still working in NJ for a few years, we go to AZ often for vacation. After having helped my mother-in-law move/downsize suddenly last year, and going through the nightmare of getting rid of all the years of clutter, we decided to clear out our stuff now and not put our kids through that someday. It is amazing how little stuff you really need. Donated some to charities and our sons needed a few things. We also sent our sons a lot of their stuff that had been lingering in our house for years.
A GREAT IDEA.  AS MY HOME IS PAID IN FULL, WE HAVE GOTTEN A HOME EQUITY LOAN TO PAY FOR A GOOD PART OF THE HOME WE ARE BUYING.
MORTGAGE MONEY IS ABOUT 4.5% PLUS CLOSING COSTS.  HOME EQUITY LOAN IS 2.5% AND NO CLOSING COSTS.  FIRST 100,000 IS TAX DEDUCTABLE.

RE: GETTING RID OF STUFF
DEPENDS ON WHAT-WE HAVE A LOT OF STUFF. I'VE BEEN LISTING ABOUT 10 ITEMS A WEEK ON EBAY. WE'VE HAD 3-4 GARAGE SALES EACH ONE WE MADE ABOUT $1,000.  REMINDER, WE HAVE A LOT OF STUFF AND IT IS QUALITY. IT IS ALL A LOT OF WORK BUT I HAVE ENJOYED IT AND MADE A FEW BUCKS. THERE IS NOT PROBLEM GIVING STUFF TO GOODWILL.
SADLY, I HAVE TONS OF BOOKS. THEY DO NOT SELL AT A GARAGE SALE, ON EBAY AND EVEN OUR LIBRARY DOES NOT REALLY WANT THEM.  THESE ARE GOOD BOOKS NOT TRASH.  IT WILL BOTHER ME IF I AM FORCED TO SIMPLY THROW THEM AWAY.

ENOUGH GOOFING OFF-I NEED TO GET BACK TO CLEANING, PACKING AND TOSSING.
Mainly eliminating old, out of date clothing, some furniture, old files and records, give away many items to friends and family.
I am concerned about selling my current home and getting a small gain. We donated many items in our downsizing.
Will have am estate sale before moving and put any of the remainder in storage to deal with at a later time.
My main concern are my antiques and art which I do not plan on taking with me and which I hope will provide a decent down payment on my next residence.
I used my local handyman and his crew to move me from Alexandria to Williamsburg, VA...trying to save money. Big mistake!  More work and cost me about the same if not more.  Find a reputable moving company and don't cheap out!  I spent all day trying to sell stuff I no longer wanted.  Made $38!  Not worth my time.  Find a good consignment shop and donate what they don't think will sell.
Donated to Goodwill and or local thrift store. Also utilized craigslist for yard items.
Items are going and have gone to consignment.  Donations to charities.

I live in a condo and condo sales are at a big time slump in illinois.  I might have to rent it out if I can't sell.  I never expected such a down turn in the economy at this point in my life.  I am very worried.  BTW I live in Illinois where our local taxes have doubled.
We contacted the realtor about a month before we expected to list our house.  He had lots of suggestions for updating the house and making it sellable; he also had lots of contacts who did the work for a lower price than we could find elsewhere.  We are moving to our weekend home - smaller in size but greater in value than our city home (and already paid for).  I had to spend a month at the weekend home clearing out "early marriage" furniture, books, toys and got the new place painted and re-carpeted along with some repairs.  We also had Closet Factory build and install murphy beds and custom desks so the guest rooms could double as offices.  We then moved remaining second hand  furniture from the weekend house to the city house and vice versa, so our "good" furniture ended up at the weekend house and the second hand stuff used at the city house for staging.  (We will sell it to the new owner for a nominal amount so it won't have to be moved again.  I was going to give it to charity if the new owner did not want it.)  Another 5 weeks was spent getting the city house up to par for listing.  The city house sold in 3 weeks (houses are selling quickly in the Dallas suburbs).  We are going RV shopping next week!  Most of the downsized stuff went to church charity or to the people who have been cleaning our city house for the last 10 years.  Books, tapes, DVDs and prints were sold to Half Price Books.  We rented storage space in the weekend house area to store garage stuff and books until they can be processed into the stuff we already have.
sold lots of older stuff at consignment store; bought more modern and fewer replacements which will be easier to use
Donate to goodwill and to friends and to my children for their apartments.
give somethings to children and family.
Top concerns: What to do with all our stuff! Ugh. And ..housing Market in our price range to sell our house not moving.
The stuff I am downsizing is going to a number of places:
- Selling it
- Giving it to charity
- Giving it to friends
- Giving it to family
- Trash
- Recycle
- Ex-BF will have to take all his stuff away
No real concerns with downsizing; items not going to ultimate destination will be sold or given away.  Top concerns with retirement: identifying the best place to live for us, creating a viable budget for a fraction of the income, and the potential for outliving my money.
We have less space even with a second smaller home in Florida. It is difficult to part with some of the things we have accumulated.
Donate, donate, donate!  

Concern is finding an area that the cost of living is reasonable for a lower income couple where crime is not prevalent.
We will likely sell some items via an auction as our children all live out of Province. Just today an announcement was made of significant commercial development in our community so this will likely spur us on to list our property.
Downsizing was not easy after being in one larger home for 32 years. Much was given to friends, family and charities...or put in one of two dumpsters that we had. It was a good thing to start 6-10 months before moving/selling! Biggest concern was leaving friends and moving to an area far from family. We were glad to be able to sell our house, even at a substantially lower price than expected. But we are settling into our new home and are very happy with our location.
I don't think my kids want or could use most of my stuff. Have a lot of valuable (to me) collectibles.  Very apprehensive about moving
N/A
Donated a ton of stuff and tossed some too.  My home sold above the recommended price of 10 comparable properties within the first week.  We were not worried about downsizing.  We moved to an area where real estate was less expensive and downsizing was the last consideration.  In fact, we wanted more room to expand our hobbies.
We are still being pulled in different directions.  We cannot afford to pay the excessive property taxes in Illinois or we would stay here where we are comfortable and have lived for 35 years. Taxes are over 7,000.  per year and our home is not that great!   We feel the decision to move is being made for us.  We do not have a choice.  We are on a fixed income and have already cut every direction that we can.  We do not go out to eat, on vacations, or do anything that costs money.  Retirement is wonderful, but a real drag when you don't have money to go places and do fun things.
Thanks, I really need to vent!!!!!
Our ongoing debate on moving involves two concerns.  First, we live in the north and are tired of the winters.  But we also don't care for the brutally hot southern summers.  The "Goldie Locks" locations are few and far between.  Second, we are concerned about leaving our current support system - friends, church, etc.
Unfortunately, since we moved to Spain it's been in storage in the USA  for 11 years. If we'd had a crystal ball, would have gotten rid of much more!
Staying put, but own another home in the mountains (another state) in which we plan to spend our summers.
Just built a new home in Hampton Lake, Bluffton SC.  Wife just retired (Yesterday.  I will retire as soon as the house here in Iowa sells.  We planned move (next week!)to coincide with our daughter starting at new high school. Sale of the house in Iowa will pay off both mortgages.  Looking forward to no longer shoveling snow and returning to the south after 32 years in Iowa.
Sold 1/2 my old home furnishings. Bought a newer, smaller home with lower maintenance, easier to clean, one level, flat yard, salt water pool home. Got the old home ready for sale (14 yo), didn't cut corners and focused on what the buyers want. Juggled selling and buying a home at the same time and pulled it off buying the new home 2 weeks after the old home closed. Tips for sellers, decide on  the lowest price you will take, anything above that is gravy, buyers stick to a maximum price anything below that take it, this reduces stress and makes decisions so much easier, of course negotiate for the best price.
Most of our big items will be handed down to daughter or son.
Sold most items including furniture at a household sale. Only moved sentimental items and collectables. Bought all new American made furniture for our rented townhome.
gave stuff to kids (whatever they wanted) and sold some and donated remainder to charity.  Still have a few items remaining that we've discovered we don't need and are working our way through these.
No concerns about retiring or relocating
Selling some stuff, donating some stuff
Can't wait to have LESS stuff
Really can't wait to not have to be accountable to anyone, i.e., boss
Am attempting to find "good homes" for our downsizing articles with family and friends.  If that does not workout, then donate to charities.

Our main concern is the timing of selling, buying and moving in an organized manner.  When selling our last house, the buyer phoned in from 8 states away the morning of closing cancelling the sale and sending our world into a tizzy.
Am attempting to find "good homes" for our downsizing articles with family and friends.  If that does not workout, then donate to charities.

Our main concern is the timing of selling, buying and moving in an organized manner.  When selling our last house, the buyer phoned in from 8 states away the morning of closing cancelling the sale and sending our world into a tizzy.
I think my top concern is that I will regret selling the condo that I love.  I have a 3 bedroom and want to size down to 2.  It's just getting too much to take care of.  I know every condo in town and there is nowhere else I'd be happier.  Trying to reduce the amount of "stuff" I've accumulated over the years I'm afraid I will give more away to Goodwill than I really want to.  I just can't find a good balance in what I need to do to move on.
We've been steadily cleaning out monthly and donating clothes and housewares.
Hard to downsize because our home has been on the market for 3+ years and no offers!  We are living in this home and need our stuff and cannot live in an empty home. A lot of things are packed in boxes we are storing. We plan on crossing that bridge when we get to it - and cannot wait!
Sold some and family was happy to get the rest and donated what was left. We were on the market for 3 years in the New York area.
Looking forward to be out of NY and moving to Naples FL.
We've been steadily cleaning out monthly and donating clothes and housewares.
May move to Costa Rica
Furniture that we chose not to move was sold on craigslist. Remaining items all went to Goodwill.
On downsizing we sold surplus furniture etc on craigs list and the remainder went to auction.  Moved to more rural area (Palm Coast) without hoa expenses, more cycling/walking trails etc.  Less expensive living.  We have been retired for approx one year and love the move.
No concerns, we are looking forward to our new adventure. Day by day enjoying our life. We donated most of our furniture to several charities
We intend to sell and donate many items
cost of move,selling and buying price.
Sold last year, received less than we hoped for.  Hired local mover with national co. affiliation.  Would recommend getting a  contract price rather than an estimate.  We were overcharged.  Selling, closing and moving were certainly more difficult than buying our new home.  Moved from RI to SC
Fitting into new community. Downsizing not a problem for us we live lean.
Much of what we did not keep went to charity for resale.
Excess things will be given to the children & grandchildren and then the remainder will be put into an estate sale or donated to a charity.  Downsizing as close to the California Bay Area as possible is the top priority with preference to remaining close to friends and local family.
The big issue is sorting thru everything...and being brutal.  You have to consider what you will actually need and what you can't live without.  Toss the rest.  This means the majority of my furniture, dishware, etc is not going.  My handmade pottery from Italy and France is going with me, as is much of my artwork.  Books...not so much.  They can be downloaded on an e-reader. But everyone is different in what matters to them. I will list some things for sale on eBay, possibly have a yard sale, then donate the rest.
Bought a retirement home in another state and ended up selling it.  Did not like the location.  May consider moving to another state but somewhat gun shy because we made a mistake when we bought our retirement home. 

When we downsized (and sold much from the second home we bought for retirement), we had garage sales and also sold everything easily on Craig's List.
See above. We will either sell, give away or donate our furniture and move our personal items.
-Biggest concern is not selling our home for what we originally paid in 2006.

-Expectation is to find something smaller and spent one or two months in South Carolina of Florida to get away from Northeast winters.

-No experience with selling this house.  

-Downsizing is important to us because we will not have the storage room in a house we will eventually purchase.

-We will try to sell a portion and donate the remainder.
Finding the right part of the country to retire to.
If home doesn't sell, then plan to rent it and move to a smaller place which is less expensive, probably out of state into a retirement community, which ideally has more activities for seniors.
Tried to sell house the past year and could not.  We have moved a lot of stuff into garage in anticipation of a garage sale.  Our long range plan was to sell the house and rent an apartment locally to see how that would work (we have 2 cats and 2 dogs who are like family).  Then I would retire and my wife would look for a job in Denver where we'd like to move to be near one of our daughters and our oldest granddaughter.  However, the slump in the housing market threw a kink in our plans so, we took the house off of the market and refinanced to reduce the number of years on the mortgage in hopes that we would be able to make sufficient profit in about 3 years.  That's where we are.
yard sale items and crossing fingers that we can sell
Took a kick in the butt at the tune of $150K in selling a4 yr old mountain home in the Smoky Mtns last year that had been on the market for nearly 2 years.  After slowly lowering the price, got low-balled and decided to unload rather than continue mortg, monthly upkeep, etc.
have giant yard sale, use Craig's list to sell 'better' stuff although hard to part with some stuff it will be liberating ( remember moving in my 20's with my small 2 door station wagon and smallest U-Haul trailer), sell house including appliances and yard care stuff, buy new stuff at new house (Woo Hoo!!).

Biggest Concern: finding the perfect house/property to retire to.
Start very early in downsizing.  I have been working on this for a couple years.  Be ready to deal with emotions with items that you have had a long time of gotten from family or parents etc. 

I use online sites and several facebook sites to sell items. Varage sale, and local buy, sell and swap sites.  In Canada also kijiji and used PEI. (used items for our Provence.) Be reasonable on your prices and do your homework on rare or valuable items.  I have a lot of antiques that I have researched and sold for more than I would have thought.  Think about the possible space you will have in your new place and what will fit.  

Try to be detached on the value of your home, as the bottom line is that it is worth what someone will pay for it.  (Not what you have into it or what you think it is worth.)  If you don't like the amount you can chose to stay in your current home.  

Look at all you cost of ownership and think about options.  I think we may rent and put our money into more income property as this makes the most economic sense at the moment. 

I have also given things to family that could use them.  Why wait until you are gone?  I also have done a list of items so my children did not have to do this when I die.  Dealing with and Estate during a stressful time is not easy. 

Most of all think of yourself in your potential living situation PRIOR to purchasing or renting.  Think about what your enjoy and if the living arrangement will do that for you.

When we sold our home, we gave most of our things to Goodwill, sold the rest on Craigslist. It was such a good feeling, so freeing, not to have stuff. Now we only have things we absolutely need, nothing more.
Most of the furniture was given away or sold for about 10 cents on the dollar.  Forty years worth of "stuff" sold or given away at garage sales.  But, we don't need it don't want it and only miss some things when we think we need it.
Most of the furniture was given away or sold for about 10 cents on the dollar.  Forty years worth of "stuff" sold or given away at garage sales.  But, we don't need it don't want it and only miss some things when we think we need it.
That I'll find a great new community where it will be easy to create a new support system.

That I'll find a place where my large dog will be welcome.

I find a well/well built house, built without a lot of toxic chemicals, VOCs, glues, etc.

If I choose a senior community, that there not be a lot of restrictive rules, cliques, politics.

Re: Downsizing
Will take stuff I'm getting rid of to Good Will and Salvation Army and local consignment store that benefits stray dogs.
Downsized previous primary residence in Chicago area and now have primary residence in SW Florida for 7 months and smaller residence in Chicago suburbs for 5 months.
My top concern is making the right decision on my new location.
Haven't figured out how to get DH to cooperate in downsizing. Getting him to part with *anything* has always been difficult. 

A good retirement property for us would be a very tiny house to live in, with a huge detached warehouse/storage facility somewhere on the property for all his junk. If he dies first, I'd just call in a demolition crew.
Downsizing happening gradually - ongoing process - giving some to my daughter, some to charity, putting some in storage, etc.
Downsized some things.  Brought way too much to retirement home.  Only room for one car in the two car garage.  Used to have a basement, but not in the retirement home so will need to continue to downsize for quite some time!  Envy friends who brought nothing but what would fit in their car to their retirement area and bought all new to fit into their new house.  Looks much better put together than bringing all our stuff and trying to decide what to keep and what to let go of in the new house.  Paid to move it, now will donate it....which we should have done before we moved and stored it all!
We lived in Northern California in a small expensive house.  We retired to the Midwest to a much larger cheaper house.  We actually had to buy furniture for the house and we had money left over.
Sold our condo in Rhode Island only on the market three months and bought a house in North Carolina to be close to our children and grandchildren. No problems selling or buying, cheaper to live in North Carolina as far as taxes,electric and water. Donated or sold alot of the things we did not take with us.
I moved abruptly after quitting my job and moved to an area I had visited for only two days in another state.  I had a realtor that was only interested in "his bottom line" and never took into consideration my lifestyle (am single, over 65).  He never told me about the area(s) we were viewing, and, I, of course, fell in love with this amazing home only to find out, after the fact, I was in some country area of about 2000 people that HATED northeners.  Long story short, I sold my home 3 months ago, at a great loss, and moved to another location out of state.  Am still very much frustrated, am renting for the moment, and trying to figure out where to go.  Am trying but, the older you get, the harder it is to relocate.  I have no family to speak of and have lost a lot of my friends - so I just don't know where I can fit in and develop "roots."
Right now I have no concerns with selling my home because I am not planning to move. I will stay in my present home as long as I can. When I move I would like to find a one level home with very little maintenance. When I downsize I will probably donate whatever my children don't want.
Wife is a pack-rat. When it's time to move, I expect it will be difficult for her to part with memories and furniture.
We have very little we won't take. The remainder will be given away. We are still looking at other states and have visited some and looked at houses. We expect to move within a year.
A lot of our furnishings are family pieces so they need to go to our kids & grandkids. The question is, will they want all of it.
Many items given up to downsize were given to charity or family members.
Although I am not planning on moving, I am definitely downsizing my personal belongings just to simplify and enjoy the space I have in my small house.  I have had garage sales, donated to charities, and given away my belongings.  Then I go through again deciding what to keep and what to get rid of and go through the process again the following summer.  I usually just concentrate on one part of the home, and then paint or redecorate that area before moving on to the next.  Also have been going through much of the stored paperwork that I forgot about and have had a shredding company come here and shred on site.  It was a great help in dealing with stuff I had no business keeping for so long in the first place.
Wondering whether i will be able to afford a home in my area as prices aregoing up again and i don't expect to get alot of money out of my current home. May have to rent.
Would LIKE to move into a smaller home down south somewhere near water. Sell off and give away what we're not taking.  We're afraid that we won't get enough for our house since we recently refinanced.  We're worried that at our age, my wife won't be able to find a job - she's 6 years younger than I am. and I would like to retire in 4 years.  I'll be 66, she won't and will have to work full-time.
This is all in the planning stages.  We use your excellent newsletter as a resource for our future plans.  Definitely concerned about health care wherever we move.  Must have lgood local drs and hospital.  Also good library and recreation options.   With no children we want to be near friends and older family members.   So our state choices are limited to where these folks live.  Georgia is at the top of the list right now.  When we do start to downsize we will be donating/selling many items.  Husband has discovered flea markets!  Look out!
Have started throwing out some things and giving others to our kids.
Know where we're moving to (coastal NC) but have not done much preparation yet.  I'm in a rush but my husband isn't so have to proceed slowly.  Fortunately we started preparing for this 9 years ago when we bought our future home - we've been renting it out as a vacation property since then.  Converting the oceanfront dream into a promised reality helped keep me going through miserable Ohio weather.  Selling the house here and moving will be a mess, another reason we aren't in a huge hurry.  May have a "tag sale" for either some OH furniture or the beach house furniture, likely some leftovers will go to charity.
Moved only what fit into Grand Marquis. Bought a furnished Florida condo.
Had Antique dealers come to home. what they didn't buy, had a garage sale. Used Craigslist free items after garage sale. Had GotJunk take away what was left. 
Home sold in three weeks. 
Got into Marquis and drove to CarTrain in Virginia; ended in Florida.
In downsizing, I plan on a similar ranch size home. But, not in California. I expect to not have as much, simply because I expect my kids to have moved away. I am not sure whether the tax laws will change in California, to become more affordable to return. So, I plan on using my VA Loan to purchase out of state.  If California becomes more affordable in the future I will return. The sunshine and medical choices here are attractive, but cost of living is ridiculous
Gave away furniture to son's friend who was furnishing a home; donated furniture and clothing; threw lots of stuff away.
I have put my belongings in storage as we are living in a 40 ft Motor Home till we decide where we would like to live.
Have sold or will sell everything.
gave a lot of stuff away...all holiday items gone-edited clothing-got rid of clutter-
We could not sell the furniture we wanted to get rid of so we donated it to charity.  We are moving from CA to AZ where the cost of living is 40% less and the cost of housing is 68% less.  We bought an undeveloped lot on a hillside in AZ with views.  The lot would cost 2.4 million dollars if it was in our home town here in CA.  We paid $117,000 for it in AZ.   Got to get out of CA!
Didn't plan on the high maintenance costs (old plumbing, roof, old air conditioning system) of purchasing an older home.  Moved from a condo that had high HOA, but didn't have to worry about maintenance.
Now would be a great time to put our current large house on market which is strong locally but my husband won't retire for another year or two and we'd have to find a "bridge" house until we can move out of state.  Too much hassle! Our three grown sons, all out of state, get first choice of items we're shedding.  What they don't take goes to locally based charities for their use or resale shops.  As corporate gypsies, we've moved often and have made purchases of furniture and household goods for many years with downsizing and flexibility in mind.  For example, we bought a pair of two-seater units rather than a longer couch or sectional, don't buy any oversized furniture or king beds, and keep upholstery in neutral colors which blend with each other and can fit into various seasonal or other color schemes with pillows, throws, lamps, etc.
Our home in CT just went under contract this week and the buyers want to close in five weeks.  We had been thinking about moving to the Carolinas, but are now forced into a local rental because we still haven't figured out where we want to be.  Since we will now have the pleasure of moving twice we are seriously downsizing our furniture by using a local furniture consignment shop.
Didn't downsize.  Up sized.  Stuff we no longer needed or wanted was sold via Craiglist or donated to Goodwill.  Bought most of our current furnishings new for our new home.
Your survey did not account for retirement, living in place, and buying a second home in another state and living there part time....not a vacation home.  A second home designed to live closer to grown children and grandkids.
I have lived in this house (in Louisiana) approximately 5 years, and it's 1700 living area.  I moved from a home that was 4200 living area, with a 1000 sq ft living are guest house, so I've pretty much downsized.....have been considering selling, purchasing a cheaper house here and also purchasing another home in a different state (Tennessee)
Some items were given away, some put on the curb to be picked up.
Some I got rid off at my new destination.
We hope to have a place at a lake in the Midwest (summer) and reside by our family in NC (winter). Concerned about the housing market in the where we live in Northwest Ohio.
Need to get out of here before putting it on the market.  Can't sell with dog in the house. Can't get rid of furniture until I knwo what and how big of a house and it's configuration I am buying in my new retirement destination.  Not going to sell something for peanuts to replace at a much greater cost elsewhere.
Sold some of it on Craigslist and donated the rest to charity.
Very concerned about downsizing. We will definitely sell a property at the NJ shore, but may keep our current residence for a time.  Even if we stay in our home, we will downsize.
We plan to sell some of our household items (online, perhaps), give a few items to children, and donate the rest.
#1 concern...moving too far away from family and friends. (We're
thinking of moving 3 to 4 1/2 hours away from family & friends)

#2 making new friends. We're 60 & 64 making good friends at this age seems impropable.

#3 Hoping that we love the new house as much as we love the house we're in now!

These concern's are all in the future as we have not put our house on the market as yet and still do not have a clear view
as to where we're going!
Give away excess stuff except larger furniture pieces will be sold.
Top concern is moving to a new state that allows gay marriage so that we won't have to worry as much about the hundreds of end-of-life legal issues. Then we worry about finding the right area that is safe for older people. We are in a nice home right now with nice neighbors but moving to a new state with no acquaintances or family close by is a bit unnerving.
Cost of living in Texas is about half of the cost of living in Maryland. Downsizing was very good - sold some things - gave away some things through Freecycle - donated some things to Goodwill. Found we still needed to downsize a little more after moving.
Selling my home now would result in a huge loss, as it was purchased in 2007 and has lost a lot of its value. It is more valuable to me as a place to live.
I WILL SELL MY HOUSE, AND AUCTION MY FURNITURE.  I AM A SINGLE SENIOR, THINKING OF MOVING TO HI RISE CONDO IN FT. LAUDERDALE, I LIKE TO CRUISE.  GETTING SO I DON'T LIKE TO DRIVE, ANY SUGGESTIONS.
Downsizing is very difficult, but necessary in retirement.  Children of retirees to not want their parents STUFF - so don't kid yourself thinking they will want what you loved.  Start early before you put your house on the market and be prepared for getting next to nothing for your furniture if you sell it.  Once you downsize you realize how little you needed all that STUFF.  Be wary of moving your own belongings in a U-Haul - ours was stolen with all our belongings outside a Marriott in the middle of the night; we purchased insurance thinking we were covered, but the U-Haul insurance did not cover theft.  This certainly was not a good way to start our retirement.  Make sure you have some kind of homeowners insurance to cover your belongings - we did not because we had sold our house, moved out of our apartment and was planning to put our  belongings in storage while we traveled.
Donated excess furniture etc to a womens shelter.
 I was lucky to make a very small profit on the home I sold. Bought a new home and along with money from the old and money from savings, I paid cash for the new home. Then as interest rates fell I took out a mortgage on the home at a 4% interest rate and invested the money and I am receiving about 6% return on the investment. Plus I needed the interest write off.
We will be active in our retirement so worry that we may be leaving behind some of the things that stoked our interests over the years. A local auctioneer gave us a sizeable check for what we were leaving behind and promised to leave the house "broom clean" so it would sell. It sold in three days.
Downsizing is a lengthy time consuming task.  Looking at things collected over 37 years takes a tremendous amount of time.  We expect less maintenance with our new home in that there is no yard work in the retirement community.  We have already sold some things and donated some things to charitable organizations.  Our plan is to continue and have a moving sale and donate what is left that we do not want to move.  Our goal is that everything that we keep will fit in one U-Haul truck.  We plan to buy new furniture as we find what we want and can afford.

I believe that I've already taken a similar survey from you about these questions.
Current larger home is for sale but with few showings and no offers. The predominate comment is that the property taxes on the house are too high ($6,500 annually)
Expect to give away what we do not take with us.
Have donated to goodwill as I am downsizing, have also sold some things to an upscale pawn and jewelry shop.
Stored family heirlooms, sold some through garage sale, donated remainder.
Time involved in getting everything ready to be sold.
Garage sale & donations to Charities
We did attempt to downsize our possessions, and moved south. The new home we chose was actually turned out to be larger and is a one-level open-concept that feels good, but it has actually required us to replace even more furniture.  
The things we "de-accessioned" (both at the old house and since at the new house) have mostly gone to charities.
After assessing our first year in retirement, I think we have decided there will be definitely be another move in our near future.
Have done lots of downsizing(5 moves in 9 years) but most recently have upsized and trying to sell a condo we still own.  We were too young to be in one golf community (in Savannah) and tried to avoid taxes and lived in a downtown urban modern condo in Vancouver, WA which was good for "hunkering down during the "recession" and great for travel but had to leave the rain and are just now in a house in NW FL and hope to stay here a while.  Still trying to sell the condo in WA and will be more comfortable once it is gone.  Plan to take a pretty big loss....
My fiancee and I both owned 5 bedroom houses but had decided to relocate after our retirements from VA to AZ, where we had contracted for a 3 bedroom house to be built.  Since we had more furniture than we could ever use, and it was of a style that isn't really compatible with AZ style, we hired an estate sales company to sell all our furniture and household items, excluding clothes and some personal items.  In preparation to my getting the house ready for sale, and well before the estate sale, I also used Craig's list to sell a lot of items that would not be moving to AZ.
We plan to keep working (self-employed with long-distance clients) until it is no longer feasible to commute twice a week for research.  What is stopping us cold is the need to move the office first and have it running, with internet and phone and extensive library, before we can  prep our current house for sale or rent.  Logistics!  Plus, we don't know about quality internet or the best cell phone companies for moving about 1-1/2 hours further from DC (to reduce our housing expenses by 75% so that we can afford to retire someday).  We are "freecycling" much of the kid's craft items but still have a college age art student at home who needs some of it!  Plus we have an upcoming 3-generation estate sale with lots of "antiques" and genealogical historical photos/papers from Mom's house before we can sell her house (or ours). We'd like to take some of her furniture, but have no room for it 
yet, and some needs recovering first.If I can I plan to sell as much as possible through Craigslist.  I'm having trouble deciding what city to move to or if I should move from my current city, whether I should move to a condo or apt from the current house (or move to a smaller house), etc.  So many unresolved  questions....
Belongings given to family, Goodwill and yard sale.
We donated a lot.  We will probably not make enough on this home to fully pay for our new home due to the market and we still have a mortgage. We plan on buying a house for half as much as this one is worth though and hope not to have a mortgage. We are planning on moving to NV or AZ from CT so can get a lot more for our money.
Stuff from downsizing will sell at yard sale or give to family. Expectations  that moving and downsizing will be a lot of work. Finding a new home will be a chore and compromise. I do not look at this as a new adventure at this time.
I have very little problem giving my stuff away, but my husband is a hoarder and he dreads this process so we are really not making any progress which is a source of marital discord.  I gave lots of clothes to my sister and the rest to Goodwill,  but we have so much more to do.  At the rate we are moving I doubt we will be able to move to an active retirement community.  The next move will be to a nursing home!
One of biggest concerns we have is regretting where we choose to move and retire. For example, sorry we didn't move closer to our son and/or daughter. We are looking for the perfect environment, weather wise, which we really can't seem to find. We are not concerned about downsizing in relation to our "stuff." We know we will just have to start early!!!!
Gave the rest of my stuff away!
n/a
We are having difficulty selling our house in this area.  There are no jobs here.  People are not moving into the area.

When downsizing, we had a garage sale, gave a lot to Goodwill or Salvation Army and gave our children alot of their things to keep at their homes.
I dont plan on selling my home but will rent it instead for enough to cover allbmortgage taxes etc.  Plan to spend the first year or two traveling the US and seeing my homeland firsthand.
Bought new home and new furniture for it.
Will stage current home with existing furniture.
When home sells, will give away to family, friends or donate items.  Might sell enough items to cover dump runs and rental truck to move.
Expect to donate to charities, or sell some larger furniture.
Our house in Dallas sold in 6 days and we closed 5.5 wks later.  Insane. Every waking mmoment was spent on purging what we no longer needed, boxing what we wanted to keep, set up a national moving company to move us into a 2-yr leased, partially furnished home in the mountains of NC.  Some stuff came to rental home...some into storage.  Lessons learned:  purge early & often...we own way too much junk we really don't need.  Books, for example, weigh too much to ship: donate much to local library or charity.  Work with a realtor who knows how to stage the home you plan on selling, and listen to what they ask you to do.  If splitting up moved items to multiple locations, make sure each box lists all items and clearly states which location/room it should relocate to.  Finally, if your goal is to buy/build, consider leasing for a year or two to have time to uncover all of the good and 
bad to what you may be considering.  You don't know, sometimes, what you don't know.  Talk to the locals about what you're considering, ask what they think you're missing or not asking about.  Experience your new/proposed location in all four seasons.  Talk to others who have done what you're considering...things always seem to end up costing more and take longer to complete...be prepared for that.  Don't feel you have to rush, it can come in stages.Once I made the decision I got started on a garage sale.  I will continue purging my extra items that I no longer use or have an interest in.  It's about how I want to spend my time now, what's important to me.
#1 issue is finding a new location that I like and can afford. Will probably have to move out of state (CA) as too expensive and I don't know where I really want to go. Should have started looking way earlier when in my 50s minimum so I know what area I would like, but who had the time?!
#2: Selling some stuff is easy, others not so or harder than it used to be. In our area there is too much product and the resellers like consignment places are getting choosy. The younger people want new, not used I hear. May wind up giving stuff away.
We kept a lot of things for our children, and now it turns out they really don't want or need them. We have given away and donated a lot of "stuff" and will continue to winnow through it until we are ready to make a change.
It is very hard to decide where to move to.  I have lived in Florida for almost 50 years and hate the summers; but, I can not determine where to move to where the summers are not as bad and the winters aen't going to be unbearable.

I'm specifically looking at South Carolina (relatives there).  Their summers are just as hot as here, even hotter - but a month or two shorter.

And property taxes...will they ever go down? Florida doesnot give breaks to seniors.
Progress has been slow with Craig's List and ebay. After further price reductions I may employ the 'dumpster solution'. As the 
nest egg dwindles the need for moving out of California to some 
low cost of living local becomes greater. Currently have land and classic cars for sale; after sales I expect to depart California.
Will have a garage sale, the rest to Goodwill
We haven't considered/started downsizing.  Right now we're working on remodeling our home for continued residence or future sale.
Sold home for less, but also bought new one for less. Had HUGE moving sale, also sold on Craigslist, gave lots away. Moved to a 55+ community from acreage. Much easier yard maintenance & love the golf course and other activities available. Am dating my neighbor and having a wonderful time. SOoooo glad I made the move. (from Vancouver, WA)
My husband and I are still a few years away from retirement so plans are not complete. We will not leave after retirement as long as our parents are still alive and thankfully all 4 of them are. We do plan to sell our home and move somewhere else but where is still up in the air. We are already trying to clean out the basement and attic, etc. but it's not a big priority so not a lot has been accomplished with that project as of yet.
Garage sales, give away, throw away
Sold items at yard sales and gave away items!
I'll be very anxious to read the responses you receive.  I'm sorry I couldn't provide more information at this time, however I'm not at a point where I'm quite ready.  But, my plans for future will definitely include relocation and to a rental.
First, I was living in California and have since moved to a state with no income or sales tax = 10-15% increase in buying power.  California sucks for retired people. They only want your money - not you.  What I saved in state taxes the first year will pay for the move.

Second left those things that were not of future use and took those that were.  Weighed the cost of moving each item versus buying new. 

Third gave away those excess things to friends and family that wanted them, had a garage sale for the rest, and then donated what was left.
We don't have a lot of valuable stuff, but we do have a large quantity of stuff, far too much really - a lifetime's worth.  When we sell our current home and move to a smaller place, we'll only take some bedroom furniture plus a couple of other large furniture pieces, our TVs and the personal items we can't live without.  The rest of it can go.  Actually I will be happy to downsize and simplify.   We'll try to sell what household items we can (garage sale?),  post excess clothing and small items on eBay, and give away A LOT of stuff, after making our adult kids go through the stuff they have left behind and either take what they want or discard it.   I've already started getting rid of stuff, but have made only a small dent so far.  Just the thought of doing it overwhelms me, because of the sheer quantity of stuff stored in my basement and closets!!  

We hope to retire in June 2015.  Once we move out of the city we currently live in (to a suburban area about 90 minutes away), we plan to rent initially, to make sure we've made the right choice of location, before we buy.  Our fear has been that the housing market would not come back by the time we're ready to sell, but it does finally seem to be on the upswing.
I live in a large house on a small acreage in an extremely low COL area.  The home needs a lot of work.  I'm not sure I want to do any improvements because I'm not certain they'd pay off.  Sometimes think of auctioning off, sometimes think I'll keep it as a base and RV or perpetual travel.
We will be listing our home in a couple weeks, but have begun the downsizing by donating most things.  Some items that we would like to bring with us will be stored in a climate control storage unit, and the rest at a garage sale.  What doesn't sell will be donated or tossed in a rented dumpster.  That's the plan, anyway :)
Probably will not get what we are looking for in the sale of our home. Taxes, state and federal, will take a large chunk of money as well. Many jobs are leaving the state which means many houses are on the market and few people are moving in. Hopefully moving to a state with no state income tax will help our 401k plan last longer.
N/A
taxes
Giving most items to a food pantry thrift store. Will give large items to family and friends.
Gave away furniture to family and friends that wanted it and then put the rest in a garage sale.  Made a little over $1000 and used the funds to pay for the move.  Sold one of my vehicles and used the money to get settled in my new location/state.
Parting with things that have emotional ties.
Top concern is getting equity out of the home.  It had many unseen problems when purchased and we need to repair things to sell it.  How much money to put into it for sale prep is the key.  I will retire in 3 years, then my wife three years after that.  I will spend my three building and preparing the next home.
I am staying in my current home and renting a condo in the south for the winter months until deciding to move south year around when I decide to sell my home and buy a condo and pay the HOA fees. I will then no longer care to maintain my home and the landscaping. I like the mountains of New York April through October and the South Carolina coast November through March.
We make numerous trips to Goodwill, but there are still mountains of things to go through. We are unsure whether to make improvements or lower price to entice buyers for our current home. For instance, we have a very 1988 (when our house was new) kitchen. Should we remodel or include generous allowance for buyer to make own choices? We will no doubt consult a real estate professional for help with this question and others in preparing to sell. Our biggest hold-up is not yet knowing where we want to move. We've done a lot of research and looking, but thus far nothing has called out to us. Part of the problem is that my husband and I have different concerns about where and what we want. We have a summer home in Maine where we spend 4-5 months of the year. Our other home is in Baltimore and we know we want out of there. The pull is between warm and how far we then are from ME. Other issues are taxes and cultural amenities. Hope this helps and am looking forward to results of survey.
With many of our larger items, we plan on selling them or making them part of the sale of the house depending on what the buyer wants.  We have lots of pools stuff that will not be needed when we move, so these item will for sure either stay with the house or be sold after the sale of the home.  We are still waiting for the housing market to turn around here in Florida.
Trying to decide on having a garage sale or similar to get rid of some things or to donate the items to an organization that will come and pick up the items. Like our current home and quiet street so hopefully we can find something that is just as pleasing as this one.  Would like a smaller house with little yard work.
Lot of work
Retired to move in with 90 yr old Mom to assist with her care. Moved from AZ to LA so sold on Craigs list, sold to & gave to acqantices most of my furniture except for a few pieces.  Plan on building a low maintenance retirement home that will be handicap accessible, solar electrical panels that will take me through the rest of my senior years.  Wish Baton Rouge had more affordable senior communities similair to Phx area.  Pls tell Dell Web to come here!!!!
Will sell or have a garage sell.  Some items will be given to children if they so desire.
Sold, gave away and donated items
I will sell stuff on Craigs list, give things away on freecycle and  donate items.
Very difficult to part with many items, especially heirlooms, but know it must be done.
top concern is finding a location with affordable taxes, good options for social interaction  and excellent medical care. coming from NYC, as a former public worker, our taxes are low if we stay here - moving even to another part of NY state may include a huge increase in real estate taxes, altho we will not pay taxes on our pension anywhere in nys. 

concern with selling is finding a better value with amenities that address needs of seniors. 

we downsized in sense kids are leaving/have left. as to stuff, we have always tried to keep clutter to minimum but there is still enough to get rid of when the time comes to move. where we decide to g0 will determine how much we can get rid of stuff and whether it will be donated or sold as used furnishings.
Very hard to sell in NJ.  Everyone wants to move out of state (as do we), but those who would normally be our buyers have lost their jobs.  Our RE taxes are 60% of my husbands pre-tax pension.  Not a good situation.
We sold our house and all most of our belongings m and moved to Switzerland for a few years.   I found a job and we are travelling.  We will retire in a couple of years, move back to the states and find a place to settle.   

That is why we need the newsletter.  We are looking for a retirement destination.

Tony Steele
Our major downsize in 7-10 went well.  Having a knowledgeable and honest 
Realtor is key in a major metropolitan area.

We gave much of our "stuff" to a Christian charity, some to kids.

We now utilize all of our three bedroom, two bath with large, heated, oversized attached garage, and dispose of unused items as we go along in life.

Ours is a one level patio home that we hope to age gracefully in for years, and it is a workable lifestyle if and when one of us is left alone eventually.
We have donated a great deal to Goodwill.  The kids took some of the furniture.  Once we sell our current house we will give more furniture to the kids and donate the rest to Goodwill.  We will use a PODS type container to move everything we are taking to Ocala FL.  I hope my house sells soon.
All plans are tentative at this time.
Planning on moving overseas, maybe have a house somewhere in USA.
I have not made any  definite steps at this time, it is all in the realm of "What and where do I want to be?"
Just bought our current home less than two years ago.  Now we are thinking of also buying a second vacation home in the mountains for summer getaways.  Since moving to the new home we have bought additional furniture and have some other furniture we are trying to sell.  We moved from Nevada to Arizona about two years ago and used a national moving company based in Arizona where we were moving to.  If we downsized, we have too much personal stuff (tools, collectibles, Xmas decorations, furniture, etc.) that we'd have to get rid of.  Don't want to do that, yet.
Although we know we want to sell this home and buy a low-maintenance home with a low-maintenance yard, we don't know where we want to move.  It's probably an unrealistic desire that we want to live near our grown son, as we really can't know where he will be as time passes.  We don't want to have to move multiple times.  

Logistics is an issue.  We have no desire to assume a mortgage.  Our present home is paid off.  We want to sell, get the money...then buy.  

Downsizing is not that big of an issue.  We don't have a lot of clutter and feel we can fairly easily get rid of things we don't want or no longer need.
Sold to private individuals, lawn sales and balance to auction house.
State of the economy. It's lousy for the middle class!!!
Give some items to the kids and sell some items.
I will relocate to a one story home and plan to be the final move.  As for possessions, will give some things to relatives, have a garage sale, and donate the balance.
Having lived and owned homes in many states and EUROPE, this attempt at selling our home has been the very worst experience ever! Manufactured home, poorer part of New Mexico, poor current market. We will probably resort to placing our home with a property management company, which is not our preference. The majority of materials sold was through Craigslist.
We were babyboomers just starting to reap the benefits of our hard work and success when the recent ressession hit us like a brick.

After several years of struggling trying to re-invent our lifehood, going through all our retirement and savings, we decided it was time to completely change our life style. 

We happened upon an opportunity in Florida.  On a whim we went for an interview, said yes to their offer, and planned out our downsizing and move on the plane ride back to our now old home.  

In 30 days, we went through years of personal and business accumulation, closed down several small business ventures, disposed of most of our personal belongings, and were on our way to our new lifestyle.  Keep in mind, we use to live on a small gentlemen's ranch in Colorado - lots of storage and lots of toys, tools and household belongings.

How did we do it?  My wife was a custom homebuilder, so she called her trash removal company and had them deliver a large rolloff dumpster. If it wasn't saleable, worth giving away or worth donating - it went in the dumpster. 

Remember - we made our plans on the plane ride back - well part of that was a list of items to sell.  So we got crazy on Craigslist.  Priced everything we had on our list - "to sell" - bottomline - if you don't sell it - you either have to give it away or move it - so do not be possessive - sell it and make some money.

We made contacts for our business assets and found buyers for the assets rather than try and sell a running business - works much better and a whole lot quicker.  Who really wants to buy another persons small business that you can start on your own anyway.

Our kids got anything they wanted, next came friends and anyone who had a need.  We gave a lot to Goodwill, our local Non-Profit Thrift Store and our church.

Of course we kept a few special things, and some of our personal clothing.  But we were starting a new adventure and many of the things we had accummulated would no longer fit in our new lifestyle.  

You know what?  We do not miss the things.  We have a simplier, more happy and free lifestyle now.  No insurance worries, no maintenance worries, low overhead and time to spend doing what we love and want to do.  

It's just like it was when we first were married some 45 years ago except we are wiser, and more able to rebuild our lifehood around our lifestyle - rather then visa versa.

Just wish we had found this all out sooner in life.  So what are you waiting for?  "Some day" may never come - just do it!

Garage Sale, Selling present home for a profit.
Moved two homes into one. Sold or gave away stuff from both homes.
Our top concern is spending "too much" to update our current home. We have several improvements that need to be made before selling it. On the other hand, we know that new buyers usually want to make some custom renovations so they can call it their own. We'll just need to find a balance between the two.

Other than that, my wife and I will be looking for a smaller, far "cozier" home -- out of choice and not necessity -- in a "Northwestern State" where we can ocean/river kayak and run along quiet, winding, rural roads with beautiful forest and mountain scenery.

Bottom line: We've worked hard, saved hard, and are very much looking forward to retirement and independence.
Mostly worried about availability of suitable, desirable downsized living quarters, whether free-standing or condo/townhouse, in the area(s) that we'd like to live. We've been watching our area for awhile now, and there doesn't seem to be much senior-style development to pick from. As far as the downsizing we've done so far, we sold a few antiques and collectibles, moved some furnishings to a winter home, and have started making regular trips to Goodwill. We're trying very hard to see that as much as possible gets recycled/reused and not end up going to the dump.
Trying to keep it simple, we'll see with 2 homes
Stayed in our small starter home and we are renovating it. Bought a really nice little Villa in OTOW in Florida. Life is grand and our expenses are exceptionally low. All part of our long term frugal lifestyle. Home here is 1150 square feet plus basement, our Villa in Florida is 1215 square feet. We need no more space than this.
Worried about getting my house ready for sale.
One of biggest concerns we have is regretting where we choose to move and retire. For example, sorry we didn't move closer to our son and/or daughter. We are looking for the perfect environment, weather wise, which we really can't seem to find. We are not concerned about downsizing in relation to our "stuff." We know we will just have to start early!!!!
Sold many items on Craigslist.  If you do that be careful of scams.
First, we cleared out all "excess stuff" and staged the home so it looked as spacious, clean and desirable as possible. Clear those counters and other surfaces. Pack up all personal photos, most of your books, and the trinkets and tchotchkes . Pack up everything you can possibly do without during the time you'll be on the market. You're moving, aren't you? Start your packing NOW. Later on, during the amazingly short amount of time between contract and closing, you'll be happy you did this now.

We also gave away, donated or sold what we didn't want - no off-site storage facilities for us! If you haven't used it, worn it, or missed it in the last 12 months, get rid of it. The last thing you want to do is pack up a bunch of stuff you never use and pay to cart it to another place where it will, once again, be unused and stored away, taking up precious space in what will probably be a smaller home.

Our goal was to sell for the highest and best price we could get WITHIN 30-60 DAYS. This is an important point to emphasize. It's a fact that the longer a property stays on the market, the harder it is to sell and the harder it is to get your best price, because potential buyers see that it's been on the market for awhile and wonder what's "wrong" with it. Even if they DO like your home, you can pretty much count on a low-ball offer, since buyers assume you're getting desperate for an offer. Likewise, starting high and then taking price reduction after price reduction is usually a huge mistake. The fair market value is the price a willing buyer will pay a willing seller.

A professional Realtor will research your immediate market and provide a comprehensive market analysis of your current competition, as well as comparable homes that have sold in the last 6 months. Really look at the exterior AND interior photos of those comparables. Drive by them. Are they more up to date than yours? Nicer yard? In a more desirable neighborhood or block? Does your home have more or fewer of the things that today's buyers are seeking (conveniences, amenities, newer systems and appliances, maintenance-free features)?

How long was each "SOLD" property on the market? To hit YOUR goals, you need to prepare, stage, and price accordingly - and if you're not willing or able to bring your home up to the standards set by the other homes that were sold in your price range AND within your desired time frame, you will most likely have to lower your asking price.

Price it right from the outset, pack your bags, and get ready to move!

We made sure we were the best-looking home in our price range in our area. As a result, we were under contract within 32 days, and settlement was 5 weeks later.

one story with private entrance for 2nd bedroom living area. combo kitchen living dining. walk in shower with no lip. Walkable area around shopping and conveniences. Builders in my area (Kansas City) don't seem to be targeting senior living.
biggest concern is selling my old home...I plan on taking about 3 years to sell it.
Biggest concern is that cost of low-maint active adult community house is close to sale value of current home that is twice the size. Difficult to find sufficient savings to make it worth the effort of moving.
Plan on selling much at flea markets and yard sales in the next year.
Having enough money to live on well into retirement.  Concern about good medical care in new location(s).
Wife does not want to retire, or move at all.  Husband wants to retire in 5 years, sell the house either now or later, and move out of state.  No decisions yet.
selling home
Concern would be getting maximum sale price in a city that is experiencing a change from what was referred to 15+ years ago as a solid blue-collar, all-American city.
Not the best time to sell your home though you need to do what is best for your retirement lifestyle.
We will sell or donate extra items.
Real estate in our has been slower to recover (greater DC area) than the rest of the country, likely due to transient area and Govt funding issues.

Finding a new home is difficult.  Be sure to visit the neighborhood and the general area to see with your own eyes.
We "downsized" by selling a second home. Sent the furnishings to auction and sold the home with contents. Now we are looking at using our current home as a summer home and buying or rental as Snowbirds in Florida. Not sure we are ready to give up our home of many years, but also realize that upkeep and maintenance are becoming  more work than we are able to handle. We are happy with healthcare in our current area but not with the long snowy winters.  We have been slowly getting rid of tools and equipment we no longer use. Still, the downsizing part can be overwhelming. We live in the country and farm. As is typical of country dwellers we like to be prepared for whatever might come up without having to make that 30 mile trip to the hardware or grocery store. That means we have lots of "goodies" stored in barn, garage and pantry. Downsizing and moving are going to take time!
Sold or will sell downsize items.
Have totally changed original retirement plans from RV purchase and traveling country to find retirement location and now to spend RV $$ in new "dream" home with pool/spa/lania/cage as our "toy" in retirement.  Will take periodic trips (USA/overseas) as we go and utilize "rental" RVs when needed, rather than take on the "headaches" of RV ownership.  Have determined our daily retirement living should include amenities for pleasure in our home.  Sold our home to ensure "movability" once we retire rather than have to wait until home is sold.
Giving some stuff to family, selling some ----------will move rest. Definitely will be more careful about buying UN-needed "stuff"
We donated or sold. Planning on buying new furniture
We had an estate sale and basically sold all our furniture and unnecessary items. We the repurchased only things we needed for the new smaller condo. We wrote a book twenty years ago titled "Junk to Dreams" and when we listed our B&B we sold all the furniture twice as an Estate sale and got a cash buyer from one of the families that came to our estate sale. Our book explains how to sell property by staging a house and then selling both the house and all the furnishings. Works every time.Marty
Haven't faced this yet but will probably offer anything we aren't taking to our children first, then sell or consign if there's time.
I downsized when I moved here...purged everything...I don't collect things...

I looked at a property to buy, an over 55 retirement community and 6 months ago the house was $140,000 and today it is going for $260,000 and that is way over my price range so I will be going to the area for a week with my best friends and looking around...will purchase in 2015 and rent until i retire in 2017
I have invested for retirement such as buying books I need for research, tools, and other items needed for the remaining years of health.
Donated and gave away large volume of possessions.  House has been on market for 3 months with no offers.  Have already bought a replacement home out of state, so stress level is high.
Daunted by the prospect of it.
We gave lots of  stuff to charity. The worst part about the move was the moving company. They charged more then twice what they quoted
will give away most of stuff we don't want or need
Have devoted so much time to being caregivers; now we are 70 and 82 years old ourselves.  Now we feel we don't know what direction to go.  Know that we will become more limited to personally maintain our home and our circle of friends has shrunk.  Our children live a distance away. Do not want to become dependent like my parents were.
Moved to SC 6 years ago.  Had hoped to make money on the transition for retirement.  Ended up selling  original home to my son for what was owed on it. (Financed home in SC with equity in original home)  
Now live in an HOA - and are not happy with the HOA.  Would like to sell and move to a comparable home outside of an HOA.  There is too much drama in an HOA.
Due to the many foreclosures and short sales, I don't see that happening in the near future
Sold home and furniture. Renting in florida to find retire home. Florida is difficult buying market. ins is hard to get and nice homes are still costly. Older homes are at lower end but need much work. This means a long search to find right place.The phrase There is a fool born evey minute has some truth.
After having to clean out a parent's large house packed with stuff we were determined to plan better and downsize earlier. We have succeeded by giving our children anything from our house that they could use when they moved into their own homes and giving away or donating things when we sold our house and moved into a smaller rental. We were able to buy our retirement home without having to sell a house which made the purchase easy and were able to make improvements before moving in.
My top concern is getting my husband to agree with me on what city/ housing development we're moving to in the future.
gave stuff away to people buying my house friends and charities
I would like to move out of state due to political and economic reasons while wife doesn't want to move. no good reason complains about time needed to care for house, grand kids live nearby but likely will be moving soon to area where wife doesn't want to move. lived in same house more than 30 years complains that where ever we move we won't be near all the events and opportunities she likes  yet we have not gone to anything around here within the last 10 years. I know this isn't the information you are looking for. I've enjoyed reading your newsletter over the past years but I've got other problems that won't be solvable until I pass.
During the past 13 years, we moved to Connecticut from South Florida and within Connecticut once, downsizing each time. Within the next 2.5 years we will move back to Florida, primarily because of Connecticut's exhorbient taxes. It'll be difficult leaving family & friends but the politicians have no interest in lowering taxes, so we'll vote with our feet.
Took new job in Florida in preparation for retirement. Sold house in IL, am now living in rental and will probably buy something in about a year. I placed some furniture with a resale shop before moving, and donated much more, but still moved too much and need to get rid of even more before moving into what will hopefully be a smaller home for retirement.
Donated to charity
Gave a lot of our furniture and "stuff" to Goodwill, Salvation Army, etc.  Our home buyers wanted some things which we left to them.  We sold our home within 2 weeks of listing it and then found a home we liked in our new area out of state within 30 days. We had already scouted out western NC as our retirement area so knew where we wanted to go. I retired from my government job - had already met my retirement requirements (32+ years), we moved and are now enjoying retirement.  I happened to have a little extra money during this time from an inheritance that came in.  It came in handy as moving costs a lot of money!  But our living expenses now are less than when I was working.  We had spent a good 6 months getting our former home ready to list so it was in good condition.
Sell on ebay, sell antiques at auction, donate to charity
We decided to move from Chicago to rent for a year in California in order to be near my husband's children and his first newborn grandchild. We don't know what are plans will be after spending a year in California, and may return to Illinois to be near my family, but already know we can't stay in California because we can't afford to live there. Maybe we'll be snowbirds if we can find two really cheap places.

We have rented a small climate-controlled space in Illinois  for some of our possessions during our year away, and plan to bring very little with us. We will furnish our small place with used furniture once we get there. I'm sure it will be challenging and quite a change for us, but we also want to travel quite a bit throughout the west, yet live near the beach, so we chose to live in a much smaller rental unit in a great location while we are there.
I will probably donate most of downsized items to salvation army or goodwill.
My wife and I have had a difficult time agreeing on our next destination.  At first, this was quite a surprise to me when I retired.  I have now accepted that we have different ideas about the subject.  So the result is we keep kicking the can down the road for another year.  This has worked out surprisingly well, although it does seem we have more house and more maintenance then necessary or ideal. She likes our city, since her friends are here. This limits the choices of a new, smaller home that would meet her criteria and mine. I'm more open to leaving the city and possibly the state (California) than she is.  Still we both love the climate, know the community which we enjoy, are members of a local golf/tens/social club which we enjoy, etc. Although I could easily do with less yard work, we do have a close to idyllic life in almost every way.  Most important, to date we have both been blessed with good health. It is possible we will stay here until forced to move by external circumstances, probably related to aging.  Thanks for asking.
could not believe the amount of "stuff" that came out of the old home.  we sold when our last child graduated high school - at the time our friends thought we were nuts - now they state - wish they had the nerve to do it.
I had a large yard sale after cleaning out closets, drawers, etc of non essentials.
We donated or sold a great deal before we moved but still moved a great deal of furniture & personal items, probably more than we should have, as we also sold & donated items after we moved.
Will try to keep what will work.  Do not want to respond for things we. Already have that are modern, current style and in good condition.
Have moved several times over the past 20 yrs and downsized a bit with each move. Presently in a condo, but fees, taxes, mortgage are more than I expected, so considering moving to a less expensive, but not smaller place than I have now - it's only 1100 square feet. Less expensive would eliminate or grealy reduce mortgage payment, since I have a fair amount of equity in this condo.
Current home was purchased at the top of the market in 2004.  We do not expect to sell it for what we paid.  The market for resale homes in our community is very poor and is now influencing the timing of our retirement plans. Not sure yet what we will do with stuff we downsize - we may donate to family, donate to Goodwill, sell on consignment or give to family members.
Since we have moved 4 times in the last 20 years we have kept our possessions down to a manageable level. It's a lot easier than trying to wade through a huge accumulation of stuff you don't use anyway.
We lived in the San Fernando Valley in Los Angeles, CA.  We listed our house in April 2013, and in one week had 11 offers over listed sale price.  We purchased a new home in Bend, Oregon.  It is currently being constructed and will be ready in October. Our house we sold was 1791 sq feet. Our new house is over 2200 sq ft and more than $125K cheaper than the one we sold.  We are currently renting a 3 bedroom vacation rental in Bend.  When we sold our old house in L.A., we got rid of half the furniture by garage sale, and then donated tons of stuff to Salvation Army.
I have had my home on the market almost 5 1/2 months. I dropped the price about $3000.00 (I'll lose money if it does sell} but have only had 2 showings & no offers. I believe it is because there is a abandoned house on one side & the mortgage company has not listed it for sale. I've wished many a time I had never bought a house but a RV instead. I always make my payments on time so there is no legal help for someone that would like to sell & can't. In my neighbor hood there is a lot of foreclosures & if people can't sell their homes & have to move anyway, they rent them. If I don't sell it I'm going to try & refinance. I have been thinking about taking my IRA (which loses one week, gains the next) & put it toward my mortgage & then list it again. Anybody have any thoughts or using all or about $10K my IRA for that? It's about $25K. I'm 62, work fulltime & plan to retire in 3-4 years. Member 
- Retirehappyi have concluded that we cannot afford to live in Alaska when retired.  We have purchased a dulie truck, and intend to get a fifth wheet, to live in while traveling in the lower 48.  I have shipped 75% of stuff (family heirlooms, etc) to Washington where it lives in storage.  Next we wiill have garage sales, to be rid of nonessentials, pack remaining stuffs and furniture, ship to Washington.  Put the house on the market next spring.  Ideally we would like to have a lot to put the fifth wheel on in Alaska and another state.  And travel til we discover where we want to be.
We bought the new house prior to selling current home and haven't nhad as much activity as we hoped for. Will sell before moving on. To downsize: combination of yard sale; recycle; consignment and charity. Will put more valuable items on Craig's List. New home has space but we're not moving things we don't need.
Sold and donated majority of furniture.   Major paring down of work wardrobe and misc. items. Should have done more.   Renting of under water home to just cover mortgage.  New home mortgage is half of previous which works well with half of pre-retirement salary.  So far, it's a wash.  No regrets.
would like to downsize, but the market is not good & will probably have to keep working until Social Security maxes out at 70 years old
Donated a LOT to non profit organizations.
Started very early to go through everything that accumulated over the years. It felt great to go through it all and downsize.
An inexpensive stager really helped to prepare the house for showing.
When we sold our large home before we moved into motorhome (6 years now and counting as a permanent residence) we gave a lot of our furniture to a local charity.  We stored the rest.  We now wish we had sold most of it as we have been paying storage fees for 6 years and the rate goes up each year.  It is so much work to get into storage and separate it all out now we are proctrastinating until we buy or rent a small home.
We live in the Chicago area,  and I have had success selling through e-bay (small item worth $50 or more, or use Local PickUp Only option for larger items), and Craig's list (only one obvious scammer who I weeded out). I do not reveal my exact address until they are coming for pick-up, and always have another person present for the pick-up, usually my husband.  For items worth less than $50, we donate and take the tax write-off.  We are keeping enough furniture to stage the house for selling, then plan on having Re-Store Habitat for Humanity make a pick up of those items.  We plan on renting in our new state for a year, before buying the smaller retirement house we will live in for the next 20 years.
May have to short-sale or just walk away.  Home is currently underwater and is WORTHLESS.  Spouse just wants to move back home and finally retire (we have been raising a granddaughter).  Most items will be sold before we really start packing.  Plus, retiring in California is to expensive.
2 day estate sale took care of of all downsizing
At my husbands and I age, mid fifties.....I am sad at the thought of always financially strapped we are all of the time, the constant worrying of if we will always have enough money to pay our bills is very over welming......always helping our children to stay afloat, has set us back ten years !! If this is what we have to look forward too, I,d rather die now than too keep living like this!!!!!
At my husbands and I age, mid fifties.....I am sad at the thought of always financially strapped we are all of the time, the constant worrying of if we will always have enough money to pay our bills is very over welming......always helping our children to stay afloat, has set us back ten years !! If this is what we have to look forward too, I,d rather die now than too keep living like this!!!!!
Donated furniture
Have estate sale to get rid of big items. Time to replace anyway.
We still have too much stuff, including items of our children that they say they want us to keep for them.  We plam on getting a booth at a local antique store to sell muck of the excess.  We are not .edicare age yet so we are also awaiting word on the new health innsurance exchanges in hope that they will provide a better value for healthcare insurance compared to the current market.
Will buy all new furniture. New exciting change for retirement
My main concern is to be able to pay what is left on existing mortgage and be able to have a sizable down payment on my next home.
Just in the beginning planning stages.  Cannot do anything for awhile since we are the primary care giver for our mother who still lives at home and is 93.  Hoping to move somewhere that is less maintenance more up to date construction.
Have not put home on market because of low prices and slow market.  Have not decided where to move, no children to follow!

Down sizing will consist mostly of discarding or selling excess clothing , power tools (all of those items we might need sometime), lawn mowers, boat and duplicate furniture.  Loads of teaching supplies and professional books will go to local library or be discarded.. Still want 3 BR. and basement,2 or  3 garages.
Yard sale or donate items that are downsized.
I have two homes. One is a vacation home in Colorado. This means I have two homes full of stuff that I don't know what to do with if I move.

Top concerns:

1. Affording my two homes on my retirement income.
2. Where to move if I sell my primary home which is in an expensive area.
3. Whether or not to sell both homes.
4. Leaving long-established relationships for a less expensive location.
5. What to get rid of when I downsize. (Having no family to give stuff to.)
6. Not wanting to live with old people.
We are just now starting to get rid of 36 years accumulation, I want to move yesterday spouse not really wanting to move, however I am starting now getting rid of everything I don't want  to take with me.  It will be a big move, Alaska to Florida so not taking any furniture, just personal effects.
Adding distance from family and friends was difficult, but maintaining a large three story house and two acres took more time and effort than we wanted. Two important factors included moving to a state without a state income tax and becoming debt free. Warmer climate and the soothing effect of the the sun and surf were the final touches that pushed us southbound.

We were fortunate to sell our home in less than 45 days, but had priced it slightly below market value to promote a quick sale. We found a Florida home on the internet priced at what we felt was a bargain.  Vehicular traffic was minimal and the beach was nearby which was important to us.

Prior to our move, two auction houses sold 60 percent of the original furnishings and about half of the collectables. Private buyers purchased about 20 percent of the contents.   About 10 percent was donated and 10 percent was moved or discarded. Older Victorian style furnishings were not compatible with the tropical setting and ambience of our new home.
NA
Can't seem to get out of my house.  Every time I think I'm ready to put it on the market, something else breaks and needs work. And, I am having trouble parting with things even though I intend to be thorough in my "letting go."  I am starting to feel ridiculous as I meet people and they say, "I thought you were moving" or "When are you moving?"  I've been in the initial process for about two years.  Perhaps I'm a little hesitant because I am only 63 and I keep reading that it is best to work as long as you can, and my work in here.   It really is a process for me, but a bit unsettling, of course.
We purchased our retirement home prior to selling our pre-retirement home. We used the retirement home as a weekend home. We were able to get a very reasonable price for our pre-retirement home. In fact, it sold far more quickly than we expected. DW was retired and I still had about a year left. Since we retired to a different state about 2 hours from my job location, I rented an apartment and went home on weekends. I fully retired in January this year.

The downsizing has been quite challenging as we had both homes furnished and some of the furniture was made by my wife's father making very difficult for us to part with it. Additionally, we downsized from 3,600 sf to 3,000 sf with far less storage. We were able to give some of the furniture to our daughter and her DH who moved 1,500 miles away. Our son could use the furniture but he has just moved another distant city to same city as our daughter. We were also able to give some of the furniture to other family members. We ended up donating much of our furniture to Habitat for Humanity Restore. 

One thing for folks to consider is that the retirement home may not be suitable for certain pieces of furniture so they may have to plan for new purchases - as we did. E.G., bookcases, breakfast table, etc.
Sold stuff at consignment,  auction, personally;  gave lots away;  threw lots away--all well before listing house.  Biggest concern--did we do the right thing in moving...
Concerned about how we will choose what to get rid of and what to keep. The home we have now isn't big enough to hold all our hobby stuff, don't know how we will downsize.
Used an auction house and donated a lot of stuff. Very painful process. Should have gotten rid of even more bc had to do that father we moved into our new home.
Coming to an agreement with my husband as to where and how we will live
Moving to a new area and establishing new friends etc
Can only donate so much; trying to do yard sales, consignment shops, eBay, etc is a lot of work.  We will probably wind up at our new house with too much stuff.
Have begun selling larger items online, donating things in good condition and throwing out the junk. Not ready to put house on the market yet.
Still in process, so I have no idea at this time.
Sell all furniture through an estate company. Hope I can adjust to a much smaller space. Location is the hardest decision. Would like to stay in PA but fracking is a major concern.
Largest concern: finding the courage and nerve to REALLY downsize.
Unique situation:  new home fully furnished.  We will sell everything possible before move, than move, then replace things in new home at our leisure.
Unsold stuff:  Give away anything that will not fit in one rental truck we will drive to AZ (new home state).
Second largest concern:  ending up with to much "stuff" to haul to new home and having to hire a long-distance mover to take stuff to new home where there is no room for it anyway!!!
I won't be moving because my income is so low; below a thousnd dollars a month so I will live in HUD Housing permanently. Any downsizing I have done is to have a rummage sale.
If I move at all it would be to a similar size home. Just a new home. More than likely I will stay here until the day if needed I'd move to an assisted living apt. I have a good LTC policy. 
More than likely I would rent a condo for 2 or 3 months in Florida during the winter as I do know at age 70 until travel is not in the cards. Hopefully, that will be many years staying here in IL and going to FL in the winter months.
Just started thinking about it.
We will keep most of what we have.  We have been discarding furniture pieces for years and will only replace them at this point if we can afford better quality ones.  We plan to move to an area in the South somewhere between our two sons (who live in Atlanta and Dallas).
I was not permitted by association rules to have a yard sale in the 28 years living in former home.  Am preparing for a large yard sale in September here in new location.
Donate/give away items.
sold a lot of stuff on Craigslist and our local newspaper, gave away to children and friends more stuff, and trashed what I haven't used in years. Moved from a 1500 square foot apartment to a 550 square foot apartment so had to downsize a lot. So much easier in this small apartment by myself.
I have already downsized when I move here for a new job several years ago. I have created a home the way I want it including a hobby studio for most of my many hobbies. I have solar on my house. I have done many things here to suit me. I intend to enjoy what I have created for as long as possible. I hope to have this home payed off in 6 years. Then my living costs will drop significantly. 
I can't really think of any place that I would rather be that wouldn't cost considerable in both money and effort and social upheaval that I would prefer to be.
I am now thinking about a "second" home location, where I rent for an extended length of time, say two months and I can take my cats with me. The benefits of moving without actually doing it! I live in an area of Colorado with a climate like the Desert Southwest. I would enjoy two months in the San Juan Islands of Washington! I would get the best of both locations.

What did I do with the stuff that I got rid of?

When I started pruning my belonings, I became aware of the fact that we never consider what will happen to something when we no longer want it. Now, when I buy something, I ask myself that question before I buy!
I also HATE to throw things away. It seems so wasteful. So I have to find everything a new home. That can be quite a challenge.

A lot of the stuff went back to the kids. I am no longer the keeper of the leftovers.

A lot more went to the local Good Will or equivalent. Occaisonally, I was able to participate in a garage sale or two. I never have enough at one time to have  my own garage sale. Some stuff I simply gave away. Better that than into the trash. I have been known to put things on the curb with a sign that says FREE and it is usually gone by the next morning! E-Bay also is great. You can sell ANYTHING on e-Bay! But you need to have the time to do it. I still have heirlooms with family history attached that I will be locating the appropriate persons to receive. I plan to do some genealogy on my family and hope to locate someone that way. Otherwise, I will try for historical societies and museums. Another challenge.

It took several YEARS to reduce my household to its current size and I anticipate further reduction, but I will plan ahead this time. I needed the time to do it thoughtfully. So my best advise, start now. Part with the obvious...say kids leftovers. Then whatever you haven't used and won't use even if it still is good. You will feel better if it goes to a good home. And even more so, if you can recover some of the cost. 

Most people are packrats. They are afraid to part with something because they might need it. I have informally observed that about 75% of us are like that. The other 25% are "tossers". We don't let our stuff own us! The pack rat has to decide to give things up before they can ever downsize. For them that is the most crucial step. 

I have a couple of good friends who are pack rats and they live in a large house. My fingers itch everytime I visit. But I know that nothing will change until they decide to let go. I just hope that it will happen before their heirs have to deal with the accumulation!

I know that the ultimate result of re-sizing was a place that I enjoy, that I don't feel burdened by. It was definitely worth it!

"Retire TO something, not FROM something." If you look at down(re)-sizing as all part of your plan for the future then it is less traumatic and you can do it wisely.

Some items will go to our children, some will be donated, some we will bring with us
Garage sales hardly provide a return on time invested.  Volunteers of America pick up monthly allowing gradual decluttering.
Furniture for college student daughter future use in storage, very little furniture kept, intent is to not move much of anything and buy new, smaller scale furniture with new house.
Downsizing will mean lots of decisions as to what to keep and what to get rid of.
We have loved and worked out of the country for the last seven years. Before moving we cleaned out with two large yard sales and also it items with a consignment shop then donated the rest. When we return to the states we will semi retire until the age of 65. We wil also plan to move to Florida not back to our home state of North Carolina.
Where to move to... there are so many options that they can be overwhelming.  Living in Alaska for 35 years, and not having traveled much, the wife and I need to take time to "check places out"... that in itself could take a long time... on-line research can only go so far!  So far our "short list" is at 15 locations.  What is one to do?
Very difficult to de-clutter, after living in same house for 30+ years. Once our activity level decreases, will move to condo or group housing. Like idea of locking door in condo, then taking off to travel.
I will either donate it or will have a sale to get rid of it.
Will move once my wife retires which is about 6 years out.
Sold, garage sales, goodwill, gave away to other family members.
I did very little downsizing. What I don't want I sell or give away.
It's just stuff. We have some things that are important to us, but most we can easily live without. Not quite sure how we get rid of the things we don't need. Plan on fully retiring in the next 5 years and hope home prices and mortgage rates don't rise too much and push us out of our planned comfort zone.
Sold newer/ nicer belongings, donated rest.  Allowed plenty of time to both reduce furnishings and prepare old home to sell.  Organize, organize, organize...
Need find living accommodations on one floor.  Like to have other over 55 couples around
We currently own a home in San Antonio that we have been renting out .  We plan on selling it, and using the money from the sale, along with money we have been saving, to buy a 'retirement' home outright.  We will have to declutter the house we have been living in for the past 4 years, as we are limited to a certain weight for household goods to be shipped back.  We will sell and donate items that we cannot take back with us.  E.g., our current appliances run on different voltage and can't be used in the States.
When going out of the country to work the last job before retiring, we gave away to charity and sold through Craigslist and to friends and neighbors...kept only a few antiques and culled household goods to fit one storage unit.  It feels good to clean out so much stuff, but regret not saving a few more momentoes. However, the cost of storage is costly until we get back to the USA, and our son will be thankful not to have to dispose of so much one day. After retiring, we are moving from TX to NC near the coast...looking forward to a little less heat and a beautiful view in a small neighborhood.
donated to charity. some in storage  
plan to move every year or two while I have health etc
The biggest concern was the financial squeeze because our new home was built and ready to move into before our old home was sold-- two years ago it took 9 months for our old house to sell. It was also hard to sort through and 'shed' items we would not have room for and to cope with the thought that we really no longer needed all of these 'things'. We had to decide what to sell or donate; what items our children wanted or would take; and what to move because we would need it. We made the decision to stay in our same general area but to have a smaller newer home which has really helped with time and money spent on maintenance, cleaning, and yard work so now we have much more time to spend with each other, family, new neighbors and old friends.
We may want new stuff - old will be handed down to adult children. Most we will keep and use in new house.
We tried selling the furniture we could no longer use in a smaller home, but learned people today don't want large pieces any more than we did, we we ended up donating almost all of it.  It was hard to do, but that seemed the only option.  In the end we ended up taking more with us than we needed anyway.;  Based on a relative who moved to a retirement center several years ago ten regretted giving away some of her things too son, my husband wanted to take everything and dis pose of it after we saw what we'd need in the new home.

That was expensive to pay for moving things we could and would not use.  Today we only have two twin beds in the attic of our new home -- and I hope someday to be able to use them in another house.
Current home on two levels. Not sure we want stairs in later years, but we like home and neighborhood.  We may consider one level condo in same neighborhood.
We want to find a ranch style home, preferably with a partially finished basement for visits from our sons and their families.  We have concerns about finding a home nearby since most of the homes in our area are colonials.  We don't want stairs.  We plan to donate the stuff we get rid of to an organization with thrift shops.
Some of the larger items were sold on consignment and the rest were donated to Goodwill.
We have already sold our primary home and a rental home and are living in apartment temporarily while we wait for the closing date of our new home. We purchased a home with similar square footage but no yard maintenance is required.

Downsizing was mostly yard/lawn equipment and some furniture/appliances is being replaced with the move.
Not a good time to be selling 55 plus condo!
haven't sold yet.need to cut down on home expenses especially outrageous property taxes in CT
My top concern is finding a home that will allow my wife and I easier maintenance, at the same time being able to still do some gardening. I'm thinking that the sell of our property will have to be used toward paying down or off some of our debt. A rental in a retirement community may be a good choice. Some of our stuff will either be thrown out or given to charity.
Sold stuff we didn't want.
Plan to use storage locker
My only concern is, this is not the best time of year to be putting your house on the market.
1)Home with less maintenance.    2)Single story home. 3) How can I keep two homes to optimize best of the weather season. 4) Maintain/secure house when vacant.
Probably donate useable furniture and trash other
None
Will have auction on furniture
Wished I had begun prep sooner as it was a lot of work!  Adult children, friends and charity given furniture and household items that I didn't keep.  Cost to move across country, decision to live in smaller space and life-style change necessitated I make hard decisions as to what to keep and move.
The area were we live is showing very little improvement from the recession. We need to wait to see better home sales as we are not interested in a "fire sale" just to downsize.
give away to family and local charities those items we do not take with us if/when we move
Daughters have chosen what they want; will purchase new couches & kitchen table since ours are showing wear.   Will take only sentimental items, other furniture will be purchased to go with new home.
We found our dream home that was twice as large sa our "pre-tirement" home and moved most of our belongings but did take the opportunity to get rid of unused furniture, etc. and go through years and years of papers, etc.
Downsized items went or will go to Goodwill and some items will be sold. Trying NOT to buy anything new going forward unless necessary.
Sold,donated,gave to family and friends.  Shredded lots of pro documents or just threw away.
Finding the right place to move to.
Selling current home in a sellers market.
Deciding if a mortgage in retirement makes sense.
Probably won't actually do anything for a few years yet. Spouse still works.
Sell everything that I do not absolutely need.  Give away lots of stuff.
I am overwhelmed with the prospect of moving.  We'd like to move to a one level home.  That part is hard enough, but how do we "get rid of" so many things we had accumulated in our present house?  Are garage sales/estate sales or donations  the answer ?  Sometimes, I'm tempted to just throw a lot out. We've lived in this house 27 years. I've fogotten how to sell and buy a new home.  It's dauntng.
You have to realize we all have lots of junk, whether it cost a little or a lot to purchase. It is only stuff.. just need to get rid of it.
PAIN IN THE REAR.
We plan to keep at least two homes. Maybe in all three we currently have. We plan to move tax domicile to FL. Worried about leaving our aging Fathers. Worry that FL healthcare might not be as good.
We will things of value to charity.  The rest will be pitched.
Moving to Florida. Top concern is price of homes & rising interest rates.  Baltimore home sold in 49 days but we took a hit, forced to reduce price $25K. It's a buyers market here.
About a third of furniture will convey with the house to new owners. A third will be sold. Remaining items moving with us to Florida.
Salvation Army/Goodwill for some smaller items; have been bringing other items to local consignment store over the past two years (have reaped approx. $2,500 from these sales).   Other furniture will go to adult children.
Donated items - mostly clothing, kitchen items, older towels and sheets.
Moving from 2/2 to a 1/1, so had to re-think storage/organization but still had to rent a small storage unit!
Will be cleaning out closets,rooms, etc. and donating to charity.  Some things are keeping for family members overseas until they are stateside and can take them-these are furniture items that have been in the family.  Hope to sell our home and at least break even.  Inventory is down in the Houston area, builders aren't building as fast, and sales of houses in our price range generally happen in less than a month.  Still worried about uncertainty of moving and going through the entire process again.  Have moved many times in the last 15 years and want to get this move right.
Top concern is not selling our house right away and needing to postpone retirement for a year. We're spending $20,000 this year putting in hardwood floors and updating appliances to make it more competitive, fortunate to be in desirable location and hired a "home stager" for advice on making it look like a model home which also means it looks less like us ( not many family photos etc).Assuming we do sell,  next concern is not liking where we go, therefor will rent initially which will also mean needing to rent furniture and not feeling settled for awhile. 
As for downsizing, we are planning to give expensive items, like solid cherry dining room furniture to daughters. We'll have no use for a table that seats 14 in retirement. Other items we'll sell or donate, will not move dark heavy Midwestern furniture to FL. Getting rid of china, silver, crystal and many other things that I've hardly used through the years and don't expect to in the future. Planning to be more casual in retirement and only buy what we use and only use what we really love. No need for china sitting in a cabinet while using day to day dishes like Corelle because its durable. I've lost loved ones much too early and believe everyday is special so use the good dishes! 
I expect retirement to have challenges, but what doesn't. Looking forward to it.
Will have a lot of trouble downsizing as spouse will not part with anything because the children may want/need it someday.  We still have three in college and not yet launched so can't do the move yet as they may have trouble getting established in this economy.  The house will need a lot of renovation/updating but can't afford it now with tuition expenses.
Downsizing became easier as we learned to throw goods away or donate to Good Will. Trying to sell what we thought was valuable didn't work. Having a smaller, everything is new, very energy efficient home is wonderul.
Have not discussed this issue at this time,moving is well into the furture, 3-4 years away.

Thank you,
tom
Moving into motorhome will really limit personal to our most important memory items and possessions. When done, plan on buying nice small condo or patio home in AZ (6 months) and rent or buy same for 6 months in OH (family).
Successful tag sale and donations to charity
I will sell or giveaway some items.  I am also concerned about selling my existing home and not having a place to come back to if I don't like my retirement choice and area. Ideally I would like to keep my home and buy something smaller and less expensive. We are not sure at this point how feasible that is.  I do however enjoy your news letter.
We live in northern NH, and the "economic recovery" has not reached us.  Tons of houses for sale, many under 100K and few places to work.  We have a more expensive home that was on the market for 3 years without an offer.  We're taking a break and plan to relist in the spring of 2014.  It's been incredibly frustrating.  The good part of taking so long to sell is that we've had lots of time to take a hard look at our belongings, and the longer we've looked the less attached we've become.  Things were passed on to our daughters, and they've done a good job of throwing away things they had stored in the basement as well.  We've had a number of yard sells, have sold (and continue to sell) items on Ebay, and Amazon.com.  A lot of paper has been thrown away or burned or put in files in the computer.  We haven't missed any of the "stuff" that has left the house.  We plan to move to Florida 
and will be selling our furniture before we leave and updating with items for a smaller home in a warmer climate.  Not being able to sell our home has been incredibly frustrating, but it has given us an opportunity to reflect on our choices.We hope that our kids will take at least some of the sentimental items that we've been saving for them.  The rest we'll sell, donate, or give away.  
We're working on updating our house to sell within the next few years.  We would like to lower our month to month expenses when we move to prepare for retirement.  That means lower taxes and hopefully no mortgage.  An easier winter than western NY state is also a must.  
We decided coastal areas, especially Florida, can't be considered because of the unknown costs of insurance coverage.  I'm afraid that insurance costs may rise after hurricanes, which could price us our of our home.  Also, insurance isn't tax deductible.
any time I buy something (chair, shirt, camera, etc) - the old one goes to Goodwill - always get rid of stuff I am not using; when I go on trips, I buy stuff at Goodwill and leave it in countries as the trip goes along
If we do move, it would be for a better climate.  It is scary to move. There isn't an ideal place. Our stuff when we downsize will probably go to charity.
Selling items sporadically,and giving some things away. Hardly a dent in the process of cleaning out the house to sell, if we sell at all.
Biggest concern at this time: selling things we won't need when moving/downsizing. Biggest concern when we're read to move: location!
Simply - should have put the money from the first move into the bank and rented -
Sold house with furniture.....kept some items ie. piano, grandfather clock, etc.
Dealing with real estate agents proved to be extremely frustrating.
Difficult to sell home because of location. Unsure when downsizing what to do with items stored from death of parents. ie; pictures, papers, momentos All are things no one else wants.
Our home in NJ has been on the market for 3 months now.  We closed on our new home in PA 5 months ago.  It is a bit smaller and is in a 55+ community.  Hubby still plans to work for a few more years.  We will leave NJ as soon as we get a contract on this house.  We visit our new home about once a month to check on it.

Our retirement home has 5 bedrooms because we hope to have lots of company.  We are keeping most of our furniture and even buying another bedroom set.

We got rid of lots of "clutter" however by giving it away to friends and family, and through Freecycle.  We've tried garage sales but they aren't worth the time, so we just give it all away.
Donated much of the stuff.  Gave to children.  Have not sold yet.  Have been renting in Maine to decide if this is where we want to settle.  Definitely want to move away from the Washington, DC area.  Have not decided whether we want to rent, buy a condo.  Certainly want to downsize.
Had a yard sale or put in storage for selling or donation.
Donated almost everything we got rid of.   Selling furniture is almost impossible and Craig's List was awful. Full of scams. Just donate and feel good about it!  We gave to libraries, schools, Goodwill, YMCA, etc.
Hardest part is dumping family antiques (furniture)that work in the East and not in the West. Proceed carefully and find relatives where possible. Work in progress for us!
Continue to downsize, donate to charities, donate to theater company in prep for selling and moving,pass books along to friends, found a seller on eBay to sell higher end items no longer needed
Timing of selling my house is the biggest concern. Obviously want to make the biggest possible profit so....WHEN? A challenging question and different in various locales.
Concerned about getting enough for current home to purchase new one and have funds for savings.  Concerned about relocating to new area that I am not familiar with.  Taxes too high in current location.  As single income person, concerned about financing future home.
Waiting till market recovers somewhat to get fair price for home, finding a place to be happy in and having a decent social life and experiences
Have somewhat downsized over the last few years but still have more to do and not sure where all of it will go since the new home has no basement and can't store a lot in the attic due to the hot summers in AZ. Hoping to not have to rent storage space. Whatever the kids don't want will be sold or donated and want to do whatever we can to get it all done before moving out of state.
In the process of downsizing and my belongings are going to family or friends or yard sale.  Still have one more to get through college, but after that it is retirement to either Hawaii, Georgia or Florida.
We sold our primary residence in the Cleveland, Ohio area and moved to our vacation home in coastal North Carolina.  The NC home is about the same size as our previous primary residence, but is a more expensive house.  As the vacation home was already furnished, we sold the contents of our previous home and moved only personal articles.  We plan on moving in the next four or five years to the St. Petersburg, FL area and also having a second, summer home in the western North Carolina mountains - probably the Ashville area.
When I made the decision to retire, I started downsizing my things, including furniture.  I donated a lot of my family's clothes to charity and most of the furniture to the Salvation Army.  I moved with my dining room table and chairs, some small end tables my father had made for me years ago, and my bedroom mattress. I went from a 3-level house to a 2-level house, with 2 bedrooms and a bath on the top level for company.  Everything else was on the first floor, which was the major selling point for me.

I decided to buy new furniture once I settled in my new house.  The cost of living is much cheaper here so I feel I got more for my money.
Currently if you sell you will take a big loss. 

If you attempt to buy new or in a desirable area the prices are excessively over priced. 

There is an extreme disconnect between builders sellers and the health of the market and the economy.
Enjoy the journey!
Lots of donations; few sales
Knowing for sure what area is right for relocation has been the most challenging at this point in our search.  We are looking to downsize and reduce taxes yet stay somewhat close to family.
Have downsize and moved into a motorhome for the past three years love the downsizing love the lifestyle love the less of everything.
Have not yet  downsized but recognize it has to be done. Only key functional items and those with special memories will be retained.
We sold our 2100 sf two story house in NH moved to Florida and are building a 1 story sf 1869 open concept home with 2 beds 2 baths a den,living room- kitchen and large 2 car garage. We didn't want a large home with rooms so big that you need to put useless furniture in it to make it look like it makes sense.
we will give some furnishings to our children.  we will hire an estate sale company to sell the remaining items we do not need or plan to keep.
We recently moved from CT to our summer home of 16 years on Cape Cod. Our plan is to spend the winter in FL looking for another home which will become our domicile for six months and one day ,and enable us to take advantage of a more tax friendly environment. That way, we'll have the "best of both worlds". Summers on the Cape and winters in FL.

We were fortunate to have sold our home in six days, but there were many challenging issues to deal with prior to the closing, not the least of which was an agent that was only interested in the sellers interests and not at all with some of our concerns. His communication skills were poor at best to say the least. 

My wife began the downsizing process a couple of years prior to selling, and  kept me focused on same. I'm more of a saver, but had to learn her "use it or loose it" strategy which in the end is a God send. We donated many things to Goodwill, and sold off much of our furniture to local dealers which was an eye opener. We learned the hard way that used furniture, no matter how nice, isn't worth much today. Therefore, we'll buy new furniture once we settle in FL.  

I very much enjoy your newsletters and guidance on retirement issues, and appreciate the comments of others from different regions of the country. Keep up the good work, and thanks for allowing me to vent!

Regards...

Hank and Pam Carlson

Price your home correctly with the market, not what you think it is worth.  Stage your home, get rid of clutter, paint, and fix up the yard.  Interview several real estate agents, pick the one with the best plan to sell your house and the best track record in your neighborhood.  Don't sell your old house until you know where you are going and the size of house you will have in retirement, plan to get rid of extra stuff based on the size of the new home.  Sell things on Craig's list or give away to charity.
We sold the house, all the furniture also and kept only those items which had personal value to us.   Living full time in our RV for now until retirement when we plan to work camp or something similar while we tour the country.  Love the downsized lifestyle and even living in the RV!!!!   So much more freedom to travel and see the US plus we meet so many wonderful people.
We decided that the time was right to relocate to Arizona regardless of the economy and the opinions of others who do not have the mindset or inclination to be adventuresome or to tackle something that is not familiar. Yes, we lost money on the sale of out home, but not enough to delay our plans.  To be held hostage because of the state of the government or economy is to miss a window of opportunity.  We gave much of our furnishing to our children, friends, or Good Will so we could start fresh in our new home.  We picked AZ to serve as a hub to explore the entire West.  At this point in our lives, we can't say AZ will be our last stop.  To much to see and enjoy. Put simply, we love the grand kids but the reality is they would much rather hang out with their friends and I can't find fault with that.  Of course we will make an effort to see family and friends on holidays and special occasions back East, but in turn, we have a strong desire to learn new things and see and explore as much of the wonders of the USA and beyond as health and resources permit. Lastly, we respect those who do not share our views or desires, but when it comes to retirement I think the vast majority of us earned the right to make the choice that makes you feel good not necessarily the other person giving advice.  I hope our experience and decisions helps others make the right choice for them.  Jodie and Jim
The town in which I live is small and economically devastated.  Thus, the housing market here is at least as depressed as are the residents and I may not be able to sell without a 50%+ loss unless a buyer moves in from elsewhere.  This also dramatically impacts the sale of my items toward downsizing in that the locals haven't disposable income or a culture that includes my items, e.g., large formal china cabinet, oversize roll top desk, and the like.  I'm stuck with either throwing or giving items away or a tax deduction that will not impact my small income taxes.  
I should never have moved here in the first place and appear to be unable to escape unless I simply surrender my all to the natives.
Stuff: Sold some & gave the remainder to charitable organizations. This is the 4th move since retirement & should be final, selling homes in city has been no problem, selling in more rural areas is a problem in terms of time to get sold.

Concerns: Regaining friends, developing medical requirements in new location, selecting the "right" communities.
Downsizing was the hardest part of moving to a smaller home. My husband & I did not agree on the degree of downsizing necessary.  When we moved into our new home it was a nightmare of further downsizing "stuff" and some furniture.
If we could do it all over again we would sell everything or give it away and just keep a few personal items.  No garage sale.  Used Craig's list successfully for selling appliances &furniture.  Otherwise, gave everything to local charitable organization.  

Selling our home was a stressful experience as we sold just as the market was coming back in our area in 2012. Appraisals, inspections, the buyer getting a mortage...all were stressful experiences due to the previous financial meltdown.   

We are settled into our new, final retirement home.  Community is a 55+ in Fort Myers, FL and very nice.  Have made wonderful, new friends.  Only minor issue is we would have liked a bigger home than was offered here...when you are totally retired and spending more time together, we think space is important.
Will be moving into a much smaller home. Most of the ones we looked at come furnished. Were going to South West Florida. The furniture we have doesn't fit the life style in the south. Were selling the bigger items. Donating to Good Will. And giving our special things to family members. I started downsizing a year ago. We have sold a few things at a flea market. Its hard to get started but once you begin it does get easier.  Were already in a RV park where we stay for six months. We love the area this will be our third season. This is where we want to live full time. I make a lot of lists. Read as many articles as I can. Your web site is great. I'm on the computer every day checking on any information about the area and the state. Were putting our home on the market the spring of 2014. It will take awhile to sell.  Since were in the area we love for part of the time, we can wait. I'm glad we had the opportunity to live in the area.
I expect to get rid of most everything I have so that I can travel very light.  I want to visit a number of places (3 - 6 months) until I find the fit for me.  Biggest variables are - where will my children settle (still time for that); what will I really appreciate in a retirement local; how much traveling will I do during retirement.
Just hope to get enough money out of my current home to pay realtor fee and other costs.  Will buy new home before selling this one so I'll know what to move and what to get rid of.  Hope retirement is a good as I am expecting.....
Since I do no own my home selling is not an issue. Downsizing has been an ongoing project for over 1 year but definitely an enjoyable one.  I have been able to give much of my things that are no longer needed to charity or friends..I did not try to have a garage sale or sell on ebay which was an option, just felt better about giving to those in need.  I have downsized to just the bare necessities mostly keeping items that belonged to my daughter which she can pass on to her children..Doing this will make any move much easier.  I have moved so many times that I learned what you really need and don't need and to eliminating what you don't need or haven't used is a wonderful relief. So even if you don't plan a move, downsizing is good therapy.
I wanted to stay in my previous home, as it had an in ground pool and Jacuzzi combo, but couldn't take the noise and barking dogs from my neighbors. (tract housing) I moved out to the sticks, a town of 9000.  I bought a mobile for $150,000, and put 20 g's into it, fixing it up.  I am saving about $300 per month from my previous home. but I miss my pool badly, and my new home is on a hill with no other flat land for a pool.  however, it has a fantastic view, and a large wrap around deck, where I can see for miles, and the sunsets are amazing.  peace and quiet abound !!  pretty happy with my new home but it is 24 yrs. old. my retirement income is from social security and a nice Teamster pension. it is about 80% of what I was earning when working.
Donated much of our "stuff" when we downsized.  Initially difficult deciding what to keep and what to take.  Best thing we did was downsize. More free time with less yard work as we are now in a small and friendly townhouse development.  Taxes lower with smaller home and have benefitted financially by adding more money to the "retirement" pot plus able to travel.  We did stay in the same area where we have lived many years so could keep same doctors, etc.  Did explore and visit several retirement communities "down south" due to lower taxes and no snow there, but felt we "fit" better up north!
i gave away, sold, and stored what i wanted.   traveled for a year and about to start traveling again!
We sold or donated all our furniture. Our move was from Alaska to Alabama, via 10 years full time RVing. We sold at a great time in 2004 and bought a few months ago.  We saved most of the money from the house sale to fund the new house.
What we are planning on doing is just selling off the things we done want  cheap just to get right of it. Anything that is left over will be given to charity and anything left after that will be thrown away.
Have been selling items at a consignment store for the past year.  Will continue doing that and have garage sales.  Plan to take more than half of my furniture as new house will have similar number and types of rooms.  Biggest change is that I am moving to an active adult community. Have found myself more isolated than I liked in the past 2 years since I retired.  New house will be more expensive than my current home, but will be on one floor which is what I need.  Am finding it hard to leave my current home.  I did not buy a home until I was about 47.  Have had a love/hate relationship with my house for the past few years, but now that I will be moving before year end, I am finding it hard to leave.  Whole situation is very emotional and difficult, but hopefully will be worth it in the long run.
Plans to move are very indefinite and likely a few years off.
Hopefully will give the majority of the furniture to our children, however, they're not settled yet so will more than likely put it into storage for them.
My top concerns include finding a location in a moderate climate that offers the amenities I want / need such as access to good medical facilities, outdoor activities and low taxes.
I'd be worried about the new style of life, find a new home in a development with all amenities for the withdrawal, although if this is partial, in addition the House design that meets our needs at the moment and for the future.
We were supposed to spend the summer figuring out how to downsize, going from room to room.  So far, not much has happened:  we have finished 2 bookcases and 1 two-drawer file cabinet.  It is not easy, because for me it is the realization that life is changing for us, and perhaps we aren't really ready for it.  We will keep plugging away, however, because we really have to!  As to what we will do with our "stuff"?  We will donate it, give to friends, or try to sell it on Craigslist.  Or we may simply leave it behind for the next owners.
Contacted an auctioneer to pick up and sell furniture
I sell or give away whatever my children don't want to inherit.  My concern is whether I will be physically able to handle moving/ setting up a camper.  Also the expense of overnight camping is getting too high. I wish campground would be more accommodating to year round residents.
Trying to downsize my "stuff" as I get my house ready to sell.  I'm giving away things to family members, friends and work associates as I clean out drawers and closets and declutter rooms.  When the time comes I will give away, sell or donate furniture that I'm not taking.  I plan to get rid of all furniture except for family heirlooms.
At this point in life, I am sad to lose my big beautiful home in California near family and friends not knowing what the next stage of life will bring.  Hopefully a small beautiful home (with new stuff) in the Carolina's where family and friends want to visit or move also!
Held 3 garage sales...to downsize I found out that I should have sold more and taken nothing with me.... retirement communities do not provide the atmosphere to wear the clothes that you previously used for your job and or social life... in terms of cost of moving and subsequent storage cost of things that didn't fit into the new house etc etc... I would have been money ahead to have sold everything but the socks and underwear... in fact the sock could have been sold also...except for the golf socks.....
Going through everything is very time-consuming. I have been consistently donating things to non-profit organizations and also asking my children what they want to have. It is a huge project, but one that must be done before I can even think of selling or moving. Exhausting!
Moved most of my belongings from the house I was renting in florida to the home I bought in South carolina With my wife this past march
1. How to manage a smaller space. We are both tall people with "big feet."
2. Disposing of memorabilia. Difficult to say the least!
3. Plan to continue to find homes for antiques so I don't move them again.
4. Moving is expensive. Concerned about moving ourselves the next time. It may take several trips.
Will give most furniture to daughter. Misc items she doesn't want will sell. Live in condo now in Cleveland. Will be buying ocean front condo in South Carolina
Our house just went on the market. We've lived in this house for 27 years and paid off our mortgage about 10 years ago. Before putting our home up for sale, we had 2 successful garage sales and plan on having one more. Have given some things to family and friends and will be donating whatever doesn't go in our last sale. It was difficult to let some things go but knew we had to get rid of most of our furniture since most condo rentals in the Myrtle Beach area come fully furnished. The few most special pieces will be making the move with us.  We do own property in NC and had purchased it some time ago with the intent to build our retirement home on it. Over the years our attitude toward what we wanted in retirement has changed. We feel renting will the best option for us now...less responsibility and the ability to pack up and go if the need arises. I'm adventurous by nature, so I'm looking at it as a great adventure!
Garage Sale
I have had several garage sales, plus I have sold things on Craig's List.  I am in the process of listing some things on E-Bay.  I have also donated many things to Good Will.

I told my children that they needed to have the vast majority of their things moved out of the home that I am presently living in and selling.  I gave them 3 years notice with several reminders so they would not be caught off-guard, and would have plenty of time to remove their things from the house.
My situation is apartment focused, and may be apartment focused in the future, so responses were given with that in mind
So far, I have gone through storage areas, basement and garage to donate, recycle, or throw out things we no longer need. As the kids move to their own apartments, we hope they will be able to use some of our furniture. What they don't take, we will either sell, donate or take with us to a new, smaller, more efficiently designed home.  We are currently in a very traditional Colonial, and hope to have a more contemporary home in the future with less redundancies (great room, rather than living room and family room; large open concept kitchen/dining space, rather than dining room and eat-in kitchen...) We are also hoping to have a net zero home in the future, that produces more energy than it uses.  One major difficult we are having is finding a home that meets our criteria in this area, which is very whetted to traditional-style homes, so that may force us to move to another state or if we can afford it, to build our own home.  We shall see...
We have a VERY limited start on downsizing.  What has gone so far has been rummaged or donated.  Have huge concerns about the lack of adequate equity in our current home and the likelihood of getting a profitable price for it when it comes time to sell.  Our loose plans (we are maybe as many as 10 years away) for retirement does not include much income from sale our current home.  Sad, huh?
Most concern about the move itself. Getting the right, dependable and trusted mover to pack and move to a new home out of state. Another challenge we face is finding the right location. Starting to think about looking at potential places by vacationing there.  Is this a good approach?  What about trying more than one potential place at different time of the year after we have done some narrowing? Not sure if an over 55 community is a best fit.  Would we take advantage of the amenities offered to warrant the cost?  Could benefit from the bad experiences from those that have made the leap, not just the good.
Our current house is a 1899 large 2 family Victorian, on about a 1/4 acre.  Downstairs apartment needs some work & we are finding it somewhat difficult to sell at the price we need to purchase another home.  There do not appear to be many people who are interested in a large, older home.  We also have to pay off a line of credit. We hope to downsize significantly & to have a much less inexpensive cost of living.
I have been gradually weeding out possessions for years-- selling or trashing old furniture and belongings and not replacing.  I still have a ways to go since I have a 4 bedroom and will prob. downsize to 2 or 3.  Garage sales seem like more hassle and troubkle and effort than they are worth-- I may just pay someone to haul away the junk I don't keep when the time comes.
Most of my furniture were given to charity and family members.
My concerns are having enough funds in my pension until social security and after to supplement SSI.
Gave downsized items to my son and donated what he didn't want. Biggest concern is selling current home because even though it's a seller's market nationally, the market is slow in our area.
Just starting to downsize.  We will be donating many items and possibly try to sell some larger items.
Put Certain items up for sell. Keep some items and offer some items to the children.
Selling: should have negotiated a better % with realtor. Made one $2,500 improvement to property that did not help with sale price. Got offer better than price but the bank financing buyer's mortgage would not accept price; other buyers were available but apparently would have faced the same situation.
Downsizing: we actually moved from a split house to a condo with a bit more space and two baths vs. one bath. Price was higher than what we sold for but in FL vs. MA, newer, with association fees. Over the years we had moved many times and had reduced significantly what we owned, so we had little that we could not bring. However, our living room/dining room furniture was not the best suited for our new home; we would have been wiser to attempt to sell it and buy more locally appropriate (lighter weight/color) furniture instead. We had offered it to the buyers of our old home but they already had their furniture.
Moving company: used Angie's list, chose the cheapest company that had very good ratings. They did a good job, a few minor scratches on furniture.
Downsizing resulted in selling many items that I no longer use - like tools and larger yard care equipment.  Sold a house with 2400+ square footage - rent now, but will eventually buy a smaller home in the 1700 square foot range. No longer entertain larger groups or have family that close to visit often.  Will spend much more on outside living space. Will move to a 55+ type community as we do not care to have children around all the time and such communities are well kept/maintained.  There will be a lot of people there that share similar interests and are in our age group. Prefer a quiet living environment.
We hope to make enough selling our current home to pay off the loan and cover the realtor commission.  (We bought in 2007 at the top of the market) We plan to sell all the furniture and other large items, via an estate or moving sale.  Then we'll be able to move our personal belongings ourselves to our new home in another state.
The only real concern we have is finding new doctors. We are building a home in Hampton Lake, Bluffton, SC.  It will be ready in October.  We are already pretty familiar with the area and have met many of our new neighbors.  There are a lot of retirees, but it is not an age restricted community.  We sold and gave away much of what we are not taking with us.  However, I am sure some of what we have moved will not fit our new home. Our new home is about 1,000 square feet smaller than our previous home. Our furnishings are already in SC in storage.
too much stuff to go through. Will likely call 1-800-junk and shred it to help.
I'm unsure about where to move, so I am researching that first. One of the factors contributing to the locale is the cost of housing, both purchasing new housing and ongoing maintenance.  I do, however, want to purchase a new home that is nicer, with no or very little outside maintenance.
Price house to sell you don't need to make a killing or you'll still be trying to sell house a year later. Sold our house in 7 days. Relatives still waiting a year later & dropping price quarterly. 
Don't let emotion get in the way of getting in the way of getting rid of furniture u love. We did with a few pieces; paid for storage & moving them got rid of pieces at new location.
I  sold or donated excess before selling my home.   found a smaller home further south.
Donate stuff to charity every year to pare down material possessions and obtain tax savings.

We currently downsized to 2100 square feet.
Probably purchase about 1800-2000 square feet of one level, instead of two level, home when moving out of State.
At advice of realtor, used a staging agent and am convinced that her advice led to the staged home photographing so well.  With the great photos, the open house (only 3 days after the listing) resulted in three offers and we sold for $19K over the list price with a signed contract two days after the open house.  With the internet usage up, it's critical to have great photos on the internet MLS sites in order to draw the potential buyers into the open house and we are glad we followed our agent's advice.  The $800 spent on staging agent, use of her crew and some decorative items, her advice on decluttering every room (especially having only one TV on display in the den vice in living room, den, and every bedroom) was money well spent.
Donated most things, had a small garage sale.  Still want to get rid of stuff I don't use and reduce clutter.
Finding a one-story house in our area is proving very difficult.  Most were built before 1970, and are fixer-uppers.  We may have to buy land and build our own house.
1 home sold quickly (2011) and one will sell this month - 2 years later.
Garage/yard sale is a lot of work but it's one way to get rid of 37 years accumulation of "stuff".  Charity will take some of it.  
Lower cost of living and more moderate climate were the drivers for the move.  We have accomplished both of those objectives.
It costs a lot of money to downsize and move.  Accumulating enough liquidity needs to be part of a long term plan to be affordable
Would like to sell my current home "as is" and donate most furniture to charity.
Our biggest problem is where to relocate.
had 2 garage sales , gave several items ton friends, will offer furniture to relatives and friends. because moving belongings is expensive I will absorb the lose and buy new furnitue
Our top concerns right now involve the selling of the house - do we make improvements now or let prospective owners improve to suit their tastes?  We have an awful lot of "junk" to get rid of, but don't know how to go about "de-junking" 40 years worth of memories, etc.
Stuff while downsizing;  Sold a lot, gave away a lot to friends, family, and charities
Haven't moved yet, but the weeding-out process will be significant.  We have a lot more to do before even considering a move.
My biggest concern is finding a house I can afford to purchase, in an area I will like.  I am single, so relocating will be on my own.  I find lots of information for retiring couples, but not much information pertinent to my situation.
We will be moving from expensive Miami to Maryville, Tennessee to a beautiful mountain-view mini farm.  For the current value of our home of 30 years in Miami we have already purchased our retirement home with twice the square footage and five times the acreage.  Can't wait!
Sold home a few years ago & downsized then - kept nothing but personal items & have lived in a furnished rental since. Have lived in a few different areas for about a year to see if it works as my retirement destination. Currently moving to another furnished rental in another state & will move again if I don't like it! Less stuff means less stress & more mobility - I recommend it!
Sold some items on Craigslist. Donated small things to Goodwill.
We are giving items to children, donating and even junking some things. Our house will be smaller but more convenient and safe for us, but with room for children and grandchildren to visit. We have picked out a community in N. Carolina that will provide recreational opportunities, restaurant on site, hiking, etc. but will remain small and close to town. I'm still working but my husband is mostly retired. Our plan is to move in about 3 years but hoping to purchase our retirement home within 6 months and possibly rent on a weekly basis. We do not have alot of money saved but we'll make it work.
We have an offer in on a short sale if it is accepted will allow us to have some money in the bank after sale of our current home.  If offer not accepted, it will be hard to find a house that we can afford which does not require more maintanance and upgrades.  Main challenge with the new home is lack of storage space.  We've already downsized quite a bit so it will be tricky to figure out what else we can eliminate.
Downsizing is a major problem/ too many valuable things to dispose of casually
Garage sale.
Purchased the home I expected to retire in before downturn. Employer downsized in 2012 and became retired 7 years early. Will stay in current home as long as possible, but with hit to 401k, it will not be possible to stay here more than a few more years.
Amount of time depends on 401k returns, real estate values, and availability of affordable/suitable housing.
Have not started downsizing household yet, but know it will 
take months.
Next housing will require considerable hobby space and good exercise facilities nearby, not necessarily on site.
Very important: Next housing will have to have the quality of life that I moved to this one for.
Sold it or gave it away
We found that leaving Florida cut our expenses dramatically.  No Hoa fees now, less expensive utilities, property insurance and taxes.
Company/job move from Alaska to Las Vegas NV. We were tired of the cold and maintenance. Arrived in LV and bought a new home that was much smaller than we had in Alaska. Our furniture was in storage while we moved and after we bought the new house almost NONE of it fit/worked. We saved/used what we could and then donated the remainder, actually a full house worth. After several months of living here we decided that I would retire and we would travel and also take it easy on our own schedule (actually NO schedule). Not considering moving as we can't find another place that we like better than here. If we do though.....we will move! Thanks for all of your hard work. We appreciate all the newletters and information. Even though we are retired we always find things that we can use or think about!
We hope to sell our house within 90 days of putting it on the market. We also have been looking for homes in Nevada as
this is our first choice but nothing has caught our eye yet. 2014 will be an interesting year for us.
Our greatest concern is being able to sell our home which is located in an area that has a struggling economy. Trying to downsize while experiencing serious health issues has been a challenge.
Having to carry furniture and keepsakes for children who aren't settled yet.
Did not sell. Have a large home and love it.
I downsizing despite my present plan to stay in place because I have finally realized that I no longer love some of the things I used to love, and the fact I've had them 15 or 20 or 25 years does not justify their continued presence in my home.  I will release them to someone else to love.  I'm giving the no-longer-loved items to Goodwill and other charities.
Donated good furniture to charity.  Threw away the rest.
Plan on selling excess vehicles and half of furniture.  Expect to move to state with less taxes and a single story home.
Planning on putting our home on the market this fall and  move to another state, but don't know if we'll be able to get a fair price due to the home's evaluation and market. Have started getting rid of small items thru donations to charities, but will have an estate sale and sell most furniture if house sells. Our move centers on the housing economy because we would build new in our next location on the lot we purchased two years ago. I would love to stay in the house we now have, but after retirement we won't be able to afford the property taxes here and enjoy our retirement years.
Sold items at garage sale
Gave items to friends
Donated items to charity
We have given away or sold furniture we don't need and my wife has sold some of her craft materials on E-Bay. We don't plan to fully retire for another 6 to 8 years, at which time we will probably sell our current house (3,800 sq ft) and move into a smaller (1,800 to 2,500 sq ft) house.
We made an initial attempt to downsize with limited success when we sold our home and moved to a rental in the same area.  Mostly we threw away or donated old stuff.  We intend to relocate in the next 2 years and hope to downsize in a more substantial way then.
N/A
Effectively downsizing posesions is a concern.
Let my wife have and take the cash. Its expensive to move and not sure where I will end up in.
top concern:  deciding where to live
Getting better current home sale value is just a matter of time, and moving itself is a matter of how the current neighborhood holds on to it's livability.
Selling my home was not easy it was the wrong time but it sold   My big mistake was buying too fast i bought and moved and then realized this is not the right place for me. Now I am faced with selling another home in a very bad market. If I could do it over I would have rented first to make sure I really was making the best decision for me
Goodwill loved us.  Some to the dump.  Kids wanted nothing.  They buy nicer and newer stuff than we do.  We are conservative with spending and they aren't.
Goodwill loved us.  Some to the dump.  Kids wanted nothing.  They buy nicer and newer stuff than we do.  We are conservative with spending and they aren't.
I have purchased the furnishings for my retirement home. When I am ready to move into it permanently, I will sell the furnishings in my pre-retirement home that I will not need to bring to my retirement home.
Gave lots to Goodwill.
My main concern is that our house value will be up from what has been recently.  Our hopes were to invest the difference from selling our home to buying.  As it stands now, it seems the housing market is much better where we want to retire.
We currently have three vehicles: a car, a small truck and a motorcycle. It will not be hard to convince my spouse to sell the truck but as I cannot drive it, the motorcycle may be difficult to have him sell. Not a lot of the furnishings will be difficult to let go of but there are things I would like to keep that have been handed down but are fragile in a move so I would use a national moving company that is insured. It is a more expensive way to go but could be a good idea when all is said and done. I am a military dependent, both through my father and my husband so moving is not my favorite thing to do and until I am convinced of a place to go, I very much doubt that I will be an easy sell on going.
Wanted a senior community in NC but most residents are older and not active.  We are 62 & 66.  
Most are expensive. Purchasing a smaller home is less expensive but we did not want the maintenance.
We like our current home.  It is handicapped accessible and an open floor plan.  We still enjoy gardening and yard work, but can see this one factor in our looking for a condo or apartment at some point in the future.  We have discussed where to retire and our current small community always seems to come out as the best option.  As long as we have good health, we will probably stay put and enjoy the social and cultural richness that our community provides while doing some traveling and regularly visiting our children and grandchildren, who live within one days travel.
- Selling off what we do not take with us.
- How to be a snow bird; two places is a concern.
- How to work part time at either place and haove it work for the employer.
- How to make right choices from reading such diverse information.
We were able to trade our large house for a smaller one and cash.  We did this without a realtor and saved $20,000+.  We were really lucky to be able to do this the way we did.  We are still in our downsized house that we moved to almost 7 years ago and plan to stay for the foreseeable future.
We made 4 sorting areas for keep, sell, donate and trash when we moved east from California.  There was a huge yard sale after our family chose what they wanted.  We sorted that darn keep pile 3 times to actually retain what we needed.  Our whole house fit into 50 book size moving boxes when we were finished and we only kept our bedroom furniture and three antique hutch/chests.

Then we did the same when we downsized from a house to a condo (which has less than 50% space) two years after the initial move east.  If we don't wear it in 12 months it goes to Goodwill.  If we don't use it in 6 months it goes to Good will too!  We have eliminated clutter and found we are so much happier without all the "stuff".  We learned we don't need to be weighted down by things to have a happy life and are totally looking forward to retirement soon.
Estate sale
We have a 3 year window for our full retirement and have already started selling, donating and gifting unneeded items. You can't start this process too early. Whenever your community has a neighborhood garage sale, participate or merge your items with those of other families. Our daughter just left for grad school, and we totally furnished her apartment with our "extra" furniture. Yes, we will move some of our furniture to a home we will build; however, we will save moving costs by selling most of it on this end and purchasing new furniture on the other end.
Bay area of CA is so expensive, but don't want to give up the great weather and public transportation.  Houses in our neighborhood are selling for over the asking price, so it would be a great time to sell, but we're not ready to move.

Mother in assisted living, so we'd have to move her too.
Looking to move to a safer place; don't care about the weather. Will continue to work at something that I enjoy; not looking for a paycheck. But, I will be looking for a career change; I have over 50 years experience in trades, technology/computers, management and many other qualities that I can provide to companies, organizations and people in need.
After going through all the drawers and closets, I've given everything to United Way and to Volunteers of America.  Even living as a renter I had stored away way too much for my needs.  It is/was a good feeling to downsize and to remove all that I didn’t use and didn’t need.
will we be happy?
will we be happy?
Home sold quickly but at a loss. Sold or donated most stuff.
I will give some to family.  Some pieces I will sell and  the  rest goes to charity .
New home purchased mostly furnished.  Old home contents being given to relatives, sold a bargain prices to friends, certified appraised and donated to charity and the rest into a dumpster.

Radical change in climate and topography, but looking forward to the adventure.
If we downsized, the downsized stuff would probably be given away to family.
When we sold are home it was relatively quite easy. It sold in three weeks and the home buyer purchased  all of our furniture that we had.  The stuff which we no longer needed was sold at a garage sale we held. Then shopped around for a new place to live and settled in southern Delaware.  We love our new home, which is smaller and energy efficient, and the cost of living is easier on our budget.  We moved from New Jersey and we are very happy with our new home in Delaware.
Selling - pick a realtor with a good track record, dedicated and available, and has the best knowledge of neighborhood and demographic and then listen to them; especially, if they have had a good turnover in both the good days and bad.  Again, educate yourself about what is available, what has sold and what people want.  Make certain to remove as much as possible of the clutter from your home.  Clean, open, bright - move in ready!

Stuff - donated, not worth the time to sell, wish I had gotten rid of a lot more furniture, especially, when moving to different style of home.  On the other hand, I don't regret keeping non furniture items. If I thought there was a possibility that I would need to replace the item and the cost to ship was 75% or less cost to replace then I shipped, for decorative items I used a 50%.  
-------------------
This might not be to the subject but I would like to see more articles about buying new construction in age defined communities.
  
When buying in a 55 + community, it is important to remember their agents are sales people and they are not to be fully relied upon for accuracy.  Make sure to your protect interests at all time and document, document, document anything of importance to you.  Don't assume the same consumer protections one state to another.  Use your own attorney.  If I had to do it again, I would bring a recorder and anything that was important enough to ask would have had a documented response which I could incorporate into my purchasing agreement.  I might not have won every battle, but, I would have saved a lot of stress by knowing what the builder/developer would not stand by.

Don't rely upon the internet to give you all the information you need.  You'd be surprised at what you will not find out; especially, the financial health of the developer, prior bankruptcy of the community, outstanding legal issues with regards to building complaints.  Find out the corporate structure and legal name, owners, street address and phone number of the builder and the developer!  Be certain of the legal definition of your retirement community as it will suggest some of the legal requirements of the community charter which relate to usage of facilities, who is a resident, legal age of residents and max number of age acceptions.  Do not sign anything until you read the community charter!  

Your selected community might have very nice facilities, however, if they can be used by visitors, of any age and at any time, you might find yourself asking why you did not just move into a non age restricted community.  If you found the community with the beautiful pool and every hour is open to grandchildren you might not be happy.

If you have a dog, be specific as to how it will be relieved and exercised.  Make certain there is enough safely walkable open space for you and a happy pet. Everyone is pet friendly until your dog arrives and the pet has to be accommodated. 

Check the details of the mechanicals and infrastructure of the home -- this is what will enable you to age in place.  I am surprised at the number of 55+ builders throughout the country who have not given any thought to how they are building for this demographic.  They might tell you that they will make the necessary improvements when your home is built.  

A 12 ft ceiling means you have to get out a tall ladder every month to change the air filters or light bulbs or such.  Check the lighting very carefully; the initmate mood filtered light of the model might be the max amount of the light source in your home.  You may have a very large bathroom, however, the door may not allow a wheel chair to fit through. The top kitchen cabinets may be hung so high that you need a stool to reach past the top shelf.  (We won't be getting taller.) Pay attention to the hot/cold water deliver; i.e., how long to get hot/cold water to a faucet and at what temp and pressure. You won't be happy thinking of the prospect of sanding and refinishing walls due to very bad plaster and paint work or when your tile floors are not even (our feet become more sensitive as we age).  Watch what happens to your blood pressure when the builder tells you that this is normal quality for 
today.  You won't be happy.  If these things are important to you, and they will be even if you are on the young side of retirement, insist on your specifications and make them binding. 

When using some of the new building products document their performance -- talk to manufacturers to know how their product will work in your home and in your geographical relocation area.  

If building - Don't sign anything until get a complete list of all costs including options.  Fight for what you want, but determine if it is best to get it through the builder or your own supplier.

If it is important to you that the home footprint of your neighbors cannot be changed - be certain to document this as well.  A 4 ft addition to you neighbor can affect the aesthetics of your view.

There is a lot to relocating.  Spend the time not only selecting your retirment community but also be deligent on the standards of your new home.  Make no assumptions.  A builder saying that they are building for retirees and/or has considered aging in place modifications (which I personally believe would be appropriate for any home) is meaningless.  Know your specs and bring a tape measure, check list, note pad, tape recorder, time and patience.  

You can get to the fun stuff of a retirement community faster and happier if you don't sidestep the details in selecting a retirement home or retirement community. 

Do not rely on a realtor to be your advocate or inspector.
Do not rely on an attorney to be your source of information.
Do not rely on verbal assurances from anyone.
Get first hand knowledge, document it, and add it to your contract.

(When I was doing all of my relocation research, I wish there had been more information of the above nature.  Moving from Chicago to South Carolina has been great, but, I would have been a happier experience if I had been better prepared.  I hope you cover these subjects more.)
Will we get used to a much smaller space.
What do I do with the personal items that we don't plan on taking with us?
The most difficult aspect of downsizing for us has been trying to reach an agreement on where we will live and what we will live in.  We've been at this for several months and have gotten nowhere.
I retired in 1996 to Las Cruces N/M after selling my home in Calif, I have owned 3 homes here in Las Cruces but sold the last one before the housing bubble busted and have rented a home here since then.
Giving to our children, but definitely will not be taking with us.
Practical (having my new home already in place and obtaining a fair price)and emotional (house has been in family for nearly 60 years). Re downsizing, donatedsome items and threw away other items
Sold 60% of furniture. Moved the left over furniture and personal belongings to a storage and rented out the house I lived in over 10 years. 

Using the rental income, I am able to rent a small efficiency room/apartment and travel different cities in Europe. It's been  great meeting nice people, enjoying mountains and rivers, learning cultures, histories, and languages.
We are not sure where we want to live.  We are actively looking into places to retire.  All are more expensive than the area we live now, but we want to live in a beautiful part of the country!
Big issue is timing .. should I sell when I am ready to retire in 6 years or sell now to take advantage of the market before it takes another dive. I think we will sell within the next 6 months and then try to obtain a job in Georgia where I plan to retire due to the retirement friendly nature of Georgia over North and South Carolina. If I have to rent while I seek another job in Georgia I will just so I do not get caught in another 7 year cycle of low home prices when everything takes a dive, which I am sure it will.
Adjusting to new location
I haven't sold my homes yet, but I will move with just my personal belongings and purchase all new furniture with the purchase of a new home. My concerns are locating the right neighborhood to live in and choosing the right real estate agent that's going to work hard for me in locating the perfect home.
Our concerns about selling our home: not sure we will get enough for a substantial down payment on a smaller home since we live in an area still struggling to recover economically.

Our Desire: smaller home with less maintenance and upkeep. Smaller lawn to mow. Newer.

Our belongings: we might store them temporarily, then disperse to family/friends, or have a sale. Currently, when we clean out "stuff" we give it away to family and to organizations.

Our indecision: whether we should leave the area, although we would like to live in a warmer climate. We have family here. We wonder if we DO move, if we should go where we have other family members/contacts. We are considering Texas Hill country, or Albuquerque, NM.
purchased 2nd seasonal house since prices are depressed and cost of financing is low for long term financing. RVed for 5 years and decided to get permanent places in both areas of family. winter location provides great place for family to visit during cold months. over 55 place has similar residents that enjoy same type of living arrangements.
where to move to and how to time it all. Hope to give the grown children stuff to downsize
Will rent before we buy!
Area charities were very fussy about what they would pick up so, as time and energy waned, I ended up by hiring Got Junk to pick up and dispose of my stuff.  A person cannot micromanage huge lifestyle changes unless he/she/they have plenty of money and time.  A single woman with neither (but who loathes relinquishing her independence!) is at a definite disadvantage.
We have lived in AZ for almost 15 years a couple of years ago my husband who is 72 was diagnosed with COPD and other lung problems. Our very hot weather (up to 118 degrees in summer) has been making it more difficult for him to breathe. We would like to move to an area where the weather is mild in the winter (cold weather won’t help his breathing either) and mild in the summer. Since my husband lost his pension many years ago when the company he worked for lost the employee pensions trying to keep the business going we are now living on SS. We need to find both a better weather state and a low cost of living state.  As stated in one of the questions we are hoping to buy a house with what we make on our present house and have some left over to live on. I enjoy your newsletter so much and I am now hoping to get answers to our problem of where to move. Thank you for the opportunity to tell our retirement store.
We are retired and our home is currently under water.  We have discussed moving to another state and have considered 3 or 4 possibilities.  We would have much difficulty deciding what to take with us.  We have started to reduce some of our paper files and some clothing.  We have a long way to go in many different areas.  It is so overwhelming.
We are a couple of years from retirement but will put our house on the market once the economy improves.  In the mean time we are providing the opportunity to our children to have our excess furniture and other goods before we donate them to a charity.
I'd like to move to one floor living . And to a house that does not require stairs in order to enter.  I'd like to have a story and a half- using the main floor all the time and having the 'Half story'  for family/visitors
Home sold to children of friends without realtor.Renting for 1+ years while we determine where we want to live and then find a home within our budget. Fewer homes in our price range than we thought. Downsizing is difficult. We "got rid" of a lot of stuff, but the amount we have in storage is still much too much. Not looking forward to another move but will not stay in a rental.
Antiques are going into consignment now

Some sold at garage sale; more garage sales to come.

Some donated.
we moved to this house and got a storage building so we still have everything we had before..........
upon sale of last property, I had yard sale to downsize.
We sold our home in less than 2 weeks in Tallahassee FL.  We kept very little furniture which is currently in storage near our daughters house in Okla City, we may eventually sell it or give it to our daughter, we gave our daughter stuff she would eventually inherit, had one garage sale, had antique stores & second hand stores buy furniture we did not want to keep.  It felt good to downsize & get rid of stuff. We are traveling full time in our RV & enjoying every minute of it.  There are a lot of beautiful places to see.  We will buy another home somewhere someday but are in no hurry. Retirement is great!
Still in process of removing children's items that were stored in home but never taken back

Still bringing in items from parents - heirloom furniture so still in a steady state

Amount of work is rather huge after being in home for 20+ years.
We sent a lot of our furniture with our daughter when she bought a home, in order to furnish her home.  We have no need for so much furniture anymore.
Top concern:  being able to sell our home for what it's worth in the next few years
I have had yard sales, donated to salvation army, donated to church's yardsale, given to children, given to goodwill, more yardsales listed on craig's list!
Sell and donate it
We sold our home and most of our possessions prior to our move into a slightly smaller apartment.  We knew several years in advance that we did not want to burden our children with our junk, so we began getting rid of collected stuff about 2 years before we finally made our move.  That was fortunate, as we had to move out within one month of the house selling.  We gave away a lot of our things, had a garage sale, and donated a lot to charity.  the rest we moved into our new apt or our storage unit.  Because we stayed in our city, we did most of the packing and moving ourselves.  We hired a local group to move the big things.  We hope to retire in the next several years, and are happy that we will be able to follow our children to other locales if we want, without having to sell a house.  We are also very happy that we have not had to deal with a lot of recent weather-related damage here in Oklahoma, nor do we spend every weekend on yard work.  We are very happy with our move.
For us moving to a warmer climate specifically close to a beach was paramount. So we've purchased a condo in bradenton fl. We will begin by  "snow birding" during the winter.
For us moving to a warmer climate specifically close to a beach was paramount. So we've purchased a condo in bradenton fl. We will begin by  "snow birding" during the winter.
For us moving to a warmer climate specifically close to a beach was paramount. So we've purchased a condo in bradenton fl. We will begin by  "snow birding" during the winter.
craigs list--garage sales==charities--give to friends
Sold what we would not need -we downsized once to see if we were going to be OK with Townhome living before we bought our retirement place. Kids took some of the items that they wanted as well that we are not taking. Biggest concern is finding a good mover that will not cost a lot and getting our home sold so we at least break even...the market is still not great in our area and we do not want the hassle of renting it out.
Depending on the town, real estate isn't moving, lots of bottom feeders.  Disgusted but still holding on, lovely home in shoreline town.
Expected to move to Florida and buy a new smaller home. none available have to wait  4-7 months for one to be built. No prebuilt homes. Forget it
I have a rental property that helps pay my expenses.  I will move when I don't feel the work required is worth the effort.  I will sell sooner if my children don't want the property.
We had lived in a condo and were concerned about selling it. We caught the market just right this spring and were successful selling it in 60 days.

We had decided to relocate to a city where we had family. Also we bought a larger house to acommodate our children moving in with (creating the nuclear family). 

We are very happy with what we did.
Will be selling our home and hope to get enough money for it. That's always the concernin this economy. Building a new home in another state, retiring and moving all at once is a lot of pressure. Not sure how it is all going to come together.
We are still in the planning (visioning) phase at age 57 - still searching for the "best" place to downsize to.  Still have a few years of work ahead so we may go through two downsizing - one soon - get out of the house that is too big and move closer to work (current 1 hour commute. The second "retirement" downsizing will come later and be to much warmer place than PA.  The Carolina's are at the top of the list right now.....
We sold and donated our furniture and goods when we last downsized 7 yrs ago to live in a condo.  Our next move will be back to a stand alone home with no condo board, fees, etc..  We intend to buy a fixer upper in Melbourne FL and take our time making it our own. Our current home is starting to increase in value and hopefully will continue in that manner for the next few years.  We have moved many times in the past but all moves have been corporate or local and we moved ourselves so we are concerned about reputable moving companies that will take us to our new state.
Much of the items we need to "downsize" will go to our daughters or donate to the church, etc. My concern about downsizing is that in an area where the houses are smaller (and the prices, too), the neighborhoods are not as nice and the planned reirement commiunties in the area have exorbitant HOA fees ($400-500 month). Finding a nice smaller house in a good community will be challenging. We hope to realize some appreciation in our current home before we sellin order to make it possible to live in a better neighborhood in retirement. Staying in our current 6 bedroom, 4 bath, multi-story house really is not an option.
The housing market in the northeast has not rebounded.  Dealers tell us that there is a glut of (antique and reproduction)furniture on the market--so many sellers, few buyers. That said, we look forward to lightening the load, regardless of gain or loss.
Our previous home was not fully furnished (2 of the 4 bedrooms had furniture, one bedroom was used as an office, and the fourth didn't have anything in it). We moved to a 2 bedroom townhouse is a neighborhood that takes care of all the property grass cutting and shrubs.
Exactly! What do you do with all this stuff? The kids really  don't have the space to take the items they would like to have. They've asked and actually considered putting many of the items in storage until they have the extra space. 

The emotional attachment is overwhelming! Everything has a story that goes along with it. Family furniture, family photos, mementos, etc. I hear my parents, in-laws and the generation's voices telling us about the depression.;/ ugh! Never mind that just a few short years ago the furniture could have carried a hefty price for it.
My plan is to retire in 4 years.  I don't really expect to downsize, but I will be moving to a single story home(don't want to navigate the stairs anymore).  In addition, I would like a smaller fenced-in yard so I don't have so much outside work to do.  I am considering moving out of state, possibly a little further south so I don't have to deal with the snow anymore.  Of primary importance to me is the ability to have my pets - therefore a condo/townhouse/retirement community/home association situation would probably be out of the question. I have plenty of time so I am still researching a few areas in regards to cost of living, climate & taxes on my pension.  

Thank you for all your informative articles, I enjoy reading the newsletters and getting all the useful information.
I REGULARLY DONATE TO SEVERAL LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS WHICH PASS THESE ITEMS ON TO THE NEEDY (eg BATTERED WOMENS SHELTER)
We have realized that living with less items on every aspect, make your life more enjoyable.
As stated above the overwhelming task of downsizing and deciding what to get rid of and what to hand onto is enough to make us not move. But....the cost of living in this house on a retirement income and the maintenance involved is the main consideration
Our main concern is if after down sizing we will have enough extra money to spend the 1st year or two traveling, and of couorse will we like where we are moving to as well as where we live now.
give stuff to relatives who needed stuff for their houses, thegarage sale, then donations and what was left over went to the trash
gave away to charity
We will moving to a tax friendly state for retired government workers
Downsized from a 4 Br 4 bath 3000 sqft home to a 3 br 3 bath 1900 sqft townhouse. Made 67% down payment, reduced monthly housing expenses by 51 percent. This includes association fees at the new house. Saving us over $800 / mo.  

Very happy with the change; no mowing no snow shoveling is a added bonus. 

Sold a lot of excess items on Craigslist and eBay. Did some of this before the move and some after.
Sold house(in resort area in expensive state), furniture, appliances, excess clothing, storage building, wood working equipment, everything except some tools, wife's quilting fabric & sewing machine, and the good china.  Relocated to low cost of living state where we live in our motorhome two blocks from work. I walk to work as Postmaster. Two cars (2007 & 2008) paid for and motorhome and property paid for. Invested proceeds from sales in safe, fixed-indexed annuity with income rider to supplement postal annuity and Thrift Savings when I retire in late 2014.
We will travel in our motorhome several times each year but have our site here for a home base when not on the road.
My top concern is that my wife and I will move from the area in which our two children live.  We intend to be within one day's drive of seeing our children.  

We expect to find a modest home, or town home, in an area that has low crime and taxes.  Right now I'm considering Eastern Tenn or Western NC.  Maybe the Myrtle Beach, SC area.
Yard sale,gave a lot to kids and rest donate to purple heart.Anything else to the dump.
Downsizing is difficult.  We gave as much to our kids as they wanted and now we are donating to charities. It is difficult to find a charity that will pick up items so we end up moving to our truck and delivering.   

The hardest thing to downsizing is knowing what we spent for items and knowing others probably will not appreciate or realize the sentimental side.

Downsizing is both physically and emotionally draining.  We just focus on the goals.
So far, we've donated the items. Yardsales are too much work for minimal return. 
Sadly we find that our children aren't interested in grandmothers china, etc.
We've visited several areas of the country, and are considering the Fairhope, AL area.
We've done our homework (thanks to your newsletters great links) and think this area will suit most of our needs.
The most difficult part of the whole process is taking that first big step: selling our home of almost 30 years.
we will sell all
Sold/donated "stuff" in preparation for moving. Have moved all over the world so will use a national co. Want about the same size home, but all on 1 floor. Want 4 seasons. Sales in our area picking up. May be a good time to sell, but not ready yet.
I had spent 2 years selling furniture, old toys that we had saved for our grand children and household items and decorations.  Most was sold on either ebay or craigslist. We built a home in Florida in 2011 and spent 1.5 years bringing items we wanted when we traveled there and bought most furniture locally.  We recently moved the little bit of furniture we wanted to keep and the remainder of our personal items.  Although it was a long process, I think it has made the transition easier and not as overwhelming since we were able to move at our own pace.
I started downsizing. I'm five years out from retirement, I'm searching for a place to live other than California.  

I have purged clothing, furniture, kitchen items, given family pictures, jewerly to my children, things that I want them to have.  Anything I feel that I know longer need (not want, need). I've given items away to charity, friends etc.
Location selection is the most difficult.  Not only looking for a house, but the right environment which includes weather, people, social activities, cultural events and general philosophy of life.  You can get a feel from emails about the costs and style of house, weather and general surroundings but the rest is a crap shoot.
Plan on seling what we don't need to take with us. If we can sell it we will give to charity.
Some going to 1-800-JUNK or similar, some donated to AmVets
Will sell all household items and extra stuff that we can on Craigslist in the current market.  Within 1 year will put current house on market and find local (small) rental while searching for retirement home in the new state/city.  Plans are to move to a location that has a reduced economy, and invest about 20%-30% of the current equity in retirement home purchase.  May rent for a while in new location in order to have a better handle on expenses before taking the plunge to buy.  As long as I can remain employed in current market, will continue to work and save but want to reduce expenses now in order to prepare for the next phase of life.
Have to find a place I want to live in retirement 1st, and need to spend winters there to see if I like the state and place.
We gave some items to family, neighbors, garage sales and Goodwill.
During downsizing we sold furniture and contents that we did not need nor would fit into our smaller home. We sold our larger home, in NE Pennsylvania, during the time the real estate market was weak and lost most of our original down payment. Funds from 401-K was used to purchase the smaller Florida home.
Gave most of it to a charity
We all accumulate "stuff" during our lifetime, but I do not believe in "he who has the most toys, finishes on top."  By eliminating the clutter, I think we will find more of what is truely important to us. It will give us time to ENJOY life without thinking about lots of maintence, care and cleaning that will absorb our financial resources and our personal energies.
Plan to sell current home before retirement so at retirement we can relocate south before the next winter starts. Not a lot of downsizing planned. Biggest reason for move is to get away from cold winters and get rid of the high property taxes of northern New York State. Economy of northern NY is very poor now and unfortunately we won't make as much on the sale of our home but we will move regardless due to cost of owning that home after retirement. The MONTHLY tax bill for our NY home looks to be about the YEARLY tax bill for homes we are looking at in Tennessee.
first off it is a kinda scary experience to let go of so many things with memorys ..... We are giving what ever our children want to take and selling the rest at as living estate sale to raise more money for travels . We have a 5 bedroom house and our children have left the nest, but we are storing a good percent of there belongings in there old bedrooms .....will be hard to tell them we can no longer store their things ..... but it is time for us to labor into our golden years ...<3
Finding a desireable retirement location that I can afford.
I will give some items away and sell some.
One of my concerns is moving away from family.
I have not tried to sell my home as yet.
My expectations for retirement are not very high.
Expect current home to sell rather quickly,we already have new hom e on a lake in north WI.  Children will have chance at left over goods otherwise charity.  Downsizing will cause emotional moments but we are looking forward to a new experience.
I plan on having a garage sale for downsizing. What is left will take to Goodwill. 
I also plan on downsizing where I live and possibliy buying a second home out of state.
I am giving away clothing and household items to my senior center members.  Am still searching for my probable retirement home location for over two years.  California has the best and worst criteria.  Best suits me socially and weatherwize but economy and taxes cancel out pluses.  Can't afford millionaire homes, but will probably have enough to live on comfortably but modestly in a more affordable area.
Both of us have retired in the last two years with some continued consulting. Own house in IL and a small cottage in WI. Have begun to check out warmer locations by renting for 3 months in Arizona this last winter for the first time and loved it. Also checking out FL. Plan to sell large IL home (own free and clear) in next 12-18 months to provide flexibility and rent condo in IL (all family still here) till we move to Arizona in 3-5 years for winters and spend summers in WI. Use conservative investment market returns gained on home proceeds to cover rent and reduce growing housing related expense outflow (taxes and upkeep, etc). This also provides flexibility to move quickly on used house purchase.
We already sold our 4,000 sf home and bought a much smaller home (1700 sf).  We think we would like a little more room when we retire - between 2000 & 2500 should be good.  We also cut back on our budget to see how we would do living on less money and we are fine with that. We were going to wait until 66 to retire, but down sizing and living on less turned out so well we think we will only work another year or 2.
So far I have given some things to friends children who are just starting out. Have also donated several times to AmVets.
We plan to list our home next year, with hope of finding one we like that is a ranch style rather then the 3 story we currently live in. Plan on having a huge household sale to get rid of things we no longer need!
will buy 2 less expensive/smaller homes in 2 different parts of country due to children/grandchildren living in different parts of country. 1 home in claif, 1 home in indianapolis. will split time between both but for taxes will call indiana home.
Sell excessive stuff we don't need/want.  Take as little as possible so new home wont be as cluttered.  Less cleaning, more time for fun!
We just gave stuff away, or to Goodwill.  We sold our 80 year old house and building codes had changed.  That was our biggest obstacle.  Our house was well maintained, and sold quickly.
We are giving away whatever we don't want to keep to charitable organizations.
My biggest concern is leaving where I've lived for the last 30 years.
Considering move to a rental 1st which may help make the coordination between sale of current house and a move smoother. Spending time to find a good location so as to minimize any additional moves is an exhaustive process that takes a lot of diligence and time while still employed.

Actually, the biggest obstacle is the cost of medical insurance for a pre-medicare couple (58 & 56). I am seeking options on this front as well.
The downsizing was excruciating. We sold lots of it in garage sales, took numerous pickup truck loads to Goodwill, gave some of the nicer stuff to our adult daughters.
In spite of that, we still moved too much of our belongings to our new home and had to get rid of more once we moved in.
I'm glad it's over and we love our new home.
Do think this will be a problem as Wife is very efficient. Only issue will be letting go of momentos of joy; probably will struggle with those.


